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ENVISIONING MOROCCAN TOPOS IN ARTHUR LEARED’S
MOROCCO AND THE MOORS (1876), R. B. CUNNINGHAME
GRAHAM’S MOGREB-EL-ACKSA: A JOURNEY IN MOROCCO
(1898) AND BUDGETT MEAKIN’S LIFE IN MOROCCO (1905)
Abstract: Arthur Leared, Cunninghame Graham and Budgett Meakin are three British travel writers
who journeyed into precolonial Morocco or Western Barbary in its tumultuous and lawless last years of
its ruling Sultans. In their accounts, these travellers try to take hold of the Barbary space by making it
void, vast, “uninhabited”, domestic and by erasing any signs of the Moorish Other’s life, alluring the
colonialists that Western Barbary is a spatial nullity or terra nullius; it needs to be peopled and occupied.
The Moorish spaces that the authors visit are regarded and perceived as anti-space as they kindle in the
travellers a sense of disgust, monotony and melancholy on the one hand, and as purveyors of both
erotica and exotica on the other. Morocco and the Moors (1876), Mogreb-el-Aksa: A Journey in
Morocco (1898) and Life in Morocco (1905) share virtually the same vision towards the other’s space, a
space that is unexplored, uncharted and blank. The job of these travellers is to journey into these spaces
and to portray them in a vein that would contribute one way or another to the spread of discursive and
rhetorical strategies that are common among their contemporaries. Therefore, there is an intertextual
relation between different texts. These three travel writers try to map out Moroccan topos from their
Eurocentric standpoints, but they also have recourse to different testimonies and canonical works on this
space, drawing largely and exclusively on other British scholars. The voices and travellers change but
space remains the same; it is fixed and frozen in an epistemological canonicity. The Moorish space is
enfolded in the gaze of the traveller/seer, which is not purely innocent.
Key words: Leared, Graham, Meakin, space, representation

Introduction
Travel writing studies is a rapidly increasing field of academic enquiry. The
rise of a “postcolonial” agenda and methodology across many disciplines has
5

similarly directed scholarly attention to how knowledge of a socially, culturally
and religiously different Other is acquired and disseminated, and the diverse
forms of encounter that can exist between cultures and peoples. These are
concerns for which travel writing past and present is an essential resource and
focus. Thus, a genre once viewed glibly in the academy has in recent decades
received unrelenting survey and investigation. Indeed, it is probably now
impossible to study any branch of the humanities or social sciences without at
some stage being required to utilize and reflect upon travel writing in one or
other of its many guises – although this is of course also partly a result of the
prolific and highly inconsistent and interdisciplinary nature of the genre, which
covers forms as miscellaneous as the field journal, investigative report,
guidebook, personal memoir, comic sketch and lyrical reverie.
Travel writing studies first began to emerge as a distinct field in the 1980s,
especially with Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978), a foundational work in
postcolonial studies. The early 1990s then saw a wave of seminal works, the
most prominent of which are Sara Mills’s Discourse of Difference (1991),
Dennis Porter’s Haunted Journeys: Desire and Transgression in European
Travel Writing (1991) Mary Louise Pratt’s Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and
Transculturation (1992) and James Buzard’s The Beaten Track: European
Tourism, Literature, and the Ways to ‘Culture’, 1800–1918 (1993), inter alia.
Since 2002, however, travel writing studies have proliferated, diversified and
grown more historically nuanced and theoretically sophisticated. Many of the
critical frameworks underpinning research in the 1980s and 1990s have been
interrogated and refined. For example, the feminist recovery of women’s travel
writing – another major stimulus to the initial emergence of the field –has
continued apace, and our growing knowledge of the sheer volume and variety of
travelogues by women has done much to problematize early assumptions about
their supposedly limited presence in the genre. Similarly, while many recent
studies continue to view travel writing through a postcolonialist lens, that lens
has been widened and refocused, thereby offering a richer and more complicated
picture of the genre’s historical role and ongoing influence.
This genre is one of the most important fields among human sciences as it is
rich in its dexterity of the description of scenes and precision of recording
accounts. These descriptions and records are based on personal witnessing and
direct interactions with peoples, their traditions and customs. In this way, travel
narrative is indeed a receptacle of describing human cultures, traditions, customs
and ways of life. What is more, this genre has become an indispensable source
on which studies of historians, geographers, anthropologists, ethnologists,
sociologists, inter alia, feed on. Regardless of its diversity and difference and
regardless of whether it is bona fide or imaginary, travel narrative is a school of
studies in literary, social and cultural encounters, of discovering the outside
world and of meditating on the self in the other’s mirror.
6

Scholars are employing a wide range of terms for travel writing. These
include travel book, travel narrative, travel memoir, journeywork, travel story,
travelogue, meta-travelogue, travel journal, traveller’s account, travel literature,
the literature of travel, travel genre or simply travel. Despite the abundance of
different labels, one is consigned to agree with Jan Borm that travel writing is “a
collective term for a variety of texts both predominantly fictional and nonfictional whose main theme is travel” (2004: 13).
Travel writing is one of the most important and richest genres. This genre
records our movement in space and time. It delineates how we define and come
to grips with ourselves and how we perceive and identify others. In his The
Cambridge Introduction to Travel Writing, Tim Youngs notes that “travelling is
something we all do, on different scales, in one form or another. We all have
stories of travel and they are of more than one personal consequence” (2013:1).
Travel writing as a discourse is designed to depict, represent and interpret the
Other for readers of different backdrops. In recent years, “critical interest has
premised upon the neglected area of travel literature, placing forgotten,
marginalized and out-of-print texts in the context of post-colonialism, gender
and cultural studies, and New Historicism (Mitsi 2005: 2). In this paper, the
focus will be on Leared’s, Graham’s and Meakin’s accounts on precolonial
Morocco, and how they represent and portray Moroccan space; that is, we will
delve into the main rhetorical and representational strategies these authors
deploy in their perception of Moroccan topos.
Moroccan Topos as a “Spatial Nullity”
[Orientalism transforms the orient into] less a place than a topos, a set of references, a
congeries of characteristics, that seem to have its origin in a quotation, or a fragment of a
text, or a citation from someone’s work on the Orient, or some bit of previous imagining,
or an amalgam of all these (Said 1978: 177).

The British Empire was always (and continues to be) an idea – an idea that
was fluidly disseminated in figurative language and narratives across borders and
boundaries. The empire or imperuim started as a signifier, as a word, or as logos
if Jacques Derrida’s own word suits in this vein. This signifier has its signified
and the latter cannot be envisaged if not in the light of a dichotomal and binary
opposition splitting two additional signifiers: the colonizer and the soon-to-becolonized (in this case Moroccans). This binarism envelops the concept of
territory that is made up of a metropolitan space as opposed to a far-flung and
peripheral territory. It is of note that the concept of territory is very crucial as the
travel writer attempts to familiarize the unfamiliar and the exotic and to penetrate
the impenetrable. Travel writing is seldom about travel itself; it is about place.
Movement is constantly in tension with place, as Peter Hulme points out in his
7

chapter, “Deep Maps: Travelling on the Spot”. The place may be, and usually is,
another geographical location, but travel writing is always about another place in
the mind, a space of the imagination (2002:132).
In his argument regarding the concept of Orientalism, Edward Said
introduced the notion of imaginative geographies. The latter are constructions
that fold distance into difference through a series of spatializations. These
constructions try to demarcate “the same” from “the other,” at once constructing
and standardizing a gap between the two by “designating in one's mind a familiar
space which is ‘ours’' and an unfamiliar space beyond ‘ours’ which is ‘theirs’
(1978: 54). That is, the traveller, the painter, the novelist, the dramatist, etc.
make a difference between two starkly different spaces: one belongs to the
writer/the Self and the other space belongs to the Other. Said reminds us that
empires could not have been “without important philosophical and imaginative
processes at work in the production as well as the acquisition, subordination and
settlement of space” (1989: 218). The land of the Moors is mapped out in the
textual representations of travel narrative writers. Similarly, and in Elleke
Boehmer’s take, “colonialism was a metaphoric and cartographic - as well as a
legalistic - undertaking. A country was ‘mapped’ or spatially conceived using
figures that harked back to home ground” (2005: 17). The cartographical
representation of other spaces as the unknown blank spaces or blank canvases
projects a new subsequent emplacement of a new order. The land of Western
Barbary is represented as empty and unfamiliar spaces desperately requiring
rectification and occupation. This kind of representation helps the colonizer to
see and know the world as a whole. So mapping and maps “not only represented
space, they represented the power of the fixed, all-seeing viewpoint: the power to
create a universal space” (Ashcroft 2001: 129).
Travel writing as a genre is linked to seeing and writing which become forms
of epistemic appropriation. Writing about the Other and its space is essentially
inured by a narrative strategy substantially predicated on verboten, impenetrable
and bleary spaces and settings that are different in essence but most importantly
allure and invite European exploration and stimulates the writer’s desire to
launch his narrative and discursive invasion of the land. Put otherwise, travel
narratives often emphasize the risks connected to the journey to the extent of
making spaces savage, violent and unwelcoming; it in fact prepares the European
traveller to a relentless readiness for eventual danger and constant threat and
tacitly enhances an urgent need for an eventual legitimate intrusion.
Leared (1876: 259) stresses the impenetrability of the Moorish setting, “at
one time, it is certain France contemplated adding Morocco to her adjacent
Algerian possessions. But the difficulties which would attend conquest, even if
realized, first from the nature of country … presented obstacles before which the
ruler of France prudently recoiled”. The traveller attempts to tame the
Moorish/Barbarous space by demystifying the contours and boundaries of its
8

wilderness, its hazy spatiality to eventually proffer a narrative map for the
European collective explorer. The traveller should fill these blank spaces
narratively and he does not care a damn about the people who inhabit them. The
space of Western Barbary is egregiously historicized in the inner interstice of the
narrative pastiche. That is, representations of human time and space have been
the most powerful and hegemonic purveyors of Eurocentric tendencies in
modern times. History has been the means by which European concepts of space
and time have been naturalized and universalized (Ashcroft 2001: 15).
The travellers under scrutiny make adventurous itineraries that start virtually
from London, the centre of civilization, the metropole, to the periphery, the
margin, into the innermost and outlying territories of Western Barbary. This
Eurocentrism relegates the periphery of empire to the margins of history, to a
practical historylessness; ignorant people lived in these outlying territories and
they had been consigned to an imaginary waiting room of history, and they were
told by Europeans over and over again to wait. Yeah, ‘Not yet’ (see Dipesh
Chakrabartry 2000: 26), waiting for the European light of civilisation and history
to illuminate and enlighten them as the march of history had made them lag
behind. The history of empire is itself a narrative of a nation providing a memory
– its own history – for those “infant” people, the colonized under its control.
This Other is like a child; he has a short and transient memory. This fact
necessitates the introduction of cultural and historical outsiders to spur these
people and goad them on to move on to life and then history. Imperialism, hence,
impelled itself outward from a European centre to subjugate the peripheral
territories of the “Other” (MacClintock 1995: 16) because the latter have no
history, lack self-government and they are cultureless as Edward Said (1993:
xxi) notes, “the outlying regions of the world have no life, history, or culture to
speak of, no independence or integrity worth representing without the West”.
The journey takes place first in the geographical space of Europe. Before they
settle their feet in the land of Barbary, these travel writers have been loaded with
a multitude of accounts of scholars written about the Moors and the Orientals
and their space.1
Notwithstanding the large number of writings on Morocco give the
appearance of a miscellaneous body of work, they are in fact “a reworking or
direct repetition of earlier descriptions” (Mitchell 1988: 31). In this sense, each
individual representation functions as a referent for another text. Various
writings, by referring back and forth to one another and by borrowing elements
1

For Boehmer, all those who head for the Orient in general may borrow from their
predecessors. “They had recourse to early travellers’ tales of the distant and the barbarian:
descriptions of savagery in Herodotus, or the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century accounts of Marco
Polo, Mandeville, or Hakluyt. Later, they drew on the travel writings of Mungo Park (1790s) or
Richard Burton (1840s-1860s), or the fictional eastern travels of Byron’s Childe Harold’s
Pilgrimage (1812-18) and Don Juan (1819-24)” (16).
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from predecessors, constitute a systematic body of knowledge about Morocco. In
this systematic body, the Orient for Said, is:
less a place than a topos, a set of references, a congeries of characteristics, that seems to
have its origin in a quotation, or a fragment of a text, or a citation from someone’s work on
the Orient, or some bit of previous imagining, or an amalgam of all these. Direct
observation or circumstantial description of the Orient are the fictions presented by writing
on the Orient, yet invariably these are totally secondary to systematic tasks of another sort
(Said 1978, 177, emphasis added).

During their sojourns, these travel writers historicize and textualize Moorish
spaces and cities. The latter subsume different gazes and different voices that are
characterized by their univocal discourse that is based mainly upon
textualization. The inhabitants and the habitat in Barbary are entwined with each
other. In this vein, as the inhabitants are historicized so is their habitat.
We as the readers of the twenty-first century experience the concept of
empire textually, through the medium of nineteenth- and twentieth- century
novels, poems, travel writings, periodicals and memoirs. To quote Boehmer
(2005: 14), “[t]he Empire in its heyday was conceived and maintained in an
array of writings – political treatises, diaries, acts and edicts, administrative
records and gazetteers, missionaries’ reports, notebooks, memoirs, popular verse,
government briefs, letters ‘home’ and letters back to settlers.” As suggested
indeed, literary texts help sustain and reinforce the colonial vision. Boehmer
continues on manifesting that to resist the prevailing halo of empire meant to
resist the main criteria on which the Victorian society hinged upon:
For a Victorian writer to resist the prevailing representations of empire would have meant
resisting the very self-perceptions on which mid- to late nineteenth-century society
grounded itself. In a society steeped in imperial ideologies, however, such a move was
unlikely. Whether they were themselves travelled, or whether they were resolutely
London-based […], writers formed a part of a society that was unflinchingly imperial
(Boehmer 2005: 42-43).

As a vehicle of imperial authority, the text, the travelogue symbolized and in
some cases performed the act of taking possession. As Tiffin C. and A. Lawson
(1994: 9) aver “imperial textuality appropriates, distorts, erases, but it also
contains” (emphasis in original). Once these travellers settle there, they try to
take hold of the Barbary space by making it void, vast, “uninhabited” and
domestic and by erasing any signs of the others’ lives, alluring the colonialists
that Western Barbary is a spatial nullity or terra nullius2 (Tiffin and Lawson
2

According Pramod K. Nayar, Terra Nullius is “derived from Latin,” and “it literally means
“land that belongs to no one”. The term comes from the Papal Bull Terra Nullius issued by Pope
Urban II in 1095, at the beginning of the Crusades. The Bull allowed Europeans princes and kings
to “discover” or claim any land occupied by non‐Christian peoples in any part of the then known
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1994: 5); it needs to be peopled and occupied. In the main, Stephen Greenblatt
notes that spatial nullity has existed in travel narratives even in those who lived
alongside with Christopher Columbus, and this spatial nullity can be attributed,
for Greenblatt again, to some medieval concepts of natural law, “according to
medieval concepts of natural law, uninhabited territories become the possession
of the first to discover them. We might say that Columbus's formalism tries to
make the new lands uninhabited – terrae nullius – by emptying out the category
of the other. The other exists only as an empty sign, a cipher” (1991: 60).
Since the early modern period, the language of colonization has frequently
saturated with the discovery motif, enabling European travellers/writers to
represent the newly “discovered” lands as an empty space, a tabula rasa on
which they could inscribe their linguistic, cultural, and later, territorial claims.
Rhetorically, this trope of discovery took on shifting, multiple meanings within
British colonial discourse, being constantly refurbished and mobilized in the
service of other colonizing enterprises, such as civilizing, rescuing, and
idealizing or demonizing their Moorish subjects as “others”. This discovery
motif has developed into the “ritual of possession”, to use Greenblatt’s own
phrase, which reminds us, to take a vivid example, of Henry Morton Stanley’s
narrative of Central African Exploration in his fascinating travelogue Through
the Dark Continent (1878), wherein Stanley tells his friend Frank Pocock of the
Daily Telegraph:
Now look at this, the latest chart which Europeans have drawn of this region. It is a blank,
perfectly white. …
I assure you, Frank, this enormous void is about to be filled up. Blank as it is, it has a
singular fascination for me. Never has white paper possessed such a charm for me as this
has, and I have already mentally peopled it, filled it with most wonderful pictures of towns,
villages, rivers, countries and tribes- all in the imagination - and I am burning to see
whether I am correct or not. (1890: 449)

Greenblatt’s concept reminds us also of the fascination of Joseph Conrad’s
central character, Charles Marlow, and his hankering after filling blank and
uncharted parts and spaces of the world. These places represent the absence of
modernity, of “civilization”, an absence which must be “filled” by exploration,
mapping and naming. At the outset of his novella, Heart of Darkness (1898),
which is regarded perhaps as one of the most over-quoted texts in the
and to-be-known world. In 1452 this policy was extended by Pope Nicholas V. The term signifies
possession and ownership of territory by distinguishing between Christians who are entitled to own
land and barbarians/non‐Christians who are not. ... Terra nullius is not only, therefore, a legal idea
within colonial discourse, it is also a cultural project. The rejection of native cultural practices on
the land, whether in agriculture or music or art, enabled the colonial to claim that the land was
devoid of memories, cultural heritage, history and therefore civilization itself” (2015: 153-154).
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postcolonial studies and which is published two decades after Stanley’s,
Conrad’s character-narrator, Charles Marlow, declares that
Now when I was a little chap I had a passion for maps. I would look for hours at South
America, or Africa, or Australia, and lose myself in all the glories of exploration. At that
time there were many blank spaces on the earth, and when I saw one that looked
particularly inviting on a map (but they all look like that) I would put my finger on it and
say, when I grow up I will go there. (1983: 11)

Marlow has since been to some of the blank spaces:
“But there was one yet - the biggest, the most blank, so to speak - that I had a hankering after.
“True, by this time it was not a blank space any more. It had got filled … with rivers
and lakes and names. It had ceased to be a blank space of delightful mystery - a white
patch for a boy to dream gloriously over. It had become a place of darkness”. (1983: 11-12)

The physical occupation and control of space have been crucial to British
imperialism. Ashcroft (2001: 124) confirms this when he manifests that “English
colonialism relied on the architectural symbolism of residences to provide the
visual confirmation of imperial solidity, stability and even majesty”. The
colonial enterprise began in the text that initially enacted a narrative performance
wherein the traveller penetrates this unfamiliar and exotic space, as an
inaugurating gesture for the European explorer and subsequently the European
invader. The land is already appropriated and the Oriental is dispossessed in the
narrative text. By fashioning “the monarch- of- all-I-survey”3 scenes these travel
writers seem to take imaginative possessions of the landscape in front of them
and encourage and exhort the reader to indulge in similarly acquisitive fantasies
and phantasms.
The narrative journey becomes a translation of the colonial journey, as the
text’s main function is to bridge the gap of those distant and outlying territories.
Travel texts are like maps that guide the colonialists’ track into the innermost
parts of Morocco and its vague and vast territories. By dint of their narrative
presence in the “Shereefian Empire”, Leared, Graham and Meakin make the
outlying territories contiguous, familiar and known to the European reader.4 This
process can be subsumed within what Edward Said dubs as “imaginative
geography” which provides an expansive repertoire that legitimates distinctions
3

Monarch-of-all-I-survey scene. A term used by Mary Louise Pratt (1992, Chapter 9, 201) to
denote the many scenes in travel writing in which the traveller surveys a landscape, and in the
process seems to claim imaginative possession of it. The phrase is taken from William Cowper’s
famous poem, ‘Verses supposed to be written by Alexander Selkirk’ (1782), in which Selkirk is
made to declare, ‘I am monarch of all I survey, / My right there is none to dispute.’ Pratt notes the
use of this rhetorical gesture by some Victorian travellers and explorers, like Mungo Park and Sir
Richard Burton, to impart moments of geographical discovery.
4
For more information about Cunninghame Graham, see Aammari (2017, 2018).
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between the familiar, “the inside” spaces of dominant (imperial) cultures and the
“outer” spaces of “barbarous” and the “primitive” whose territories they invade
and whose subjects they subjugate and subdue.
By the pinnacle of Europe’s nineteenth-century imperial expansion,
geography was overarching to the interests of imperialism in its various aspects,
including territorial grabbing, economic exploitation, military invasion and the
need for racial domination. Hence, geographical knowledge was an eagerly
promoted trait of late-nineteenth century imperialism. But geography was more
than a discipline in the nineteenth century; it was a discourse which was so
deeply seated in Western thinking. According to Edward Said, most historians,
and certainly literary scholars, have failed to remark “the geographical notation,
the theoretical mapping and charting of territory that underlies Western fiction,
historical writing, and philosophical discourse of the time” (1993: 69). There is
firstly the authority of the European observer, but, more interesting to him, there
is a hierarchy of spaces, accessible by a process of “contrapuntal” reading by
which the metropolitan centre and, gradually, the metropolitan economy are seen
as dependent upon an overseas system of territorial control without which
prosperity at “home” would not be possible.
In the opening section of Orientalism, Said provocatively and vociferously
suggests that “[w]e must take seriously Vico’s5 great observation that men make
their own history, that what they can know is what they have made, and extend it
to geography” (1978: 4). This is because, he continued, “both geographical and
cultural entities - to say nothing of historical entities – such locales, regions,
geographical sectors as ‘Orient’ and ‘Occident’ are man-made” (1978: 4). This
preoccupation is given more assertion in Culture and Imperialism, when Said
(1993:5) avers that literary criticism
[s]et the art in the global, earthly context. Territory and possessions are at stake, geography
and power. Everything about human history is rooted in the earth, which has meant that we
must think about habitation, but it has also meant that people have planned to have more
territory and therefore must do something about its indigenous residents. At some very
basic level, imperialism means thinking about, settling on, controlling land that you do not
possess, that is distant, that is lived on and owned by others. (emphasis in original)

These “imaginative geographies”, Carl Thompson argues, “operate not only
in the individual traveller’s mind, but also in his or her culture more generally.
Thus, travel accounts often illuminate the mental maps that individuals and
cultures have of the world and its inhabitants, and the larger matrix of prejudices,
fantasies and assumptions that they bring to bear on any encounter with, or
5

Most literary theorists suggest that the main elements of historicism are seminally developed
by the Italian philosopher, G. B. Vico and French essayist Michel de Montaigne, and became fully
developed with the dialectic of G. W. F. Hegel, influential in 19th-century Europe.
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description of, the Other” (2011: 136). In Edward Said’s opinion, the way we
imagine places is not simply a private, individual affair and our responses to
them when we visit them are not independent but are mediated by the culturally
constructed representations we have previously encountered. Even “new” worlds
have existing ideas projected onto them, though each world might modify the
other. Travel writing carries preconceptions that, even if challenged, provide a
reference point. It is influenced, if not determined, by its authors’ gender, class,
age, nationality, cultural background and education. It is ideological indeed.

Historicizing and Textualizing Moroccans and Their Space
Arthur Leared draws on a European traditional narrative heritage which has
not altered and which is transformed from one traveller to another, concealing
any possibility of change. From the outset of his travel account, Arthur Leared
makes the reader as if he were in an Oriental space, which means that the
Moroccan territories are going to be orientalized. As Leared notes, “But the
circumstances which calls for remarks is the fact, that far less is known of the
interior of Morocco than such remote countries as China and Japan” (1876:1).
The city of Tangier, the first city wherein all these three travellers land in for the
first time in their journey to Morocco, is condensed and made compact from a
scanning vista from the sea. Indeed, the city of Tangier is fixed and unmoving
within the contours of a lot of narrative texts. We start by Tangier here because it
is there where these travel writers initiate their journey into the outlying
territories of Morocco. Landing in Tangier, Leared alleges, “[t]o do Tangier
justice it should be viewed from the sea, to put one’s foot within its walls is to
dispel an illusion. Its mosques and flat-roofed houses, batteries, and castellated
walls give it a compact and even formidable appearance; but it is formidable
only to the wild hordes of the country” (1876:1). They name the foreign land and
they make of that land and its ways a textual artifact. Hence, they exercise a kind
of mastery over the Other. Morocco and its people have been pictured within a
spectrum of intertextual framework that has been imparted from one generation
of travellers to another. Journeying through the coastal and other interior cities of
Morocco, Leared’s, Graham’s and Meakin’s itineraries reflect a narrative
heritage among a lot of travellers. After Tangier, Leared regards the city of
Casablanca from the sea as a spatial nullity and blankness, “if we must
acknowledge disappointment on landing at Tangier, it was great still in the case
of Casa Blanca. Viewed from the sea its compact-looking walls, batteries, and
couple of minarets, give it a respectable appearance, but inside the walls it is the
dirtiest, most tumble-down place ever seen” (1876:55-56).
The Barbary spaces are condensed in a vein that makes native identity of the
inhabitants stagnant and fixed. The indigenes wallow in primitiveness,
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conservatism and stagnation. Meakin posits, “Few facts are more striking in the
study of Morocco than the absolute stagnation of its people, except in so far as
they have been to a very limited extent affected by outside influences”
(1905:18). These natives are inscribed as unable to make use of natural resources
around them. They are lazy. During his sojourn among the Moors, Arthur Leared
remarks that “n the fields we passed, we observed Moors lying about, prostrated,
apparently, by the heat; whilst here and there one would be observed praying in a
squatting position, the hood of jelabeer so stuck up to give to his, thus coneshaped, figure the look of a white extinguisher. No Moor, of all we saw, was
doing any kind of work (1876:42, emphasis added).
The habitat is also rendered stagnant and empty because “only empty spaces
can be settled, so the space had to be made empty by ignoring or dehumanizing
the inhabitants” (Tiffin and Lawson 1994: 5). What’s more and as Peter Hulme
points out in his Colonial Encounters, “the topic of the land [was] dissimulated
in the topic of savagery, this move being characteristic of all narratives of the
colonial encounter” (1986: 3). Colonialism has always been imagined and
energized through signs, metaphors and narratives; that is, colonial authority
depended on imaginative backing or what has been called “energizing myths”
(Boehmer 2005: 24) in an attempt to comprehend other lands, and in its need to
propagate itself and, importantly, legitimize its presence. One of these
“energizing myths” is the strategy of negation by which the colonizer conceives
of the other as absence, emptiness, nothingness and filth. Budgett Meakin claims
that “filth is apparent everywhere, and to the stifling odour of that unwashed
horde is added that caused by insanitary drainage” (1905: 234). Leared avows
the same point by stressing “the streets and open spaces were covered with fetid
pools of stagnant water; and in these, as elsewhere, was very species of
abominable filth. The wonder altogether was how people could exist in such a
space” (1876: 56). In addition to filth, the Moors are debased and dehumanized,
as they are associated with vermin and pests: “one of the drawbacks to travelling
in this country is vermin, and the apprehension of losing blood from the parasites
of the Moors was more before my mind than its loss from their daggers” (1876:
115). He continues in his visit to the city of Morocco (Marrakech) by saying
While conversing with a lady, I observed that her eyes, which were inflamed, attracted to
them a number of troublesome flies one in particular so posted itself that it could stoop
over and thrust its proboscis between the lids at the inside corner of one eye. Each time this
was done the lady merely shut her eye with a jerk, instead of using her hand to sweep off
the pest. The fly, as impassive as his victims, merely backed a little, withdraw his sucking
tube for an instant, and then began again. In small things, as in more important matters,
passiveness was the rule. (Leared 1876: 202)

Leared debases the Moors, makes them passive and casts them in a null
mould, suggesting hence the necessary imminent coming of the colonizer to
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make the other come out of this animal-like situation. This strategy of negation is
mainly used by colonializers to justify their intervention and their colonizing
enterprise. David Spurr states that “colonized peoples are systematically
represented in terms of negation and absence – absence of order, of limits, of
light, of spirit. Their zero degree of existence provides both a justification for the
colonizing enterprise and an imaginary empty space for the projection of a
modernist angst” (1993: 96). Here, the discourse of negation prepares the ground
for the positive exercise of western military and economic power against the
abuse of that power by Moroccans. The empty spaces of Barbary which are
saturated with “absences and lacks” (Pratt 1992: 53-61) should be filled with the
European interests and energize and resuscitate them. Indeed, the metaphor of
Barbary as a spatial nullity and void is deeply rooted in western travel writing.
The Moors/the inhabitants and the habitat are entwined with each other. The
natives are there, but they are relegated to the position of nothingness and
nullity. These are one of the main rhetorical strategies of colonialism as Tiffin
and Lawson maintain:
Colonialism conceptually depopulated countries either by acknowledging the native but
relegating him or her to the category of the subhuman, or simply by looking through the
native and denying his/ her existence. These were necessary practices for invoking the
claims of terra nullius upon which now-disputed legality of imperial settlement (as
opposed to ‘invasion’) was based. (1994: 5, emphasis in original)

The Moorish spaces that the traveller visits are regarded and perceived as
anti-space as they kindle in the author a sense of disgust, monotony and
melancholy. The relationship between the space and its inhabitants should be
focused upon. If the space is infused with a sense of impenetrability and
inscrutability, so the indigenes, a fact that is reiterated among these travel
writers. What’s more, inside its labyrinth walls, there remains the erotic, the
exotic and the sacred even: the harem. That’s, the inaccessible space of alterity
onto which fantasies of power and eroticism are projected. The traveller tries to
seek out and peep at the secret interiors of the feminized Orient, and he does his
best to describe the salacious harems and to penetrate the secret realm of the
seraglio and explore the topic of Moorish sexuality for his British audience. The
women of the harem are eroticized and perceived as a source of attraction,
derision and mystery. Many travellers before and after these travel writers under
analysis “made all possible efforts and played many tricks and roles to get into
this forbidden space, to have a peep into it, or to send a female person to sound
and gauge its arcane mysteries, but they always get only dribs and drabs”
(Chaouch 2013: 288).
In the fifth chapter of his travelogue, Budgett Meakin tries to demystify the
interior and private world of the Moorish women. Most of the latter live in tents.
Before scanning its internal features, the traveller has a panoramic vista on its
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surroundings. The space is imbued with “mystery” and “filth”, “little else except
the omnipresent dirt is to be found in the average Arab tent” (1905: 59). Its
dwellers are depicted as living side by side with animals; “when the tents are
arranged in a circle, the animals are generally picketed in the centre, but more
often some are to be found sharing the homes of their owners” (Meakin 1905:
57). This description dehumanizes and undermines the Moors; their bodies are
bodyscapes and are surveyed as landscapes and as a zoological specimen.
The association of the space with the world of the harem can be attributed to
the fact that the traveller wants to stress the idea that the Moorish/Oriental
women of harem as a source of eroticism and as an object for voyeurism are
enticing, tantalizing and opaque in the same way as the space wherein they live.
Here, it occurs to me two of the strident themes of colonial discourse: the
feminization of the land and the myth of empty land. Such feminization of the
land goes back to Christopher Columbus. In the early fifteenth century,
Columbus, blundering about the Caribbean islands, described the landscape as a
woman’s breast. Indeed, his image feminizes the earth as a cosmic breast (Anne
MacClintock 1995: 21-22). The early history of colonialism is premised upon
this convention. As Susan Bassnett (2002: 231) tells us, “the early history of
colonialism is one in which new territories were metaphorized as female, as
virgin lands waiting to be penetrated, ploughed, and husbanded by male
explorers.” To make this idea clearer, Meakin (1905: 67) notes that
for their exceedingly substantial build, the Moorish women in the streets might pass for
ghosts, for with the exception of their red Morocco slippers, their costume is white woolwhite. A long and heavy blanket of coarse homespun effectually conceals all features but
the eyes, which are touched up with antimony on the lids, and are sufficiently expressive.
Sometimes a wide-brimmed straw hat is jauntily clapped on; but here ends the plate of
Moorish out-door fashions. In-doors all is colour, light and glitter.

This idea is deeply rooted in the Orientalist tradition and it has drawn the
attention of many a traveller. This tradition is transformed from one generation
of traveller to another, and it reflects the patriarchal Moors who mistreat women,
an act that is perceived as “uncivilized” and “inhuman”; the traveller is
fascinated by the harem; he envisages women as captive figures in a secluded
space, “if an Englishman's house is his castle, the Mohammedan's house is a
prison not for himself, but for his women. Here is the radical difference between
their life and ours” (Meakin 1905: 63, emphasis added). There is a dichotomous
opposition between a “castle”, a place that is associated with civilization,
progress, and with the self on the one hand. On the other hand, there is the
“prison”, which is associated with “uncivilization”, “stagnation”, “subjection”
and with the “Other”, casting hence the Moor in a stark binary opposition with
the European:
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Slavishly bound to the observance of wearisome customs, immured in a windowless house with
only the roof for a promenade, seldom permitted outside the door, and then most carefully
wrapped in a blanket till quite unrecognizable, the life of a Moorish woman, from the time she
has first been caught admiring herself in a mirror, is that of a bird encaged (Meakin 1905: 78).

Not only did images of the harem contribute to the cultural construction of
the Orient as exotic, but they also provided a space of fantasy for the Western
colonization of far-off territories. The Moorish women in general, who are
trammeled by the iconography of the veil, are to be “civilized” by being
undressed (unveiled); they need emancipation, civilisation and freedom in the
same way as the space needs appropriation and rational exploitation because its
inhabitants are ‘simpletons’ and ‘lazy’. To exemplify, Meakin states that
“holding its women in absolute subjection, the Moorish nation is itself held in
subjection, morally, politically, socially” (1905: 71). Yet, the Moorish space is
the most exotic and one of the Arab Nights’ Entertainments, “Nothing short of
the unexpurgated Arabian Nights' Entertainments can convey an adequate idea of
what goes on within those whited sepulchres, the broad, blank walls of Moorish
towns” (Meakin 1905: 78).
Morocco and the Moors, Mogreb-el-Aksa and Life in Morocco glean from
and are saturated with an array of exotic paraphernalia which emanates from
some Orientalist texts. The single most influential of such texts is the ensemble
of Arabic tales transmitted orally and collectively known as Alf-layla-wa-layla
(Thousand and one Nights) first introduced to the European public and
transcribed by the French Orientalist, Antoine Galland into French as Mille et
une Nuits between 1703-1814. So the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were
freighted with the Nights imagery. This interest in these tales points to the
European practice of consulting Oriental texts the better to come to grips with
the beyond. In this way, Boehmer states that “Europe colonized foreign stories as
well as foreign lands” (Boehmer 2005: 43). In his The Arabian Nights: A
Companion, Robert Irwin postulates on the influence of The Arabian Nights
since the eighteenth century, thus, “instead of listing European writers of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that were in some way or other influenced by
the Nights, it would be easier to list those that were not” (1994: 290).
The Moors are constructed as an imagined Orient in the narrative space of these
three travellers on the basis of many factors, and the Nights is one of them. The
Nights was soon translated into European languages. The translation of the
Thousand and One Nights, later more commonly called the Arabian Nights, was
“an epochal event which triggered off the European fascination for orientalia, and
consequently the phenomenon of what is now termed ‘Orientalism’” (Yamanaka
and Nishio 2006: 165, emphasis in original). Orinetalism is legitimized and
institutionalized by the Arabian Nights. It must be a monopoly of the West and an
intrinsic part of a discourse that licenses imperialism and racism and, in particular,
has given a kind of imaginative and intellectual legitimacy to British and French
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intervention and occupation of the Arab lands, that’s, the Nights “helped,
especially in its later nineteenth-century redactions, to provide ideological fodder
for imperial conquest” (Makdisi and Nussbaum 2008: 12). Indeed, the Nights
offered a particularly powerful vision of the Oriental culture “seemingly saturated
with references to sensuality, extravagance, indulgence, violence, supernaturalism,
and eroticism: the very things that the rising European powers were – for all their
own obsessive interest in them – keen to disavow as elements in their own cultures
as they sought to find ways to justify their conquest and rule over other peoples,
particularly in Asia” (Makdisi and Nussbaum 2008: 4).
Besides, Galland’s version was followed by editions for every taste and
audience, from the traveller and Orientalist Edward William Lane’s savagely
bowdlerized and abridged family edition (1838–41) to the lucrative edition for
collectors of erotica by Richard Burton (1882–4). Raymond Schwab renders The
Arabian Nights as one of the “Oriental Renaissances” as it initiates the “stylistic
literary exoticism associated in Europe with Orientalism” (Said 1983: 257). For
Said, Galland’s Nuits was contributing to the contemporary Orientalist archive.
What is striking about these translations, or “appropriations”, to be concise, is that
they are accompanied by illustrations that have great effects on shaping
Europeans’ image of the Orient. In their interesting book, The Arabian Nights and
Orientalism: Perspective from East and West, Yamanaka and Nishio refer to the
dichotomy that exists between tales of the Arabian Nights and illustrations, thus:
“The stories of the Nights support this ‘real’ but outrageously ‘exoticised’ East.
The Nights, as written fiction and as an account of reality, are used to reveal not
the East but a personal East… The ‘real’ Orient is the proposed by talented
illustrators” (2006: 50). Thus, throughout the nineteenth century, and for several
generations, by consensus, an authoritative reference on the Islamic Orient, its
societies, cultural customs and manners as well as its political regimes.
The experience of the orientalist subject therefore can be meaningful only in
relation to the intertextual context of the discursive domain in which the traveller
participates. Most of the British travellers who sojourned in Morocco during the
last decades of the nineteenth century have allusions to the Arabian Nights, and
they intertextually inspired one another with images. A Berber chieftain captured
Cunninghame Graham in his adventurous attempt to enter Tarudant. If the latter is
shrouded in an aura of strangeness, verbotness, exoticism, mystery and indolence,
its people also are cast in an Arabian Nights mould: “Standing before the door, we
found a soldier with a lantern waiting to see us home. We bid farewell to Abu
Beckr, watching him stand beneath the archway of his house in his green robe and
white burnouse, looking a figure out of the pages of the “Arabian Nights” (Graham
1898: 280). Graham describes the Berber tribal chieftain or “Kaid” as a potentate
of the Arabian Nights: “An Eastern potentate of the Arabian Nights was the Kaid,
with all the culture of the Arabs of the Middle Ages absent, but as he was, the
arbiter of life and death in a wide district” (Graham 1898: 231). During his
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adventure, Graham reflects, “I sat a moment listening on my horse, and heard
enough to learn the story was after the style of the Arabian Nights, but quite
unbowdlerised and suitable for Oriental taste” (1898: 264). In describing the scene
of his meeting with his friend, Abu Becker, the traveller may have conjured up the
story of “Ali Baba” in the magic cave garnered from the pages of the Arabian
Nights. The comparison between the two stories shows us that there is a great
similarity and Graham has surely got influenced by the stories of the Nights, and
which he tries to bring to the surface from time to time in his travelogue (1898:
266-268). The Nights, then, provided metaphors and tropes for marvelous and
unintelligible realities, for fancy and escape, childlike imagining and sudden
transformations, opulence and sensuality.
Before setting foot in Tangier, Arthur Leared has a panoramic vision on
Tangier. The latter is seen as a hazy and opaque city. This panoramic vista from
the sea is a tradition among many British travel writers in different periods,
mainly during the pinnacle of imperialism. To quote Leared, “whenever the
Mohammedan dwells, the rigid jealousy with which women are regarded
influences the style of his architecture” (1876: 12). Like their narrative structure,
the Moorish space is liable to the strategy of selection as we notice these travel
writers intrude on the text as a narrative space, dictating discourse and rarely
rendering what they see objectively.
Overarching signifiers for imperial values are laid down in the travellers’
representation of space – the focus on certain areas and not others, the attention
given to some cities in relation to outlying territories. In these travelogues, the
travellers make an itinerary in coastal cities such as Tangier, Casa Blanca, Saffi,
Mazagan, Mogador and Agadir. These cities are port cities that “were susceptible
to social change, because they were the principal points of contact between
Europeans and the local population. Even more important, the ports served as
agents of change, bridgeheads in subordinating the country as a whole to
dominant western models” (Daniel Schroeter1988: 2). The interior territories are
outlying and marginalized. During the Victorian and Edwardian reign, most of
the British travellers who sojourned in Western Barbary followed the same
itinerary in the coastal cities from Tangier to Agadir. Cunninghame Graham and
Budgett Meakin must have read their predecessors, among them Arthur Leared,
before setting their feet in the land of the Moors. Hence, the Moorish space is
textualized and imparted from one travel writer to another. In his article, “The
Politics of Adventure: Theories of travel, Discourses of Power”, Ali Behdad
postulates that “although the desire to travel is viewed as natural phenomenon,
the origin of this desire is travel literature” (2009: 82-83). The spirit of adventure
is a “mediated phenomenon”, he adds, because “there is always an intertext (that
is another travel narrative) that informs every traveller’s desire” (2009: 82-83).
The form of this desire varies from century to century, but the desire is itself
textual, an elaboration of a pre-text.
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The period from about 1830 to 1880 can be dubbed as the period of Victorian
non-annexationist global expansion and furtherance characterized by
considerable confidence about Britain and its place in the world. From 1880 to
1914 is a period of severe international competition and territorial annexation or
heyday of imperialism accompanied by considerable anxiety (see Youngs and
Hulme 2002: 78). During this time, (1830-1914), “travel writing became
increasingly identified with the interests and preoccupations of those in
European societies who wished to bring the non-European world into a position
where it could be influenced, exploited or, in some cases, directly controlled”
(Roy Bridges 2002: 58). This period witnessed also the spread of the “culture of
exploration” as industrial and commercial capitalism triumphed in Europe and
this made possible its equal triumph around the world or the “triumph of the
capitalist expansion”, especially scientific exploration. The latter from the
eighteenth century onwards was generally perceived by the explorers themselves
and by their readers as an essentially benevolent, morally and intellectually
worthy invasion into another region and culture. Through these scientific
explorations, Europeans practiced a kind of moral and intellectual superiority
over indigenous cultures. This sense of superiority is conveyed from one travel
writer/explorer to another. During this period, most of the travellers’ exploration
in Barbary and Africa can be subsumed within the notoriously called “Scramble
for Africa” in which Europeans rushed to carve out colonies for themselves.
Europeans claimed to understand the earth and its physical processes, know
how to connive their position, and they could classify and examine the flora and
fauna of the other. By the year 1880, science had made possible an intellectual
conquest of most of the rest of the world that showed that who understood nature’s
law could bring about an imperialism of improvement, so to speak. I mention these
pieces of information on the grounds of two reasons. First, the Victorian (r.18311901) and the Edwardian (r.1901-1914) reigns witnessed the pinnacle of
imperialism and there were many a traveller who contributed to this imperialist
expansion by describing narratively the Other’s lands as fertile and opaque spaces
at the same time. For them, these swathes of territory should be captured and
appropriated in the narrative for imperial exploitation. Second, there were some
rhetorical tropes and representational and discursive strategies that were common
among the travellers of this period which they imparted from one traveller to
another, among which is the idea of the historicized and textualized space. The
traveller is influenced by some discursive ideas that are circulating at the time.
Morocco and the Moors, Mogreb-el-Aksa and Life in Morocco share virtually the
same vision towards the other’s space, a space that is stagnant, uncharted and
blank. The job of these travellers is to journey into these spaces and to portray
them in a vein that would contribute one way or another to the spread of these
discursive ideas that are common among their contemporaries. Therefore, there is
an intertextual relation between different texts. These three travel writers try to
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map out Moroccan space from their individuated standpoint and perception, but
they also have recourse to different testimonies and canonical works on this space,
drawing largely and exclusively on European scholars. The voices and travellers
change but space remains the same; it is fixed and frozen in an epistemological
canonicity. The Moorish space is enfolded in the gaze of the traveller/narrator/
seer, which is not purely innocent.

Conclusion
Arthur Leared’s Morocco and the Moors (1876), Cunninghame Graham’s
Mogreb-el-Aksa: A Journey in Morocco (1898) and Budgett Meakin’s Life in
Morocco (1905) vividly historicize and textualize Morocco and its people. These
travel writers bring into sharper focus the geographical and cultural space of
precolonial Morocco or Western Barbary when it started to witness precipitous
decline to anarchy and dissidence. In their accounts, these travellers envision
Barbary space by depicting it in a constellation of images such as mystery,
impenetrability and exoticism. Besides, their portrayals that emphasize the
orientalizing image that Morocco is “uninhabited” as they erase any signs of the
Moorish Other’s life in their accounts, alluring imperial powers, mainly the
French and the Spanish colonizers, that Western Barbary is a spatial nullity or
terra nullius that needs to be peopled and occupied. The Moorish topos is
perceived as anti-space, conjuring up a panoply of representations of revulsion,
dullness and melancholy. What is common about these travellers and their
accounts is that these three authors share practically the same vision towards the
Other’s space, a space that is unexplored, uncharted and blank. Orientalism, for
Said, is constructed as a systematic symbolic universe not simply because
various representations constitute a unity through their reference to a common
geographical place called the Orient. In this sense, each individual representation
functions as a referent for another text. Various writings, by referring back and
forth to one another and by borrowing elements from predecessors, constitute a
systematic body of knowledge about Morocco.
The job of these travellers is to journey into these spaces and to portray them
in a vein that would contribute one way or another to the spread of discursive
and rhetorical strategies that are common among their contemporaries.
Therefore, there is an intertextual relation between different texts. These three
travel writers try to map out Moroccan topos from their Eurocentric standpoints,
but they also have recourse to different testimonies and canonical works on this
space, drawing largely and exclusively on other British scholars. The voices and
travellers change but space remains the same; it is fixed and frozen in an
epistemological canonicity. The Moorish space is enfolded in the gaze of the
traveller/seer, which is not purely innocent, but ideologically framed.
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Abstract: The following paper concentrates on the reception of antiquity in the novel by Emily
Brontë Wuthering Heights. The primary concept of the analysis is to exploit such critical tools as:
Reader-Response Criticism, dialogics and transtextuality. In this context one can notice such
ancient references as: the structure of a labyrinth (prefiguration), the archetype of Hercules, Apollo
and gods, as well as the reference to learning ancient languages (revocation). All the references to
antiquity are used in the novel in question not only as ornaments, but mainly as the tools to
comment on, among others, the social situation in Victorian England.
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Introduction – methods of research
Wuthering Heights – the famous novel by Emily Brontë – has become the
source of literary analysis from different points of view and along with the
development of the study of literary criticism other new perspectives can be
applied to it. In this context, the novel constitutes an inexhaustible source for
interpretation, especially due to its untypical character; the question of
authorship has always been problematic, its language seems not to be typical for
a woman. Emily never mentioned her novel and there was no her signature under
the manuscript (Ostrowski 2013: 45). Moreover, the construction of the novel,
the lack of chronological order in the presentation of the events and the variety
of narrators makes the work perfect material for a comprehensive analysis. One
of the most interesting aspects of interpretation that can be traced in the novel by
Brontë is the appearance of antiquity, understood as the presence and usage of
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ancient motives and languages (Latin and Greek). Antiquity, or classics, can be
also perceived as the term that means “the world of ancient Greece and Rome
and ‘the classical tradition’ means reflexes of, uses of, reconstitutions of, or
responses to, the ancient world from the disintegration of the Western Roman
Empire to our own day” (Silk, Gildenhard et al. 2014: 4). Due to the rising
popularity of an interdisciplinary approach to literature, the study of reception
seems to be gaining a crucial position in the context of widely understood
literary studies.
To present the idea of the reception of antiquity in the novel by Brontë it is
crucial to employ particular methods of research. First of all, Reader-Response
Criticism is the basic method to be used, as the reader is seen as central in the
process of interpretation. The text is no longer autonomous, but its sense is
created on the basis of the reader’s perception. What is more, the reception
theory itself which is a kind of reader-oriented criticism, originates from rhetoric
popular in ancient Greece, which is now connected with the ways a reader may
respond to a given literary work (Guerin et al. 2005: 351-353). So, the elements
of antiquity that can be found in Wuthering Heights are to be analysed in
connection with the reader’s knowledge, culture and personal experience.
Another literary approach that is applied in the following research is Mikhail
Bakhtin’s dialogics. According to this method, a novel can be analysed as a
polyphonic work – meaning that in the literary work there are multiple voices
(many points of view, different genres and free speech of the hero) (Guerin et al.
2005: 363). In the context of Bakhtin’s theory Wuthering Heights seems to be a
rich source of intertextual references. Intertextuality, or, as Gérard Genette calls
it, transtextuality, serves as the perfect tool to highlight the elements of antiquity
in the novel and their role. In the work by Brontë hypertextuality seems to be the
most frequently used type of transtextuality1. It means that text B (a new text) is
created by imitating text A (an ancient pattern) but a direct commentary on text
A is rare here. Nevertheless, text B cannot exist or be fully understood without
the existence of text A. Genette’s hypertextuality corresponds with the ways of
analysing ancient motives offered by Stanisław Stabryła. These are: revocation
(imitations or repetitions of a motif, with no essential change of meaning) and
prefiguration (analogies in terms of the fate of the characters and of the structure
of the presented world) (Stabryła 1996: 8-9)2. The idea of employing ancient
1

According to Genette (2014: 7-11), there are five types of transtextuality: 1. Intertextuality
(the presence of one text in another). 2. Paratext (title, illustrations, etc.). 3. Metatext (critical
commentary often without quoting another text). 4. Hypertextuality (text B is created on the basis
of text A but with no direct comment on text A). 5. Architextuality (paratextual reference of a
taxonomic character, e.g. Essays, etc.).
2
Other ways of exploiting ancient motives according to Stabryła are: reinterpretation (change of the
basic sense of a given motif either by polemics with the original sense or by creating new meanings of
the ancient element) and incrustation (stylistic figures, ornaments used in poems) (Stabryła 1996: 8-9).
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motifs in British novels was not new, however, as Casper J. Kraemer claims, it is
crucial to notice the rising importance of Greek elements in comparison to Latin
ones in the British literature of Victorianism (1927: 486-487)3.

Labyrinth as a prefiguration of the ancient archetype
The labyrinth is one of the most popular motives of ancient culture. Its
structure can be applied to the study of literature and in the novel by Brontë it
refers to the structure and constitutes a reflection of the characters’ moods,
feelings and mental states.
First of all, the novel Wuthering Heights as a whole, can be called labyrinthine.
As Michał Głowiński states, such a novel can be characterized by questioning any
linearity on the level of both narration and plot. The rules of continuity and
coherence are not followed as far as the sequence of facts, perspectives and points
of view are concerned (1990: 206-207). Brontë constructs her novel in a particular
way; there are two major narrators: Nelly Dean who tells the story up to chapter
14, and Lockwood, who continues narrating the story. These two perspectives
differ from each other, but combined, they create a labyrinth of thoughts, facts and
descriptions, especially due to the fact that the two narrators do not use chronology
in their telling, and the novel starts in medias res. Patricia Ingham notices that the
reader can only rely on the two narrators’ opinions, not on the presentations of the
events, and this somehow, imposes on the addressee of the novel a particular
perception and interpretation of the story (2008: 208). Apart from the two major
narrators, there exist other sources of narration such as letters and diaries.
Together, they all construct a set of different elements which can be compared to a
collage or a patchwork: they are seemingly inconsistent, but do, in fact, constitute
a coherent whole.
Another characteristic feature of a labyrinth that can be found in Wuthering
Heights is the presence of supernatural elements and the mixing of dream with
reality. As Głowiński claims, in a chronological, third-person narration the
author separates the two worlds: the real one and the other one which has been
created in the character’s imagination, while in a labyrinthine novel modal
frames are not clearly exposed, they can be non-defined (1990: 206-207). In the
novel by Brontë this element can be clearly noticed in Lockwood’s behaviour
and state of mind:

3
The rising popularity of Greek elements in the nineteenth-century English literature was
mainly caused by the influence of Germans and of the British Romantic poets, such as Coleridge,
Wordsworth or Byron, who showed his particular romantic attachment to ancient Greece.
Moreover, the archaeological discoveries and the findings of the texts by some classical authors
influenced the interest in ancient Greece as well (Kraemer 1927: 495-496).
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In vapid listlessness I leant my head against the window, and continued spelling over
Catherine Earnshaw – Heathcliff – Linton, till my eyes closed; but they had not rested five
minutes when a glare of white letters started from the dark, as vivid as spectres – the air
swarmed with Catherines; and (…) I discovered my candle-wick reclining on one of the
antique volumes, and perfuming the place with an odour of roasted calf-skin (Brontë
[1847] 1994: 32).

Later, Lockwood dives deeper into the labyrinth of his dreams and
hallucinations, not actually knowing whether he is dreaming or consciously
experiencing unnatural phenomena:
I remembered I was lying in the oak closet, and I heard distinctly the gusty wind, and the
driving of the snow; I heard, also, the fir bough repeat its teasing sound, and ascribed it to
the right cause (…), I rose and endeavoured to unhasp the casement. The hook was
soldered into the staple: a circumstance observed by me when awake, but forgotten. 'I must
stop it, nevertheless!' I muttered, (…) stretching an arm out to seize the importunate
branch; instead of which, my fingers closed on the fingers of a little, ice-cold hand! (…) a
most melancholy voice sobbed, 'Let me in – let me in!' 'Who are you?' I asked (…).
'Catherine Linton,' it replied (…). 'I'm come home: I'd lost my way on the moor!' (…) 'Let
me in! (…). 'How can I!' I said at length. 'Let ME go, if you want me to let you in!' (…)
'Begone!' I shouted. 'I'll never let you in, not if you beg for twenty years.' 'It is twenty
years,' mourned the voice: 'twenty years. I've been a waif for twenty years!' (Brontë [1847]
1994: 36-37).

The above quotation proves the novel has a heterogeneous composition based
on the complexity of labyrinthine construction. Lockwood is not sure whether
the ghosts he sees appear in his dream or in reality; he does not know whether
the voices he hears are just the product of his imagination or a part of his dream.
The character’s uncertainty resembles a person that is lost in a tangle of ways in
a labyrinthine structure.
The space of a labyrinth is an organised and considered space. It differs from
other spaces since it always influences the behaviour of those who find
themselves within its limits (Głowiński 1990: 130). In the context of the novel in
question the situation of women can be the prefiguration of a labyrinthine
structure: females in the nineteenth century were limited to their domestic
sphere, which constituted a kind of a labyrinth for them. Although they seemed
to have some freedom, could take care of the household and children, their
sphere of action was always limited to clearly defined boundaries – they could
read but only the books dedicated for women, they could talk but only about
particular topics, carefully chosen for females, they could lead a social life, but
based only on meeting female friends or on presenting their skills (playing a
musical instrument, singing), they could marry a man chosen for her by her
family, etc. So, women could move within a particular space; crossing the limit
could have dangerous consequences, for instance: exclusion from society, being
doomed to become a spinster, etc. Catherine Earnshaw decides not to leave the
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safe space of the labyrinth and marry Edgar Linton. Nevertheless, this action
appears to be pernicious to her. Moreover, Catherine’s bad mood caused by the
necessity of marrying a man socially equal to her causes her to experience the
deceptive character of the labyrinth of social dependence.
Well, if I cannot keep Heathcliff for my friend – if Edgar will be mean and jealous, I'll try
to break their hearts by breaking my own. That will be a prompt way of finishing all, when
I am pushed to extremity! But it's a deed to be reserved for a forlorn hope; I'd not take
Linton by surprise with it (Brontë [1847] 1994: 109).

It appears that in a labyrinth nobody feels good; the space belongs to nobody in
particular, it is, rather, a strange space. The movement of a character creates the
movement of thoughts, a cognitive process, which is supposed to lead the character
to get to know further segments of the space and to find their bearings as far as their
situation is concerned (Głowiński 1990: 134). During one of her conversations with
Nelly, Catherine expresses a strong desire to be free from the social constraints
which create a prison similar to a labyrinth. She paradoxically locks herself in one of
the rooms in the Lintons’ house trying to escape from the situation which imposes
on her the necessity of choosing between Heathcliff and Edgar:
‘How long is it since I shut myself in here?’ she asked, suddenly reviving.
‘It was Monday evening,’ I replied, ‘and this is Thursday night, or rather Friday morning,
at present.’
‘What! of the same week?’ she exclaimed. ‘Only that brief time?’
‘Long enough to live on nothing but cold water and ill-temper,’ observed I.
‘Well, it seems a weary number of hours,’ she muttered doubtfully: ‘it must be more.
(…) I thought (…) that I was enclosed in the oak-panelled bed at home; and my heart
ached with some great grief which, just waking, I could not recollect. (…) Oh, I’m
burning! I wish I were out of doors! (…). Open the window again wide: fasten it open!
Quick, why don’t you move?’ (Brontë [1847] 1994: 115-116).

Catherine feels lost and ambushed in the labyrinth of conventions, feelings and
relations. Finally, when she leaves the room in Trushcross Grange, she feels better.
Flowers brought her by Edgar help her to recover, as they remind her of beautiful
landscapes, Wuthering Heights and open space waiting for her walking there.
But labyrinth mainly refers to an enclosed space. In a labyrinthine novel there
exists a certain paradox; the major subject of this type of writing is a limited
space which is closed, but at the same time, this kind of literature can cover
works which aspire to be open (in terms of interpretation). The difficulty of
orienting in the structure of a labyrinth is left for the reader – so, ‘openness’
favours emphasising separateness (Głowiński 1990: 208). In Wuthering Heights
Nelly and young Cathy experience the separateness – they are imprisoned by
Heathcliff in a room and try to escape through the window or the attic.
Unfortunately, it appears to be impossible. After releasing Cathy, Nelly is left
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alone in her prison and starts to analyse her situation and all the events in the two
houses. Her imprisonment makes the reader stop and reflect on the events; in this
way, the addressee of the novel can autonomously interpret the actions taken by
the characters, this being the expression of ‘openness’.
Another prefiguration clearly visible in the structure of the novel by Brontë is
its construction similar to that of an ancient tragedy. Some of the characters, like
Heathcliff, Catherine or Edgar resemble tragic heroes: they are unhappy, some of
them are subjected to the rules of a higher power (obedience to the rule of
marrying a person from the same social class), there are several deaths, but,
finally, the reader can experience catharsis, because every character of the novel
finds peace and quiet (Buda 2017: 53).
The motif of the ancient labyrinth is used in this literary work as a structural
basis. The narration is not chronological, and it exploits different points of view.
It also contains supernatural elements, and the action takes place somewhere
between dream and reality. The space of the labyrinth is organised, and it evokes
in the characters negative feelings. Nevertheless, it enables the reader to freely
interpret the world presented as they must orient themselves within the structure,
this is, therefore, one of the most accurate examples of interpreting a literary
work in the context of Reader-Response Criticism.

Ancient motives in the role of hypertextual references
Apart from the motif of a labyrinth, Wuthering Heights contains numerous
examples of revocation, which constitute a typical instance of exploiting ancient
elements in a literary work. The usage of these motives should not only be listed
and treated as a group of borrowings, but it should be perceived as a method of
commenting on the events described in a given work of art. The function of
commenting is one of the major features of intertextual references.
One of the ancient references present in the novel discussed here is the
description of the mansion Wuthering Heights, which is contrasted with
Trushcross Grange – the house of the Lintons. While the house of the Earnshaws
is associated with mystery, chaos, violence, darkness and a lack of emotions and
positive feelings, the Lintons’ mansion is described as a perfect place similar to
the house of ancient gods. Lockwood notices the terrifying character of
Wuthering Heights the very moment he enters it for the first time: “Before
passing the threshold, I paused to admire a quantity of grotesque carving
lavished over the front, and especially about the principal door; above which,
among a wilderness of crumbling griffins and shameless little boys, I detected
the date “1500,” and the name “Hareton Earnshaw”” (Brontë [1847] 1994: 20).
The above quotation contains several important pieces of information which
refer to the reception of antiquity. First of all, the description includes references
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to the ancient figures of griffins which are “crumbling”; it may be understood in
such a way that the mansion is no longer in a good state, its former glory no
longer to be seen. This imposes on a reader a particular perception of Wuthering
Heights as a house facing some serious problems, an image to be confirmed later
in the novel. Another important ancient reference that appears in the description
of the house is the mention of “shameless little boys”. These are the
representations of the god of desire and love – Latin Cupid or Greek Eros4.
Although this figure is usually portrayed as a pleasant boy with a bow, here it is
called “shameless”, which suggests indignation on his part at the
inappropriateness of the carving. The whole description of the front of the house
may imply that Wuthering Heights is a hostile place, far from the ideal of a
family home, further confirmed in the course of action presented in the novel. In
contrast, Trushcross Grange is portrayed as a perfect mansion and seems to be
similar to Olympus – the place of living of the ancient Greek gods:
We ran from the top of the Heights to the park, without stopping. We crept through a
broken hedge, groped our way up the path, and planted ourselves on a flower-plot under
the drawing-room window. The light came from thence; they had not put up the shutters,
and the curtains were only half closed. Both of us were able to look in by standing on the
basement, and clinging to the ledge, and we saw – ah! it was beautiful – a splendid place
carpeted with crimson, and crimson-covered chairs and tables, and a pure white ceiling
bordered by gold, a shower of glass-drops hanging in silver chains from the centre, and
shimmering with little soft tapers (Brontë [1847] 1994: 53).

This description shows the contrast between the two houses by exploiting,
among others, the usage of ancient motives. This is also proof of the dialogical
character of the novel: different voices speak here to offer the reader a particular
point of reference, the novel refers to the reader’s knowledge of antiquity.
Olympus is mainly associated with a place not easily accessible for humans, so
here it is like the representation of wealth, family love and respect. That is why it
evokes curiosity in the young friends: Catherine and Heathcliff. Moreover, the
inhabitants of Trushcross Grange are perceived as ideal, similar to gods and godlike figures. Heathcliff longs to achieve a good social position and Edgar seems
to be a good point of reference for him: “'But, Nelly, if I knocked him down
twenty times, that wouldn't make him less handsome or me more so. I wish I had
light hair and a fair skin, and was dressed and behaved as well, and had a chance
of being as rich as he will be!'” (Brontë [1847] 1994: 60). Heathcliff’s dream is
to become similar to a god or to the figure of Apollo – the symbol of an ideal
man. He desires to be like Edgar, and this desire seems to be too distant for
Heathcliff – as Olympus was for humans. Here, the knowledge of antiquity
4

In the Polish translation by Janina Sujkowska “shameless little boys” are translated as
“bezwstydne amorki”, so the connection between these figures and their ancient counterparts is
visible/obvious at the first sight.
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serves as the reference to the universal symbols, it expresses a longing for ideals
which are frequently difficult to achieve. In this context, antiquity appears to be
the point of reference to the ideal world and it can be contrasted with the difficult
times of the nineteenth century.
Apart from the Lintons, Catherine Earnshaw is also perceived as a deity,
especially by Edgar. Being in love with her, Edgar idealises her and is shocked
when she behaves like a nasty girl; he cannot face the fact that she would lie or
be violent. When Catherine hits Nelly and becomes hysterical, Edgar is
devastated (Brontë [1847] 1994: 72).
The author of the novel uses other popular motives of antiquity, which serve as
a means to comment on the world presented. One of them is the motif of Hercules
and his efforts. It is exploited by Brontë to describe the figure of Heathcliff who
tries to destroy some of the characters of Wuthering Heights. Heathcliff is
presented here as possessing great Herculean power and strength. To take revenge
on the Lintons, Heathcliff makes Isabella fall in love with him and humiliates her.
Physical skills of Hercules are replaced here by Heathcliff’s mental influence on
others. This is how Heathcliff describes the situation to Nelly Dean:
'She abandoned them under a delusion,' he answered; 'picturing in me a hero of romance
(…). But, at last, I think she begins to know me (…). It was a marvellous effort of
perspicacity to discover that I did not love her. (…) for this morning she announced, as a
piece of appalling intelligence, that I had actually succeeded in making her hate me! A
positive labour of Hercules, I assure you! If it be achieved, I have cause to return thanks. Can
I trust your assertion, Isabella? Are you sure you hate me? (Brontë [1847] 1994: 135-136).

Another time, Heathcliff uses the same motif of Herculean efforts to describe
his attempts to destroy the two houses: Wuthering Heights and Trushcross Grange:
I get levers and mattocks to demolish the two houses, and train myself to be capable of
working like Hercules, and when everything is ready and in my power, I find the will to lift
a slate off either roof has vanished! My old enemies have not beaten me; now would be the
precise time to revenge myself on their representatives. (Brontë [1847] 1994: 268).

In the above context, Heathcliff can be compared to the figure of Hercules, which
implies his great strength rather than any intellectual or social potential. This
comparison may be understood as a bitter comment on the social conventions in
Victorian England; if a man is of unknown origin and has neither wealth nor good
family background, he is perceived mainly as a physically strong person – strength
being his main characteristic. Here the figure of Hercules serves as an archetype; it is
a universal symbol, popular in numerous cultures, in which it has the same or a very
similar meaning (Guerin et al. 2005: 184).
Except for mythical and supernatural references, Wuthering Heights contains
some allusions to science and literature. Nelly Dean tells Lockwood the story of
her education: she used to read quite a lot of books, but she is not familiar with
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those written in Latin, Greek or French. She is, of course, able to recognize these
languages, but as a daughter of a poor man, she cannot read in them nor
understand these foreign languages (Brontë [1847] 1994: 65). Catherine, on the
other hand, used to read a lot:
'I was always reading, when I had them,' said Catherine; 'and Mr. Heathcliff never reads;
so he took it into his head to destroy my books. I have not had a glimpse of one for weeks.
Only once, I searched through Joseph's store of theology, to his great irritation; and once,
Hareton, I came upon a secret stock in your room – some Latin and Greek (…).They are of
no use to you; or else you concealed them in the bad spirit that, as you cannot enjoy them,
nobody else shall (Brontë [1847] 1994: 250).

The above comparison referring to the education of Nelly and Catherine
shows the place of ancient languages in the process of education of nineteenthcentury people. Catherine, belonging to the middle class of society, is acquainted
with the difficult ancient languages, while Nelly is only aware of their existence.
This observation is confirmation of the Victorian tendency of teaching ancient
languages to middle and upper classes in order to create a particular noble image
of this part of society. As Ogilvie states, learning Latin and Greek was
compulsory in the Grammar Schools in Britain (1964: 97) and it became the
characteristic feature showing the belonging of a person to the middle or upper
class of society (Haynes 2006: 44).
The author of Wuthering Heights not only exploits ancient motives and
structures, but she herself seems to be the epitome of antiquity. As the novel was
written under a male pseudonym and its narration seems to be typical for a male
(the story does not match the female morality of those times), Emily Brontë can be
compared to the figure of Heathcliff. Camille Paglia notices the analogy in the
change of the sexes; Brontë becomes a hermaphrodite who fights with society, law
and destiny as she did not find satisfaction in art. Emily crosses the limits of her
sex by identifying herself with Heathcliff – a mad character. What is more, both
Heathcliff and Catherine feel like twins, their love is asexual, they are like brother
and sister similar to the siblings from The Oresteia by Aeschylus, introducing
themselves into the states of love and hate. Emily Brontë, at the same time, is like
a sniper who kills her characters from an invisible place, and in this context she
can be compared to the figure of Artemis (2006: 405, 410, 412, 415-416).
Conclusions
To sum up, the reception of antiquity constitutes a very crucial part of literary
analysis. Such modern tools of literary criticism as Reader-Response Criticism,
dialogics and different types of literary reception enable the reader to elicit a
variety of intertextual dependences, based on their knowledge of culture, history
and literature. The most popular references to antiquity which can be found in
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the novel Wuthering Heights are based on prefiguration (the motif of a labyrinth)
and revocation (the motives of Hercules, ancient gods, the figure of Apollo,
references to classical languages). Moreover, the whole concept of the novel
appears as a reflection of Emily Brontë’s identification with Heathcliff – the
combination of male and female – a hermaphrodite, which confirms the fact that
this famous work is an inexhaustible source of inspiration and critical
interpretation.
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Abstract: Since the times of emancipation Polish speakers have faced the problem of forming
names for working women. Although in most cases the -ka suffix has taken on this role, it is not
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hierarchical society, the derivation of names for women holding high positions in public life
(especially in the Polish establishment) has always followed its own ‘elite’ rules. Male names (with
a few exceptions declining according to the masculine paradigm) have been ‘frozen’ in their
masculine form and used in reference to women regardless of grammatical case, receiving the
name of paradigmatic ‘zero’. This, however, goes against the modern feminist ideals where
equality between men and women is expressed not by giving the same name but a name by which
the referent’s sex is marked overtly. Language evolves in such a way as to cater for the needs of
the changing society by providing separate nomenclature for men and women. Since the -ka suffix
strongly connotes with the working class, other solutions have been proposed. This paper will
explore the use of the long-standing, husband status-related (‘maritonymic’) names, ending in -owa
and -ina/-yna in this function. It is a corpus-based study of all contexts of usage of 13 husband
status-related formations in Polish which are potential candidates for becoming names of women
holding high positions. This strategy curiously diverges with the Slavic tradition of suffixation
preserved in Polish rural dialects, which has spread imperceptibly over the language in the shape of
colloquial names for women in question, encouraged also for colloquial use by Polish linguistic
authorities (the Polish Language Council), leaving speakers trapped between two opposing
tendencies each of them having its own reasons for demanding priority.
Key words: corpus analysis, female professional names, the suffix -owa, the suffix -ina/-yna,
maritonymic names
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Introduction
This paper provides a corpus-based analysis of all contexts of usage, the
number of which amounts to 1219, of 13 husband status-related formations in
Polish which are potential candidates for becoming names of women holding
high positions in the Polish establishment, i.e. prezydent-owa ‘president of the
state-fem.’/‘mayor of a city-fem.’, senator-owa ‘senator-fem.’, posł-owa ‘MPfem.’, marszałk-owa ‘speaker of the Sejm/the Senate-fem.’, premier-owa ‘prime
minister-fem.’, ministr-owa ‘minister-fem.’, sędz-ina ‘judge-fem.’, wojewodzina ‘voivode-fem.’, starośc-ina ‘starosta-fem.’, wójt-owa ‘vogt-fem.’, burmistrzowa ‘mayor of a small town-fem.’,1 ambassador-owa ‘ambassador-fem.’, sołtysowa ‘village leader-fem.’. Our aim is to assess their chances in this field,
although, we fully realise that they encounter fierce rivalry in the shape of
masculine nouns (paradigmatic derivation) – (pani) prezydent, (pani) premier,
(pani) minister, (pani) marszałek etc., and other suffixed formations used (or
aspiring to be used) in the same sense – prezydentka, premierka, marszałkini,
burmistrzyni, sołtyska etc. Still, we expect, in our research, to come across at
least some examples of such formations. This hypothesis is based on the premise
that some of them (sędzina, starościna, sołtysowa, wójtowa) already function in
colloquial Polish. Furthermore, an extensive vocabulary system in the field of
female names is also typical of Polish dialects (Miodek 1999: 88, Urbańczyk
1972: 39-40). Thus, it is possible that some husband status-related names are
used in reference to local elite women by the Polish rural society.
The proposed analysis is based on the data from the National Corpus of
Polish (Narodowy Korpus Języka Polskiego NKJP) (Przepiórkowski et al. 2012)
available online at http://nkjp.pl/ obtained with the aid of the PELCRA search
engine. The names submitted for the analysis come from two reverse dictionaries
– Indeks a tergo do Słownika języka polskiego pod redakcją Witolda
Doroszewskiego and Indeks a tergo do Uniwersalnego słownika języka polskiego
(ed. Bańko 2003). In addition, seven dictionaries were used to provide
background knowledge about the formations with a view to forming a basis for
comparison between the theoretical lexicon of the native speaker, as represented
in the dictionaries, and the linguistic reality, as represented in the Corpus. They
are the Dictionary of the Polish Language (Słownik Języka Polskiego) (18071814) by S. B. Linde (Lsjp), The Dictionary of the Polish Language (Słownik
Języka Polskiego) (1900-1927) by J. Karłowicz (Ksjp), The Dictionary of the
Polish Language (Słownik Języka Polskiego) (1958-1969) by W. Doroszewski
(Dosjp), The Dictionary of the Polish Language (Słownik Języka Polskiego)
(1978-1981) by M. Szymczak (Szsjp), The Universal Dictionary of the Polish
1
In Poland the mayor of a town with the population below 1000,000 is called burmistrz
(although prezydent has been a traditional title used there even before 1990).
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Language (Uniwersalny Słownik Języka Polskiego) (2003) by S. Dubisz
(Dusjp), The Dictionary of the Polish Language PWN (Słownik Języka
Polskiego PWN) (Sjp PWN) available online at https://sjp.pwn.pl/, and the
Etymological Dictionary of the Polish Language (Słownik Etymologiczny
Języka Polskiego) by W. Boryś (Bsejp).

The position of women and derivation
It has not always been obvious that women can hold high positions in the
society. In the Middle Ages a woman was dependent first on her father, and then
on her husband or brother (Bogucka 2005: 76, Bystroń 1994: 120). And her role
as a wife was strictly defined – she was ‘the first servant’ responsible for the
children, the house and the farm (Bystroń 1994: 121; Cf. Chwalba 2009: 610).
Peasant women busied themselves with tending cows and poultry, producing
food, cooking, weaving etc. Town women helped their husbands in the craft
workshops or merchant’s offices (Bogucka 2005: 65-68). And it was only after
the economic changes of the 19th century (industrialisation, urbanisation and
working migrations) that women began ‘going to work’ (working outside the
family and the household). First, they became a cheap working force for
factories, smelter plants and mines (Bogucka 2005: 247). Another hallmark was
the First World War when men went fighting on the front, leaving vacancies not
only in factories, but also in bureaux, offices, banks, shops etc. that had to be
filled (Bogucka 2005: 279). Women also began to fight for their rights to vote –
in England the suffragette movement expanded (Bogucka 2005: 263-270,
Chwalba 2009: 612-613), and to study (also at universities) (Chwalba 2009: 614615, Bogucka 2005: 263). Since that time, step by step, women have been
moving up the social ladder winning access to more prestigious jobs (Chwalba
2009: 615) to become, finally, part of the ruling elite. Admittedly, men still
significantly outnumber women in this respect (Bogucka 2005: 316-318).
The changing reality required changes in the linguistic system. Thus, names
for working women had to be coined (a woman was no longer somebody’s
daughter, wife or sister only). What is special about it here is the dichotomisation
of the language that separates names for lower and middle class working women
from those ‘in power’ (being part of the ruling elite), employing different
linguistic devices in the derivation of both, and sometimes still hesitating how to
do it (Klemensiewicz 1957: 101-119, Jadacka 2000: 1767-1768, Miodek 1999:
86-89, Łaziński 2006: 248, Kubiszyn-Mędrala 2007: 32).2 Thus, in Polish a
2

This hesitation can be illustrated by the attempt made by Joanna Mucha, the Minister of Sport
and Tourism, who coined the art house derivative ministra ‘a female minister’, in the political chatshow Tomasz Lis na żywo (Lis 2012). This has become the subject of debate among both linguists
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woman can be called fryzjer-ka ‘hairdresser-fem.’, kuchar-ka ‘cook-fem.’,
krawc-owa ‘dressmaker-fem.’, kosmetycz-ka ‘beautician-fem.’, laborant-ka
‘laboratory assistant-fem.’, sekretar-ka ‘secreatary-fem.’, nauczyciel-ka ‘teacherfem.’, śpiewacz-ka ‘singer-fem.’ etc. But, if she becomes a party secretary or a
minister nobody dares to call her sekretarka or *ministerka, but (pani) sekretarz,
(pani) minister. *Prezydentka would not be the right name for a potential woman
president in Poland as well (perhaps except for feminists). That would not be
respectful enough. While for a woman vogt, a village leader or a headmistress
speakers vacillate between wójcina, wójtka, wójtowa and (pani) wójt, sołtyska,
sołtysowa and (pani) sołtys, dyrektorka and (pani) dyrektor.
Polish is a highly affixing language, which does not exclude the existence of
other word-formation devices such as compounding, back-formation and
paradigmatic derivation (Szymanek 2015: 21-22). And it is the first (affixation)
and the last (paradigmatic derivation) device that will be taken into account in the
area in question. This great variety of choice, however, especially as regards
feminine suffixes (-ka, -ica, -ina/-yna, -owa, -ini) does not make things easier.
Some affixes have already assumed a specific semantic ‘tinge’, or have another
meaning, or some other drawback – the -ka suffix is for the working class (as
mentioned above), often not ‘respectful’ enough, “marked by a shade of
humorousness” (Reczek 1993), -ica specialises in ‘bad girls’ – grzesznica ‘sinnerfem.’, anielica ‘naughty girl, lit. ‘bad angel’’, złośnica ‘vixen’, szeficahum ‘an overrequiring boss-fem.’3), and the -ina and -owa suffixes are reserved for wives.4
The paradigmatic derivation is not a perfect solution either. The paradigmatic
zero in minister, premier or wójt is grammatically masculine and sounds
awkward with feminine verb forms such as powiedziała ‘say-3.SG.PST.FEM’,
podpisała ‘sign-3.SG.PST.FEM’, stwierdziła ‘state-3.SG.PST.FEM’ etc. (Thus, it is
often supported by the honorific pronoun pani.)
(1) Pan minister NOM.SG.MASC. powiedział 3.SG.PST.MASC. , że nie trzeba płacić podatku.
‘The minister (man, honorific) said that the tax was not to be paid.’
Pani minister NOM.SG.MASC. powiedziała 3.SG.PST.FEM.., że nie trzeba płacić podatku.
‘The minister (woman, honorific) said that the tax was not to be paid.’

As regards other formations, marszałkini is a fresh invention speakers are not
accustomed to (0 occurrences), and ministra goes beyond the framework of
Polish word-formation devices used in the formation of female names (Bloch-

and non-linguists (Lis 2012, Bloch-Trojnar 2015: 206-220), an official stance issued by the Polish
Language Council (Rada Języka Polskiego 2012), and mocking comments on TV (Gąbka 2012).
3
An occasionalism coined by one of the author’s friends.
4
See Jadacka (2000: 1602-1603, 1607-1608) for a discussion of the suffixes -ina/-yna and -owa.
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Trojnar 2015). Perhaps these attempts are the best evidence of the difficulty
language users have in dealing with the problem.5

Husband status-related names in Polish
The most commonly used husband status-related or ‘maritonymic’6 female
names are those with the suffix -owa, typical of Polish as well as other Slavic
languages such as Czech, Slovak and Slovenian. The suffix is frequently
attached to male surnames to denote a wife – Kowalczykowa ‘Kowalczyk’s wife’
(Polish), Nováková ‘Novák’s wife’ (Czech, Slovak), Kozakova ‘Kozak’s wife’
(Slovenian), though the languages differ as regards stylistic details and legal
regulations concerning such surnames (Nowakowska 2016). In addition to this,
the suffix -owa in Polish derives common female names from male ones
denoting a professional or a highly-placed man. Thus, there exist derivatives
such as aptekarz ‘chemist’ – aptekarzowa ‘chemist’s wife’, doktor ‘doctor’ –
doktorowa ‘doctor’s wife’, dyrektor ‘headmaster’ – dyrektorowa ‘headmaster’s
wife’, generał ‘general’ – generałowa ‘general’s wife’, inżynier ‘engineer’ –
inżynierowa ‘engineer’s wife’, mecenas ‘lawyer’ – mecenasowa ‘lawyer’s wife’,
naczelnik ‘governor’ – naczelnikowa ‘governor’s wife’, wójt ‘vogt’ – wójtowa
‘vogt’s wife’, kucharz – kucharzowa ‘cook’s wife’, ochmistrz ‘chief steward’ –
ochmistrzowa ‘chief steward’s wife’, marynarz ‘male sailor’ – marynarzowa
‘sailor’s wife’ etc., which emphasise the wife’s social status.
Another suffix employed in the ‘maritonymic’ field is -ina/-yna deriving,
similarly to -owa, names (and surnames) of wives from the names of positions
held by their husbands. Derivatives of this kind are wojewoda ‘voivode’ –
wojewodzina ‘voivode’s wife’, sędzia ‘judge’ – sędzina ‘judge’s wife’, starosta
‘starosta, leader’ – starościna ‘starosta’s wife’, gazda ‘a farmer in the Polish
Carpathians’ – gaździna ‘gazda’s wife’, leśniczy ‘forester’ – leśniczyna
‘forester’s wife’, Zaręba – Zarębina ‘Zaręba’s wife’, Kościuszko –
5

For more detailed information regarding the derivation of female names of
professions/professions and titles the reader is referred to Benni (1933: 184-187), ObrębskaJabłońska (1949: 1-4), Klemensiewicz (1957: 101-119), Kupiszewski (1967: 371-374), Satkiewicz
(1981: 142-143), Nowosad-Bakalarczyk (2006: 126-136) and Kępińska (2007: 79-84). Kreja
(1964: 129-140) extensively discusses the specialisation of feminine suffixes. See Sujecka (1978:
30-34) and Kaproń-Charzyńska (2006: 260-270) for the derivation of female names. Different
attitudes towards the formation of female occupational names and their use over the period from
the beginning of the 20th century until the present day are outlined by Woźniak (2014: 295-312).
6
The term ‘maritonymic’ is our own coinage based on the Polish term ‘marytonimiczny’ used
in ‘nazwy marytonimiczne’ by Halina Wiśniewska in Świat płci żeńskiej baroku zaklęty w słowach
(Wiśniewska 2003:15), meaning husband status-related names (next to ‘patronimiczne’ meaning
‘patronymic’ or father status-related).
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Kościuszczyna ‘Kościuszko’s wife’ etc. However, according to Skudrzykowa,
this suffix is being replaced by its rival -owa (so doublets are possible Piętka –
Piętczyna/Piętkowa). The -owa suffix does not trigger any phonetic changes in
the root cf. Waga – Ważyna/Wagowa, which is formally and semantically
transparent (Skudrzykowa 1996: 19).
Other ‘maritonymic’ suffixes, used in dialects, are -ka (Little Poland), as in
kowalka ‘smith’s wife’ (Grzegorczykowa 1984: 52), ciesielka or cymermanka
‘carpenter’s wife’, krawczka ‘tailor’s wife’, lokajka ‘valet’s wife’, organistka
‘organist’s wife’, szewczka ‘shoemaker’s wife’, zbójniczka ‘ruffian’s wife’
(Cyran 1977: 24), sołtyska ‘village leader’s wifeobs, dial.’ (Dosjp), and -ula
(Silesia), as in krawcula ‘tailor’s wife’, szewcula ‘shoemaker’s wife’ (Cyran
1977: 93), bacula ‘baca’s wife’ (Grochola-Szczepanek 2012: 176) (baca is a
senior shepard in the Polish Carpathians). A curiosity is the suffix -icha/-ycha in
Rzepicha (a name derived from rzepa ‘turnip’), who was the wife of the semilegendary Piast the Wheelwright, founder of the Piast dynasty, mentioned by
Gallus Anonymus in his Polish Chronicle. Then, there is bracicha ‘brother’s
wife’, czarcicha ‘devil’s wife’, kowalicha ‘smith’s wife’, krawczycha ‘tailor’s
wife’, parobczycha ‘farm worker’s wife’, poganicha ‘pagan’s wife, i.e. a Jew’s
wife’, szewczycha ‘shoemaker’s wife’ (Cyran 1977: 104), Kozaczycha
‘Cossack’s wife’ (Dosjp) and starostycha ‘starosta’s wife’ (Ksjp). The -icha/ycha suffix is typical of the region of the Eastern Borderlands. It is now
perceived as obsolete by native speakers of Polish (Grzenia 2002).

Research results
Of the 13 husband status-related formations selected for analysis 10 were found
in the NKJP (prezydentowa, marszałkowa, ministrowa, sędzina, wojewodzina,
starościna, wójtowa, burmistrzowa, ambasadorowa, sołtysowa), and 3 exist
neither in the ‘maritonymic’ or ‘professional’ sense (senatorowa, posłowa and
premierowa). The names appeared in colloquial contexts in excerpts from
newspapers and magazines (Gazeta Wyborcza, Polityka, Gazeta Pomorska,
Trybuna Śląska, Dziennik Zachodni etc.), books, and, to a lesser extent, poems and
drama, embracing the period between 1988 until the present day (2018).
The number of occurrences in the NKJP of each of the formations in the sense of
‘a woman ‘in power’’ in the Polish (and foreign) establishment is as follows (in
descending order): sędzina – 153 occurrences, sołtysowa – 13 occurrences, wójtowa
– 10, starościna – 9 occurrences (5 in Poland and 4 abroad), burmistrzowa – 4,
wojewodzina – 3, prezydentowa (head of state) – 2, prezydentowa (mayor of a city) –
2, marszałkowa – 1, ministrowa – 1, ambasadorowa – 0.
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Here, we present the research results for each individual -owa and -ina7
formation.

Prezydentowa
Prezydentowa is ‘president’s wife’ (Lsjp, Ksjp and Dosjp). The more recent
dictionaries such as Szsjp, Dusjp and Sjp PWN consider the word as non-existent.
The NKJP research results contradict this. There were 403 occurrences of
prezydentowa in the sense of ‘the wife of the head of a republic’ (96.75%, 391
occurrences), and ‘the wife of the mayor of a big city’ (2%, 8 occurrences),
which is in agreement with the definition of the word in the older dictionaries
(Lsjp, Ksjp and Dosjp). Examples of women ‘in power’ are few and far between
– only 0.5% for ‘a female president of a republic’ (2 occurrences), one of them
being the name for a potential Polish female president suggested by the feminist
M. Gretkowska in the book Europejka. Then, there is 0.5% (2 occurrences) for
‘a female mayor of a big city’ and 0.25% (1 occurrence) used figuratively in the
sense of ‘a bossy woman’.
Marszałkowa
According to Sjp PWN marszałek is ‘the speaker of the Sejm and the Senate’. Its
‘maritonymic’ counterpart is marszałkowa ‘marshal’s wife’ (Lsjp, Ksjp, Dosjp).
As regards women ‘in power’ there is 1 occurrence of marszałkowa ‘a female
speaker of the Senate in Poland’ in the NKJP. This is 1% of the total of the
occurrences (133) – the rest of them denote wives of different types of marshals
(132).

Ministrowa
Ministrowa is ‘minister’s wife’ (Ksjp, Dosjp, Szsjp, Dusjp (coll.) and Sjp
PWN (coll.)). In the NKJP there is 1 occurrence (out of 47) referring to a female
minister (2%). Then, there is 1 reference made to a minister’s spokeswoman
(2%). The rest of the occurrences (96%) denote wives.

7
In the research results we do not mention the phonological alternant -yna of the -ina/-yna
suffix since the three formations we analyse (sędzina, starościna, wojewodzina) end in -ina.
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Sędzina
In Lsjp sędzina is ‘a judge’s wife, or a person who arbitrates in a dispute’. In
Dosjp, Dusjp and Sjp PWN the order of definitions has changed – sędzina is, in
the first place, ‘a woman judge’ (Dosjp, rare), or ‘a female form of sędzia’
(Dusjp, Sjp PWN, (coll.)). In the second place, it is defined as ‘a judge’s wife’
(Dosjp (obs.), Dusjp, Sjp PWN (obs., arch.)). The corpus-based research mirrors
this change of emphasis noting 153 occurrences of sędzina in the sense of ‘a
female judge’ (72%) and only 18 of ‘a judge’s wife’ (9%). There are also 41
occurrences of sędzina ‘a female referee’ (19%) – a meaning not included in any
of the dictionaries (contrary to sędzia ‘a referee’ in Dusjp and Sjp PWN).

Wojewodzina
Wojewodzina is ‘a voivode’s wife’ (Lsjp, Dosjp (arch.), Dusjp, Sjp PWN
(arch.)) – the wife of a man who, etymologically speaking, was ‘a worriorleader’ (Besjp). In the Corpus there are 79 occurrences (96%) of the word
meaning ‘a voivode’s wife’, and 3 occurrences (4%) of wojewodzina as ‘a
female voivode’, including one example of feminist language.
Starościna
Starosta is a Proto-Slavic word meaning ‘the oldest person or a person highest
in rank, chief, leader’ (Bsejp). The female form of starosta is starościna ‘starosta’s
wife’ (Lsjp, Ksjp, Dosjp, Dusjp and Sjp PWN) or ‘a kind of female leader’ (to sum
up the different definitions given in Ksjp, Dosjp, Szsjp, Dusjp and Sjp PWN).
In many aspects the results of the NKJP research reflects the dictionary
findings. First of all, starościna is a multi-aspectual word. Its large spectrum of
referents includes wives, pseudo-wives such as mistresses of the ceremony at
harvest festivals etc., independent leaders such as a female year/group prefect, or
the leader of a group of female prisoners.
There are 5 examples of women ‘in power’ i.e. female officials in charge of
powiat in the Polish local self-government. Another group of 4 occurrences refer
to female leaders in the self-governments abroad.
The NKJP findings are in agreement, to a great extent, with the information
given in Dosjp and Sjp PWN, where the ‘maritonymic’ sense of the word gives
ground to starościna as ‘a female leader, organiser, manager, representative etc.’,
being respectively 41% for wives, and 52% for different types of female leaders.
Here, women ‘in power’ take 7% (4% in Poland i.e. 5 occurrences, and 3%
abroad, 4 occurrences).
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Wójtowa
Wójt is ‘the head of gmina’ (commune). The female counterpart of wójt is
wójtowa ‘vogt’s wife’ (Lsjp, Ksjp).8 The NKJP, however, recognises three types
of wójtowa: ‘female head of gmina’ (67%, 10 occurrences), ‘female head of a
(female) organisation’ (6%, 1 occurrence), and ‘a vogt’s wife’ (27%, 4
occurrences). Thus, the use contradicts the dictionary search results – wójtowa in
the historical sense of ‘vogt’s wife’ is retreating in favour of ‘a female vogt’.

Burmistrzowa
Lsjp, Ksjp, Dosjp, Szsjp, Dusjp and Sjp PWN all agree that burmistrzowa is
‘the wife of the mayor of a town’. To a great extent, the NKJP research confirms
the dictionary findings since 95% of all of the occurrences (76) refer to wives,
and 5% (4 occurrences) to female mayors of towns.

Ambasadorowa
According to Lsjp, Ksjp, Dosjp, Szsjp, Dusjp and Sjp PWN ambasadorowa
(spelled ambassadorowa in Lsjp) is ‘ambassador’s wife’, and all the occurrences
of the word in the NKJP (45) bear this meaning. No female ambassador is
referred to as ambasadorowa.
Sołtysowa
Sołtys is a village administrator. Sołtysowa is the ‘maritonymic’ form of sołtys
(Lsjp, Ksjp and Dosjp). Sołtysowa as ‘a female sołtys’ is also non-existent in the
dictionaries. The NKJP research, however, contradicts this. Sołtysowa as ‘a female
sołtys’ consitutes 23% of the total occurrences of the word (13 out of 56).
Senatorowa, posłowa and premierowa
There were no occurrences in the NKJP of senatorowa ‘senator’s wife’
(Ksjp), and posłowa – ‘MP’s wife’ (Lsjp, Ksjp, Dosjp (rare)), ‘a female
messenger’ (Ksjp) or ‘a female messenger of the court’ (Dosjp). Premierowa
‘prime minister’s wife’ is non-existent both in the dictionaries and the Corpus.
8

Ksjp gives also an alternative form – wójcina. This, however, has no results in the NKJP.
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Conclusions
The chart shows the percentage of formations ending in -owa/-ina used as
names of women ‘in power’ contrasted with other meanings of the words –
‘maritonymic’ ones or those connected with different kinds of small-scale power.

Figure 1. Women ‘in power’ vs. other -owa and -ina formations.

Only sędzina, wójtowa and sołtysowa have a significant share in the field of
husband status-related names used as names for women ‘in power’. The semantic
shift (by which we understand that the occurrences of a given word in the sense
‘woman ‘in power’’ outnumber those meaning ‘wives’) has already happened in the
case of sędzina (72% of ‘a female judge’), which is confirmed by the dictionaries,
and, wójtowa (67%). As regards sołtysowa, the result of 23% for ‘a female sołtys’
indicates that ‘sołtys’s wife’ is still the primary meaning of the word.
The results obtained by starościna, burmistrzowa, wojewodzina, ministrowa,
marszałkowa, prezydentowa and ambasadorowa meaning ‘woman ‘in power’’
are not higher than 7%. Thus, in this sense, the formations are used marginally,
their primary meaning being ‘wives’.
Formations ending in –owa
The association of -owa with the position of wife is so strong that -owa
formations are not able, in most cases, to stabilise in the language in the sense of
a ‘woman ‘in power’’. All the more that prezydentowa and ambasadorowa are
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deeply-rooted in the language in the ‘maritonymic’ sense today (respectively
98.75% and 100% of the total). And even though some husband status-related, owa formations we searched for are not frequent enough to appear in the NKJP
(senatorowa, posłowa, premierowa), which could potentially make space for
their use as female titles, they do not occur in this sense. Formations ending in owa as names for women ‘in power’ exist only in the linguistic periphery since
their number oscillates between 0 and 4 percent. Exceptions are -owa names
connected with rural societies (Matysiak 2015: 128) – sołtysowa (23%) and
wójtowa (67%), where the ‘maritonymic’ character of the suffix is not an
obstacle in using them in the meaning in question.9
Formations ending in –ina
Despite their ancient origin, -ina formations are associated by language users
with wives. However, contrary to -owa names they are likely to be employed in
the derivation of names for women ‘in power’. The -ina suffix is unproductive as
‘wife’ today – a president’s wife is called prezydentowa, not *prezydencina, and an
ambassador’s wife is ambasadorowa, not *ambasadorzyna. The suffix is of
historical value. The referents of most of the still-existing -ina ‘maritonymic’
formations are non-existent. They have vanished together with the historical
functions of podskarbi ‘treasurer’, podstoli ‘a court official responsible for the
king’s pantry’, podczaszy ‘cupbearer’, koniuszy ‘the Master of the Horse’ etc., and
if they appear at all it is only in historical contexts. And those which have survived
until today are few and far between (sędzina, wojewodzina, starościna). Moreover,
wives who could potentially be called these names have been re-named – the
starosta’s wife who is a teacher will be called nauczycielka ‘a teacher-fem.’ rather
than starościna. Women are perceived in the first place as professionals. This
gives some hope that wojewodzina and starościna will follow the example of
sędzina, which has already anchored in the language as ‘a female judge’.
The question is whether Polish language users want to give up the honorific
tradition of pani names to the rules of the affixing language. The Polish society
is fond of showing respect, emphasising hierarchy, historically, taking shape of
the omnipresent title-using (tytułomania) (Kuchowicz 1975: 324-327), the
remnants of which are visible in the form of pan/pani in front of occupational
names or titles in the masculine form, fulfilling a double role – being a marker of
femininity and an honorific pronoun. Are ordinary Poles ready to get rid of the
tradition and be on the same terms with the ruling class? The above-presented
analysis shows that the psychological barrier has not been broken yet.
9
Jadacka quotes doktorowa ‘a female doctor’ as an example of -owa formations existing
typically in dialects (Jadacka 2000: 1768).
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IN SEARCH OF METHODOLOGY FOR ANALYZING VERBAL
ZOOSEMY: THE CASE OF ENGLISH PRISON SLANG TO RAT
Abstract: Verbal zoosemy – which is becoming a more and more attractive area of research – is a
mechanism that in comparison to nominal zoosemy poses more difficulty for the linguists of today
since the process involves the combination of the general metaphorical schema and metonymic
transfer. What is also important is the fact that verbal zoosemy is a phenomenon that may be found
not merely in standard languages, but also in their non-standard varieties, such as, for example,
English prison slang, which is a particularly rich source of animal metaphors, both nominal and
verbal, due to its particularly highly metaphorical nature. Nevertheless, this aspect of prison slang
seems to be apparently neglected, if not altogether ignored. The paper is an attempt to uncover the
main twists and turns of verbal zoosemy functioning in English prison slang, employing a
cognitively couched methodological framework based on selected elements of cognitive linguistics
and conceptual semantics.
Key words: prison slang, metaphor, metonymy, verbal zoosemy, domain, conceptual values

Introduction
The analysis proposed in the present article focuses on the intricacies of the
mechanism of verbal animal metaphor, a mechanism that may be proved to have
played an active role in the shaping of the history of English prison slang, as well
as on the main elements of the cognitively couched apparatus that may be
employed in its analysis. Verbal animal metaphors used by people incarcerated
in penal institutions deserve closer inspection – at least – for two reasons. Firstly,
the subject of verbal animal metaphors in prison slang seems to be treated in
linguistic literature either fragmentarily or it is altogether ignored. As a result,
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the task of finding publications that deal with the mechanism of verbal zoosemy
in this particular language variety seems to be relatively demanding. Although
the number of publications whose authors concentrate on the phenomenon of
prison slang perceived as an active element of the prison setting is substantial
(see Clemmer, 1940, Sykes, 1959, Cardozo-Freeman, 1984, Hanser, 2013 and
Morawski, 1968), its linguistic features hardly ever constitute the core of strictly
linguistic analytical tasks. In effect, one may speak of a relatively limited
number of publications targeted at the language of the underworld, such as those
of Mayr (1968), Devlin (1996), Einat and Einat (2000), Einat and Livnat (2012),
Obara (2012), Stępniak (2013), Niepytalska-Osiecka (2015), Zarzycki (2015)
and Dziedzic-Rawska (2016). Worse still, it is hardly at all possible to chance
upon publications that deal specifically with the issue of animal metaphorisation,
which seems to form a part and parcel of this particular language variety. Among
the publications targeted at the problem of metaphorisation in the body of prison
slang vocabulary one finds Dziedzic-Rawska (2016), who chiefly concentrates
on the extremely figurative character of prison slang embodied in – among
others – the rich application of metaphor and metonymy, as well as Schulte
(2010) who emphasises the importance of metaphorical variation in this
language variety by stressing that “underworld argot is a metaphorical entity
itself and hence metaphorical expressions are the norm” (Schulte, 2010: 52).
Another reason that justifies the necessity of analysing the phenomenon of
verbal animal metaphor in the language variety targeted here is the fact that not
merely nominal zoosemy – being one of the most pervasive mechanisms of
semantic changes in English prison slang – but also verbal zoosemy contribute
greatly to the meaning of communicative events in this particular variety of
language. When we delve into the vocabulary employed by prisoners of the
English underworld we see that it is steeped in not merely nouns,1 but also verbs,
associated with the animal kingdom, and that is why we find here such lexical
items as, for example, to crab used in the sense ‘to cheat a person’, to dog
employed in the sense ‘to see’, to rabbit that means ‘to run away, especially in a
cowardly manner and hide’, and to cock conveying the sense ‘to arrest a
person’.2 Hence, here the author shall make an attempt to account for the
methodology of analysing one of the groups of verbal animal metaphors, namely
those animal verbs that denote various actions typically performed by human
beings – in our case by prisoners – or at least some of them, by means of the
analysis of the verb to rat serving as a representative example of verbal zoosemy
in English prison slang.
1
Among nominal animal metaphors in English prison slang we find, among others,
grasshopper used in the sense ‘a common thief’, crow the meaning of which is ‘one who keeps
watch while another steals’, spider employed in the sense ‘a young burglar’, as well as gopher
used in the sense ‘a safe blower’ (see The Dictionary of the Underworld, henceforth: DU).
2
All the examples were taken from DU.
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Methodology
In an attempt to formulate the main tenets of the apparatus that could be used
in the analysis of animal verbs it was essential to employ the theoretical and
methodological frameworks of the cognitive approach relying on the
achievements of such researchers as, for example, Kleparski (1997, 2007),
Kiełtyka and Kleparski (2005) and Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk (1990). Hence,
the elements of the formal apparatus proposed here, such as conceptual domains,
conceptual micro/macrocategories and conceptual elements/locations have been
modelled mainly on the basis of Kleparski (1997, 2007) and Kiełtyka and
Kleparski (2005). The author has decided to rely on the achievements of
cognitive linguistics since this particular approach – being focused on the
psychological side – allows us to reconnect the threads of the history of
linguistic thought and “heal the gashes that marked the field in the 20th century”
(Janda, 2010: 4). Moreover, it is in no way an exotic endeavour off on its own
disconnected tangent, but rather a framework that cooperates with a community
of academic allies, such as, for example, anthropology, neurobiology, motor
control, artificial intelligence, philosophy and literary criticism. If we narrow the
perspective to semantic diachrony, we see that cognitive linguists, as a result of
their strong and versatile cooperation with other scholars, have been able to
formulate convincing evidence in favour of the view that semantic change is a
cognitively driven mechanism. Nevertheless, the analysis of verbal zoosemy,
being far more complex than its nominal type, requires the application of
selected elements of the tradition of conceptual semantics – developed mainly by
Jackendoff (1983, 1990, 2002). It must be emphasised that the cognitively
couched apparatus proposed here may be employed in the analysis of just one of
the categories of English animal verbs, that is those that are related to the
motivating animal names through the combination of metonymic and metaphoric
mappings (see Martsa, 2003).3
3
The other types distinguished by Martsa (2003) include verbs related to the motivating of
animal names through metonymic mappings and verbs related to the motivating of animal names
through metaphoric mappings. Martsa (2003) accounts for further sub-metonymies that may be
distinguished, for example, some animal verbs tend to evoke the sub-metonymy YOUNG
ANIMAL FOR BRINGING THAT ANIMAL FORTH, as in the case of the verb to foal, while
other verbs are motivated by the sub-metonymy ANIMAL FOR CATCHING /
EXTERMINATING THAT ANIMAL, as in the case of to fish. The verbs that belong to the
second group distinguished here are motivated by various types of metaphorical mapping, and a
combination of metaphorical and metonymic mappings which may be said to be conceptually
based on the GCB. According to Martsa (2003), this particular type may be further divided into
two individual semantic patterns based on the affinity held between animal verbs and the noun
from which the verbal meaning derives. Interestingly, certain animal verbs, especially those
functioning in human-specific senses, may belong to more than one group, such as, for example, to
ferret which is either motivated by metonymic mapping or unidirectional metaphoric mapping of
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Verbal zoosemy
Before we make an attempt to discuss the main tenets of the proposed
methodological apparatus, we should answer the question of what is hidden behind
the term verbal zoosemy in order to shed some light on the phenomenon itself. As
Kiełtyka (2016) recently proposed, it is a sub-type of zoosemy working in the
historical evolution of verbs, and it obtains as a result of the combination of the
general metaphorical schema, formalised as <HUMAN BEING/ACTION
PERFORMED BY HUMAN BEING IS (PERCEIVED AS) ANIMAL>, and
the metonymic transfer that may be formalised as HUMAN BEING FOR
ACTION PERFORMED BY HUMAN BEING. Kiełtyka (2016: 163) also
explains that this sub-type of zoosemy “may be said to lie on the border between
metaphor and metonymy, and hence is either understood as an outcome of a
metonymic projection of a sense acquired as a result of a conceptual animal
metaphor (GCM), or conversely, metaphorisation is complemented by broadly
understood metonimisation.”
In the case of the third category of verbs distinguished by Martsa (2013), the
category subject to analysis carried out by means of the methodological apparatus
proposed here, it is easily observable that the metaphorical sense of the verb is
overtly associated with the similar sense of the parent noun, which results from the
mechanism of bidirectional mapping. What is more, we may venture a claim that
the metaphorical meaning of the verb may also be perceived as the semantic
extension of the sense of the corresponding noun. Hence, according to Martsa
(2013: 57) the senses of such verbs are motivated by metonymic transfer “whereby
the person expressed metaphorically by an animal name stands for the activity
typical of that person.” To illustrate the truth of the scholar’s claim, let us look at
the example of the noun pig. If someone calls someone else a pig, justifiably or
not, he or she is believed to be greedy and/or gluttonous. These features make the
person seem similar to a real-world pig, and hence the verb to pig may be
employed in the sense of the activity or behaviour typical for such a person who
‘eats or appropriates food greedily’, as evidenced in The Oxford English
Dictionary (henceforth: the OED). As a result, we may observe the working of the
conceptual metonymy that may be understood as: ANIMAL FOR THE
ACTIVITY / BEHAVIOUR (PERCEIVED AS) TYPICAL OF ANIMAL.
The proposed methodological framework assumes that the mechanism of
verbal zoosemy that affected the aforementioned group of verbs may be divided
into separate yet related stages. The first stage involves a metaphorical transfer as a

zoomorphisation, depending on the analysed sense. Furthermore, to worm is an example of a verb
that may be justifiably placed in each of the three groups. In other words, different verbal, humanspecific sense-threads of worm are motivated either by the working of metonymic mapping,
unidirectional metaphoric mapping or bidirectional mapping.
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result of which an animal noun, labelled as parent noun or base noun, starts to be
used in a human-specific sense. The analysis of this stage requires the application
of certain elements that belong to the tradition of cognitive linguistics in order to
account for the semantics of the noun from which the mechanism starts, that is the
parent noun, as well as the derived noun – termed here as the agent noun4 – which
is, in turn, subject to the working of the mechanism of metonymy in the second
stage. Apart from the necessity to construe the meaning of the parent noun, the
analysis of the first stage of the development of a verbal sense requires the analysis
of several sub-mechanisms leading to the development of the novel nominal
human-specific sense of the agent noun, such as the foregrounding of certain
conceptual values, the exchanging or substitution of the elements (HUMAN
BEING) for (ANIMAL), as well as the backgrounding of the locations that do not
participate actively in the evolution of the sense of the agent noun and become
dormant, labelled here as temporarily irrelevant values. To sum up, in the first
stage of the development we may speak of several types of conceptual values,
including backgrounded values, which are also termed temporarily irrelevant
elements, foregrounded values, substituted values as well as background values
which become transferred values, and they are – frequently – not identified in
terms of the definition.
The second stage involves the working of the mechanism of metonymy and –
at the same time – the process of morphological conversion which may be
analysed with the aid of conceptual semantics. Conceptual semantics is the
framework that attempts to show how lexical concepts are structured, and it tries to
explain in what way these structures cooperate with formal aspects of language.
Jackendoff (2002) proposed a set of components that are hypothesised to be
universal since the linguist believes that the ultimate aim is to represent and
account for the general structure of thought, not merely language-specific
meanings. Hence, Jackendoff (2002) points out that all elements of content in the
semantics of sentences are found in lexical conceptual structures of the lexical
items that are combined to form sentences. And it is the notion of lexical
conceptual structure (henceforth: LCS) that has been borrowed from the tradition
of conceptual semantics in order to account for the catalytic converter,5 which
indirectly triggers conversion. The notion of LCS provides a tool for the
classification of verbs since – as Plag (1999) and Lieber (2004) argue – the

4
An agent noun develops from the parent noun and it is understood as the performer of the
activity expressed by the animal verb, indirectly giving rise to the novel verbal sense. For more on
this issue see Ciechanowska (2017).
5
Catalytic converter is understood here as the conceptual element that is related to the
meaning of the parent noun from which derivation starts directly, the agent noun, developed from
the parent noun and the activity performed by the agent noun and expressed by the targeted animal
verb. For more on this issue see Ciechanowska (2017).
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derivation of meanings associated with denominal verbs is possible through the
formalism of LCS.
To start with, conceptual knowledge is encoded by semantic forms in linguistic
forms by means of semantic primitives, including CAUSE, BEGIN, BECOME,
BE-IN, HAVE-ON, etc.6 Our apparatus allows us to analyse and construe the
meaning of merely those animal verbs that may be categorised as SIMILATIVE
conversion verbs, and these verbs may be explicable in terms of SIMILATIVE
LCS: BE [parent noun], for example, to gossip – used in the sense ‘to act like a
gossip’ – may be represented in terms of the SIMILATIVE LCS: BE[gossip], ‘to
act like a gossip’ (see Gottfurcht, 2008). The identification of such verbs requires
the analysis of the common phrases used in the definitions of their meanings, and
such phrases include: to act as, to act like, to be, to become, to behave as, to
imitate, to live as, to play and to work as. Due to their presence we are able to
determine cases of SIMILATIVE verbs.7 For example, the definition of to tiger is
‘to act, behave, or walk to and fro, like a tiger’, to parrot is defined as ‘to chatter
like a parrot’, and to dog is described as ‘to follow like a dog’ (see the OED). As
we see it, it is selected elements of the tradition of conceptual semantics that
enable us to account for the metonymic mapping and the mechanism of conversion
that are integral parts of the whole process of animal verbal metaphorisation.
When all the elements discussed in the foregoing are combined into one consistent
methodological apparatus, they may give us an opportunity to try to construe, at
least, some of the senses of animal-specific verbs.
The division of the mechanism of the conceptual mapping into two stages
allows us to determine the catalytic converter which is crucial for the whole
mechanism of this kind of semantic change since it indirectly gives rise to the
novel verbal sense. What is more, the catalytic converter is considered to be the
location that ties the meaning of the parent noun, the agent noun and the verb since
it is responsible for opening the way to the metonymic transfer, which terminates
conversion.
The verb to rat
One of the illustrative examples of lexical items that are subject to the
mechanism of verbal zoosemy in the history of English prison slang is the verb
to rat used in the sense ‘to inform to the police or to prison wardens’ (see DU),
which is derived from the noun rat. In order to analyse and show the stages of
the development of the targeted animal verb it is necessary to start from the
6

Relying on the assumptions underlying the notion of LCS we may distinguish several types
of conversion verbs, that is: RESULTATIVE, PRIVATIVE, LOCATIVE, INSTRUMENTAL and
SIMILATIVE conversion verbs.
7
These common phrases were taken from the OED.
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analysis of the meaning of the parent noun whose role – in this case – is played
by the noun rat. As the OED informs us, the lexical item rat is of uncertain
origin; however, it is justifiably assumed that the noun was adopted first in
Germanic languages, and then the word came to be employed in Romance
languages. As shown in several lexicographic works (Origins: A
Short Etymological Dictionary of Modern English, An Etymological Dictionary
of Modern English and A Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of the English
Language), the targeted noun corresponds to Middle English rat or ratte, and
that it is etymologically related to Old High German and Middle Dutch ratte.
According to the evidence taken from the OED, rat entered the written English
lexicon at the outset of the 11th century (1000>1862),8 and its historically
primary meaning is defined as ‘a rodent of some of the larger species of the
genus Rattus’.9
In our interpretation, the primary sense of rat – being our parent noun – is
explicable in terms of an entrenchment relation to the attributive paths of the
conceptually central DOMAIN OF SPECIES […], DOMAIN OF ORDERS
OF ANIMALS […] and DOMAIN OF GENERA OF ANIMALS […], which
form the conceptual core of the analysed sense and for which such attributive
values as (ANIMAL), (RODENTIA) and (RATTUS) are highlighted
accordingly. The following OED quotations testify to this historically original
sense of rat:
c 1000 Fiber befer. Raturus, ræt. Lutria, otor.
1377

Had

ȝe

rattes

ȝoure

wille

ȝe

couthe

nouȝt

reule

ȝoureselue

1862 The black rat, so rare in England, is common in Alderney and Herm. 10

At the outset of the 19th century, rat developed – at least – two verbal sensethreads defined as ‘to inform to the police or to prison wardens’ (see DU), and
‘to inform in criminals’ slang’ (see the OED), both of which are in current slang
use today (see Merriam Webster). Since it is prison slang vocabulary that is of
primary interest for us here, we shall focus on the sense-thread defined in DU,
that is ‘to inform to the police or to prison wardens’. The construal of the
discussed verbal sense of rat necessitates determining the character of the
process of metaphorisation that results in the development of the agent noun. In
8
In the following paper, we shall use the convention of putting the first and the last
documented OED date of use of a given sense in brackets.
9
Apart from its historically primary meaning, the lexical category in question is applied to
animals of other species resembling the rat.
10
According to the body of dictionaries used for verification (Merriam Webster, Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of English, Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English and
Cambridge Dictionaries Online), this sense-thread is current in present-day English.
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this case, the role of the parent noun is performed by rat, used in its historically
primary nominal sense ‘a rodent of some of the larger species of the genus
Rattus’ (see the OED), while our agent noun is the noun rat used in its zoosemic
sense ‘a police informer, an informer in prison slang’ (see the OED and DU). In
terms of the methodological apparatus employed in this work, the analysed
human-specific sense involves the activation of the attributive values (HUMAN
BEING) and (ONE THAT ‘REPORTS’)+[to the police/wardens], presupposed
by the conceptually central attributive path of DOMAIN OF SPECIES […] and
DOMAIN OF BEHAVIOUR AND ACTIVITY […]. As the context of use of
the zoosemic sense is fairly obvious,11 we may justifiably speak of an
entrenchment relation to the attributive path of DOMAIN OF BEHAVIOUR
AND ACTIVITY […], for which the negatively loaded element (ONE THAT
‘BETRAYS’) is brought to the fore. We may conjecture that the development of
the agent noun may have been conditioned by the working of the mechanism of
substituting of the location (HUMAN BEING) for the element (ANIMAL), the
process of backgrounding of temporarily irrelevant locations (RODENTIA) and
(RATTUS), the foregrounding of the value (ONE THAT ‘REPORTS’)+[to the
police], coupled with the transfer of the background element (ONE THAT
‘BETRAYS’). As we can see it, this particular element is hardly at all
identifiable in terms of the definition of the parent noun, so its transfer must be
conditioned by our cultural knowledge which justifies why rats are perceived as
treacherous animals. Palmatier (1995) maintains in his work that rats belong to
the group of the most despised animals since they are regarded as vicious,
unclean and parasitic rodents. They are believed to be dangerous for both
humans and their property since they spread disease and steal food, while:
Human rats betray trusts, desert comrades, and think only of themselves
(Palmatier, 1995: 315). It must be emphasised that the mechanism of
metaphorisation is completed after the sub-mapping of the relevant
anthropomorphised trait of rat back onto human beings. Again, one may claim
after Martsa (2003) that the sense of rat analysed here results from metonymic
mapping, and the conceptual metonymy evoked by this verb may be formalised
as: ANIMAL[human-specific sense] FOR THE ACTIVITY / BEHAVIOUR
(PERCEIVED AS) TYPICAL OF ANIMAL[animal-specific sense].
The nature of the relationship that exists between the parent noun, the agent
noun and the activity profiled by the verb, is explicable due to the working of the
catalytic converter whose role is played by the conceptual value (ONE THAT
‘BETRAYS’), and it allows for the construal of the targeted sense of to rat. The
verb may certainly be classified as SIMILATIVE, and the construal of its
semantic picture is possible in terms of LCS: BE[rat], with a gloss ‘to act like a
11
Any act of informing and reporting to the police is universally perceived as a betrayal in the
community of the underworld.
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rat’. In other words, the meaning of the verb may be formalised as: ‘to act like a
rat’, that is {(ANIMAL)^(ONE THAT ‘BETRAYS’)} attributed to a rat the
semantics of which may be rendered as {(HUMAN BEING)^(ONE THAT
‘BETRAYS’)^(ONE THAT ‘REPORTS’)+[to the police/wardens]}.

Conclusions
The main goal set to the analysis carried out in this work was to scrutinise the
intricacies of the mechanism of verbal zoosemy exemplified by means of the
verb to rat – used in prison slang in the sense ‘to inform to the police or to prison
wardens’ – employing the cognitively couched methodological apparatus based
on the ideas developed in Kleparski (1997, 2007), Kiełtyka (2016), Martsa
(2013) and Jackendoff (2002). The methodological framework used in the
analysis may be justifiably characterised as being – somewhat – eclectic in its
nature since it is a corollary of the author’s taking into analytical consideration
verbal transfers of selected animal-specific items. To the best of our knowledge,
linguists either Polish or of foreign provenance, have thus far hardly ever
targeted zoosemic evolution of verbs and they have traditionally centred on
scrutinising the development of animal-specific nouns. The development of the
proposed methodological apparatus required either modification of the tools that
linguists have at their disposal, or the forging of new tools. Hence, in order to
meet the task set to this work, the author introduced certain novel elements, such
as the notion of catalytic converter, as well as gave a new meaning to already
known terms, such as, for example, agent noun. Another novelty in the proposed
methodological framework is accounting for the mechanism that has been
labelled as substitution, which is understood as a combination of the principles
of highlighting and hiding – known since the time of Lakoff and Johnson (1980).
Another novel concept that has been proposed is labelled as background
elements, and it has been used in reference to those elements that – not
infrequently – represent the salient instinctual character and behavioural traits of
animals, but they are in no way identifiable in terms of the definition, and – as a
result – they have a dormant character. We have also distinguished the category
of values that have been labelled as temporarily irrelevant values, a term that
stands for those conceptual locations that are in no way important for the
construal of the novel sense of the agent noun, and hence remain backgrounded.
The combination of the aforementioned tools with selected elements borrowed
from the cognitive tradition and conceptual semantics allowed us to scrutinise
and portray the stages of the development of the verb to rat, which serves in this
work as an example of a prison slang animal verb related to the motivating of
animal names through the combination of metonymic and metaphoric mappings.
Due to the fact that we have dealt with the phenomenon of verbal zoosemy only
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to such a limited extent, the cognitively couched apparatus proposed in this work
allows us to analyse and describe the stages of the development and the resultant
meaning of only those verbs whose evolution was conditioned by the two
metaphorisation mechanisms. Hence, it must be emphasised that in order to be
used in the analysis of other categories of animal verbs, the methodological
framework proposed requires further refinement and elaboration.
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CONCEPT, METAPHOR AND IDIOM
Abstract: The paper describes how metaphorization is manifest throughout the idiomatic spectrum
and provides insight into the cultural aspects of language use. It also focuses on the extension of
cognitive mental operations, such as metaphorical mapping, facilitating the emergence of
figurative scenarios out of the tangible, physical world. The paper argues that the overall English
idiomatic language can be classified by conceptuality and most of it by conceptual metaphors (or
metonymies, not discussed in this paper). To grasp the essence of global changes in language, one
needs to advance from linguistic tools to the socio-cultural environment. Conceptualization is said
to have played a crucial role in the development of human thinking. The paper suggests that
conceptual metaphors are an integral part of idiomaticity, and both differences and similarities can
be detected between different cultural environments. To offer a fairly comprehensive picture of
idiom-based research into how the English language is structured, this paper draws on a corpus of
around 220,000 words of journalistic and internet-based material.
Key words: corpus-based research, culture, metaphor, idiom, conceptuality

Introduction
Language is metaphorically-motivated and concept-based. This paper aims to
investigate whether these traits are manifest in phraseology, or more specifically
in idiomatic language. Conceptual metaphors emerging throughout the idiomatic
spectrum are also largely motivated by the socio-cultural environment where
speakers interact.
Facets of cultural exposure as well as intercultural distinctions will be, in
particular, in focus, which may lead to subtle or major distinctions between rootcauses of socio-cultural motivation of idiomaticity in various languages. This will
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be exemplified through a host of examples which are supposed to yield some
evidence for cultural-motivation of distinct linguistic means.

Previous research: cognitive aspects of metaphorically and metonymically
motivated idiomatic language
One of the key claims of conceptual thinking is that realities and phenomena of
life around us become manifest in concepts, especially in the way it was initially
described by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) suggesting that, based on metaphors such
as ARGUMENT IS A WAR, language is metaphorically structured. This
conceptual metaphor demonstrates that we, as cognitive creatures, conceive of the
world in terms of concepts which are metonymically or metaphorically motivated.
While conceptualizing our experiences for linguistic purposes, we may
realize that the motivation of idioms is only valid to varying degrees. For
instance, some develop and rely on rich metaphorical mappings of physical
domains onto abstract ones, to exploit linguistic patterns available to enrich the
lexicon. However, other idioms do not seem to yield to such an abundance of
shared features of domain mapping evolved to facilitate our needs of vocabulary
extension exhaustively. Profiling a domain against another is crucial to the
claims that the ubiquity of lexical correspondences can heavily draw on
scenarios that provide a cultural framework for a variety of social settings in
various instances of discourse. It is suggested by Cuffari (2004: 5) that “meaning
is constructed according to cognitive construals or conceptualizations of
experience.” On another note, Allbritton et al. (1995) point out that conceptual
metaphor provides schemata through domain mapping, where structural features
of the source domain manifest themselves in the target domain.
Mastering and using idioms has long been considered a privilege of native
speakers, who can handle the fuzzy and ever-changing set of idioms with ease
and in appropriate context, as is suggested by researchers such as Fernando
(1996), Keysar and Bly (1995), Gibbs et al (1997), Ranong (2014), while Laufer
(2000: 195) points out that “partial formal similarity and distributional difference
were avoidance-inducing factors” in learning idioms in L2.
It is also worth noting that idioms make language more colourful, entertaining
and enjoyable by turning literal language into sets that are meant to trigger
completely different scenarios than is suggested by its components. It has been
proposed by Sprenger et al (2006) that idioms are not produced online and they
need to be stored in our memory to be retrieved in discourse as salient features of
the vocabulary. Owing to their innate cognitive capacities, language users tend to
foster idiom creation in the process of language use, and yet, idioms do not
proliferate or offer variability in all cases. Instead, they tend to store metaphorical
and metonymic imagery available to facilitate extending the mental lexicon.
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Novel factors emerge from the socio-cultural motivation grounded in the sourcedomain variability of languages. Phenomena pertaining to various conceptualizations
of human experience can be observed in different cultural backgrounds. For
instance, in French, idioms closely-related to FOOD and HATS seem to provide an
abundant source of metaphorisation, as opposed to English, where idioms draw on
the imagery of SHIPS, as is pointed out by Boers and Demecheleer (1999: 256),
who add that “[t]he more salient a source domain becomes in everyday life, the more
likely it is to trigger metaphorical projections as well.”
The hypotheses of the paper: the guiding principle of conceptuality
The first hypothesis emerging challenges earlier assumptions about idioms
labelling idiomatic language too varied to be classified. Cognitively speaking, it
is assumed that a conceptual umbrella can be extended over idiomatic language
in general. The second hypothesis is that there are varying degrees of
metaphorical and metonymic motivation observable in the idiomatic array of the
Conceptual Dictionary of English Idioms (2017), which provides the databank of
this paper. The third hypothesis involves potentially mismatching cultural
motivation of conceptually-manifest idiomatic language in different languages,
such as English and Hungarian. It is assumed that the two languages may exploit
somewhat different spectra of the socio-cultural background due to a range of
environmental as well as custom- and lifestyle-based factors.
The idioms available in CDII (Conceptual Dictionary of English Idioms,
2017), are all (4,500) categorized by concepts of the human lexicon and the
sources of quotations can be checked in CDII too. Incongruent idiom behaviour,
however, is manifest, owing to the fact that certain scopes of life seem to be
prioritised over others. For instance, principles of human categorization
inevitably reflect basic human needs (such as the need for FOOD) crucial in
describing cultural scenarios. The FOOD metaphor is built around the idea that
daily necessities are indispensible for existence. Consequently, scenarios
appreciative of human relations tend to exploit the very same pattern to describe
relations deemed precious. This involves the extension of currently existing
patterns to account for valuable relations. This is reflected by addressing a
spouse as Honey or Sweetheart, whereby a domain (FOOD) offers a different
perspective to ordinary behavioural patterns emerging in literal interpretations.

Cognition
Recent neuroscientific research into L1 (native language) and L2 (foreign
language) acquisition has revealed (Perani and Abutalebi, 2005: 202) that both
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one’s native language and a foreign language to be learnt “are processed by the
same neural devices”. As Tomasello and Call (1997: 10) point out:
All primate species cognitively represent the world. They recall where things are located after
significant delays, they anticipate impending events, they use spatial detours and shortcuts
creatively (cognitive mapping), they categorize novel objects on the basis of perceptual
similarity, and they solve novel problems on the basis of mental trial-and-error or “insight”.

Human cognition, undoubtedly, plays a crucial role in language development
in terms of humans interacting with their environment, employing available
patterns while accounting for existing behavioural, folk-custom and psychic
factors for redesigning language components.
Exposure to linguistic exchanges of lexicon, structure and argumentation
may, undoubtedly, contribute to the development of cognition. It is pointed out
by Bybee and McClelland (2005) that cognition builds up with time with more
and more intensive language use.

Metaphorisation and cross-domain mapping
A prime subject of this linguistic analysis is extending the lexicon. Language
users, being aware of available patterns of the physical domain, extend them to
abstract notions, whereby creating a funny, compact image while preserving
‘vehicles’ or key-words of the source domain. We have already alluded to
instances of the FOOD domain mapped onto the target domain of INTIMATE
RELATIONSHIP, giving rise to conceptual idioms such as a man-eater and
sugar daddy, conforming to the conceptual metaphor A PERSON IN A
RELATIONSHIP IS FOOD.
Presumably, in addition to being economical, the extension of source domain
scenarios facilitates thinking of ‘abstract’ notions in terms of ‘tangible’ entities.
The two domains are seemingly incompatible with each other, and yet, the
experiential basis of human cognition provides specificity for standard,
conventional palpable patterns. Domain-mapping, in fact, facilitates multiplying
the potentials of human thinking while making human thinking more colourful
and interesting. This leads to the reinforcement of existing patterns by expanding
the visuals available to be adopted for novel thoughts.

Conceptual array and underlying metaphors
Detailed proposals are offered below to shed light on moral issues deeplyrooted in physicality as well as imagery emerging from interactions between
humans and their environment, and between humans and humans. As a result, a
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variety of socio-cultural construals are grounded in the source-domain. The
databank outlined above offers moral issues such as CHEATING, DECEPTION,
DISHONESTY, FAIRNESS, HONESTY and TRICK, each associated with the
domain of MORALITY and yet, drawing on dichotomies of ‘cleanness’ versus
‘dirt’, ‘badness’ and ‘goodness’, as well as ‘journey’ and ‘pain’. Underlying
metaphors support the conceptual structure of the MORALITY domain. The
ubiquity of language universals suggests that both English and Hungarian largely
rely on similar scenarios construed in the human brain.

Socio-cultural ramifications
Considered one of the prerequisites of human thinking, a socio-cultural
environment provides a broader setting for vocabulary extension. The
conceptualization of human experience manifests itself in a variety of ways. The
domain of MORALITY offers a disparate range of metaphors that reveal the
physical world triggering the evolvement of figurative space. Incorporating the
experiential basis of bodily-interactions involves reapplying templates of the
existing world for novel purposes. Kövecses (2000: 199) points out that “in
emotion, the self turns out to lose control, in morality it turns out to maintain
control, while in rational thought the self is its own master.”

Conceptuality, conceptual metaphors and cross-linguistic aspects
HONESTY
Owing to the fact, that humans’ embodied experience is largely universal,
most idioms draw on the same humans/environment interactions, sensed and
expressed in terms of similar principles. However, language-specific traits do
produce alternative aspects in different languages. Below, English idioms and
their Hungarian counterparts are listed, each reflecting the socio-cultural
environment the set phrases emerge from.

HONESTY IS STRAIGHTNESS
English: have a spine to do something, ‘to be honest and frank enough to do something’;
But will lawmakers have the spine to stand up to industry lobbyists?
Hungarian: gerinces, literally ‘someone with a spine’.
English: straight from the shoulder, ‘frankly and honestly’; A community straight from the
shoulder about rock and roll.
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Hungarian: rezzenéstelen arccal, literally ‘with an unemotional face’ – emotions and
intentions can best be read in someone’s face
English: the straight and narrow, ‘honest and moral’; The Palestinians may have reoffended during the recent intifada but, according to Mahmoud Abbas, their new president,
they are back on the straight and narrow.
Hungarian: egyenes út, literally ‘a straight road’

Based on the initial assumption, straight roads do not pose any threat or block
visual senses. As, especially indecent behaviour involves ominous journeys for
the deceived, the Hungarian set expression is a relevant component of the
DECEPTION IS A JOURNEY metaphor. The conceptual metaphor reveals
fundamentally identical idiomatic content in both English and Hungarian,
conforming to ubiquity theories of various languages viewing the HONESTY IS
STRAIGHTNESS conceptual metaphor as being present in several languages
owing to bodily experience.
Inferences emerging from the metaphor suggest that ‘straightness’ correlates
with the idea that a straight road offers good visibility. No blockage, no hidden
entities, but predictability to be identified with ‘honesty’. The idiom have a spine
to do something draws on the cultural assumption that having vertebrae involves
having high moral principles, which ranks humans at the top of the world
around. This perspective of morality is firmly grounded in sensing and
visualizing, paralleling principles underpinning correct ethical attitude with
possessing a strong physical structure. This instance clearly instantiates meaning
extension based on tangible, physical sources available. Straight talk is a
collocation reflecting the common knowledge that whatever is ‘crooked’ is apt to
mislead or deceive. The Hungarian counterpart of the idiom straight from the
shoulder (rezzenéstelen arccal) differs from English by prioritizing ‘face’ and
facial expressions in reference to MORALITY.

HONESTY IS CLEANNESS
The notion of cleanness assumed to be ubiquitous in folk theories and
symbolism in different languages seems to be corroborated by the set phrases in
the two languages.
English: clean hands, ‘to be honest’; In one instance, $25,000 allegedly changed hands at
a meeting Roh himself attended.
Hungarian: tiszta kéz, literally the same as the English idiom, meaning that in both cultures
’cleanness’ can be mapped onto ‘honesty’
English: pure as the driven snow, ‘very honest’; But the handling of Bayram case will be a
big test of the government’s claim to be pure as the driven snow.
Hungarian: tiszta mint a hó /patyolattiszta, reflecting the same idea, i e, ‘honesty’ can be
thought of in terms of ‘cleanness’
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English: whiter than white, ‘very good and honest’ (usually implies the opposite); I just
cannot accept the reality of there being such whiter than white characters in politics.
Hungarian: makulátlan, ‘literally ‘spotless’

Owing to cultural beliefs, clean and white are associated with HONESTY, as
is confirmed by the idiom a little white lie, employed rather to refine the
meaning of the idiom. As opposed to this concept, ‘dirty’ and ‘dark’ conjure the
image of DISHONESTY, corroborated by the collocations dirty jobs or dirty
jokes. In line with cultural models, it is pointed out by Kövecses (1990: 17) that
people create folk models based on their experience with individual variation.

HONESTY IS OPENNESS
English: above board, ‘an activity that is honest and legal’; Even Lance Armstrong, the
American cyclist who (inspirationally) recovered from cancer to become a multiple winner
of the Tour de France, entered this year’s race – the sixth he has won – embroiled in a
court battle with the authors of “L.A. Confidential”, a book alleging that his achievements
were not wholly above board.
Hungarian: gyanún felül áll, literally ‘above suspicion’

Morality issues seem to constitute a vertical spectrum where low levels
represent lack of morality as opposed to high moral principles, at the top of the
scale. This principle leads to the emergence of metaphor HONESTY IS
HEIGHT, which, inevitably, provides a basis for its diagonal opposite:
DISHONESTY IS BOTTOM.
English: lay/put your cards on the table, ‘to express your ideas and feelings about
something honestly’; It’s high time we put our cards on the table and told them how we
imagine the future.
Hungarian: kiteríti a kártyáit, literally ‘lay out your cards’
English: call a spade a spade, ‘to talk about something openly and honestly’; Too simple,
perhaps, but the point holds: we need to take a fearless approach; to call a spade a spade.
Hungarian: nevezzük nevén a dolgokat, literally: ‘call things by their names’

All the Hungarian set phrases offer open space for intentions to be revealed,
with the last manifesting itself at a verbal level.
Thorough linguistic analysis reveals a connection with the first metaphor:
HONESTY IS STRAIGHTNESS, since ‘openness’ involves lack of obstacles
just like ‘straightness’. Mapping a physically open space over relational aspects
void of obstacles facilitates metaphorisation and idiomatic meaning extension.
This conceptual metaphor does not offer a mismatch between English and
Hungarian set phrases either.
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DISHONESTY
Not all idioms seem to be motivated metaphorically. For instance, the ones
related to the concept DISHONESTY are a mixed bag, offering a variety of tools
to render an overwhelming picture of it. The source domain is FOOD, emerging
from the cultural heritage of considering food (a bad apple), a vital part of
human existence. Other aspects imply making noise (blow the whistle on
someone), to call the attention of authorities to ‘funny business’, as well as
‘tolerance’ to be exercised in extreme cases. Yet, ‘cleanness’ and ‘dirt’ are
contrasted as vehicles identified with ‘honesty’ and ‘dishonesty’. The word foul
is primarily identified with our senses, and is mapped on morality in the target
domain. Similarly, the idiom smell fishy also suggests ‘unfairness’. Something is
rotten in the state of Denmark, a quotation from Hamlet, also corroborates the
association of ‘bad smell’ and ‘wrong things’, i.e. food is a medium to
characterize abstract ideas carrying a negative sense. The idiom monkey business
is obviously identified with unfair behaviour, due to the often senseless and
unpredictable attitude of a monkey. Why on the fiddle conjures the image of
cheating can be explained by a connotation of fiddling, that is playing, involving
lack of seriousness.
English: all’s fair in love and war, ‘to explain away why even dishonest behaviour is
acceptable in certain circumstances’; Just when you think that love is true. Somebody
makes a fool out of you. Like it or not one thing for sure. All is fair in love and war.
Hungarian: a cél szentesíti az eszközt, literally ‘the goal sanctifies the means’, providing
religious support to the means applied
English: a bad apple, ‘a dishonest person’; Mr Bush denied all knowledge and blamed
some bad apples.
Hungarian: bűnbak, literally: ‘scapegoat’
English: blow the whistle on someone, ‘to report dishonest and corrupt behaviour to the
authorities’; In “SHE HATES ME,” Jack Armstrong (Anthony Mackie), a VP at a
pharmaceutical company, is fired after he blows the whistle on his corrupt bosses.
Hungarian: beköp /felad valakit, literally ‘blow on someone / give up someone’ – less
noisy alternatives than the English one
English: a dirty trick, ‘dishonest behaviour’
Hungarian: piszkos trükk, literally the same as the English idiom, in fact, conforming to the
conventional pattern identifying ‘cleanliness’ with ‘honesty’
English: foul play, ‘dishonest behaviour’; As with many of Mr Sarkozy’s cunning plans,
Brussels suspects foul play.
Hungarian: aljas trükk, literally ‘a mean trick’. Both expressions involve the scenario of
playing games.
English: funny /monkey business, ‘dishonest behaviour’; Aladdin and Jasmine must
contend with some funny monkey business in the lead story, while other Disney Character
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favourites, such as those from Lion King, Mighty Ducks, Hercules, The Hunchback of
Notre Dame features backup own their in appear Story.
Hungarian: alpári viselkedés, literally ‘coming from a settlement Alpár’, connotated with
ugliness. Not following suit of the English idiom, the Hungarian counterpart conjures up
the image of something ‘nasty and ugly’.
English: a living lie / live a lie, ‘a dishonest way of life’; Was Bynum Weeks separated and
living a lie in front of people teaching preaching a living lie as though they were together ?
Hungarian: megtestesült hazugság, literally ‘embodied lie’
English: on the fiddle, ‘to be dishonest and corrupt’; On the Fiddle. Documentary series
following the work of benefit fraud investigators.
Hungarian: biztosítási csalás, literally ‘benefit fraud cheating’
English: smell fishy, ‘something dishonest or suspicious’; A Rotting Bigfoot or a Smelly
Fish Story...
Hungarian: valami bűzlik Dániában, literally ‘something smells in Denmark’

As the examples suggest, in addition to universal source domains such as
SMELL and DIRT, Hungarian expressions focus on ugliness, game, underhand,
religious and criminal aspects, reflecting different socio-cultural conditions of
extending the lexicon. Based on the DISHONESTY IS BOTTOM metaphor
reflecting a vertical scale of morality, it becomes evident that the ‘vehicles’ of
the source domain also constitute a scale of ‘negative values’ including ‘smell’,
‘lie’, ‘monkey’, ‘foul’, ‘dirty’, ‘bad’.

CHEATING
CHEATING IS A JOURNEY
The idioms related to the JOURNEY metaphor must have emerged from old
times when gangsters told their mates to take someone for a ride and kill them.
Cheating is a more modest version of this cruel scenario.
English: take someone for a ride, ‘to cheat someone’; Why not as the man who took
America for a ride and freed his country?
Hungarian: megvezet valakit, átver valakit, lóvá tesz valakit, literally ‘take someone for a
ride, push someone to understanding something, turn someone into a horse’
English: take someone to the cleaner’s, ‘to cheat someone and take away their property,
money etc.’; Fiona didn't realise that the man was a swindler: he took her to the cleaners.
Hungarian: lecsupaszít, pőrére vetkőztet, elveszi az ingét, gatyáját, literally: ‘strip’, ‘bare’,
’undress to the skin’, ‘take away someone’s shirt, trousers’.
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Miscellaneous
The FOOD metaphor seems an ever-returning source of meaning-extension,
culturally-based, offering scenarios that are applicable for figurative thought as
well. ‘Cheating’ emerging from a culinary scenario draws on the fact that
cooking is a creative process. When associated with processing data in an
unlikely manner, it may give rise to suspicion.
English: cook the books/data, ‘to steal money from a firm’; They are putting UFJ under
intense pressure to reduce its bad loans by next March, and will be very cross if they catch
the bank doing this by cooking its books.
Hungarian: meghamisítja a könyvelést, literally ‘create fake accounting’

The Hungarian set expressions reflect a) a horse-culture, where motion and
control are especially crucial, and b) stripping someone of clothes rather than
offering services and c) faking documents.

DECEPTION
DECEPTION IS (TAKING THE VICTIM FOR) A JOURNEY/A WALK
As has been demonstrated above, the JOURNEY metaphor facilitates
extending the lexicon based on the experiential grounding of criminal acts.
‘Journey’ is expressed in terms of alternatives, such as walking, sailing,
travelling, each exposing someone to illegal activities.
English: lead someone up the garden path/ a blind alley, ‘to deceive a person’; Mr
Schröder had led Germany up a blind alley, falling out with the Americans over Iraq,
unthinkingly supporting the French in the European Union, and cosying up to Russia’s
Vladimir Putin despite protests from Germany’s eastern neighbours.
Hungarian: megvezet valakit, literally ‘lead someone away’
English: sail under false colours, ‘describes people who intend to deceive others’; It turned
out that the door-to-door sales rep was sailing under false colors and was actually a
swindler.
Hungarian: hamis zászló alatt vitorlázik, the same as in English.

DECEPTION IS A GAME
We, as cognitive creatures model the world according to how we conceive of
it in terms of a variety of scenarios. Once the pattern available seems to share
features with potentially-novel scenes, we tend to exploit features to describe
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seemingly unrelated domains. Likewise, the GAME metaphor, which manifests a
fine line between ‘fair’ and ‘unfair’ anyway, allows for some scope to identify
‘games’ with ‘deception’. Looking at a broader spectrum, one may realize that
the GAME metaphor can be extended to as unrelated semantic fields as
ACCUSATION in ACCUSATION IS A GAME: a blame game, play ducks and
drakes with someone, the pot calling the kettle black, play games, play someone
for a fool (Am.E.), and RISK in RISKING IS A GAME: dice with death, play it
safe, an ambler gambler, Nothing ventured, nothing gained, roll the dice, throw
the dice. So, there seems to be an abundance of idioms expressed with the
GAME metaphor, and the picture is far from being complete.

DECEPTION IS LOSING SENSES
Visual senses allow for the physical domain to be profiled against the
figurative domain of deception in different ways, such as blocking eyesight (pull
the wool over someone’s eyes), deteriorating visual conditions (smoke and
mirrors, smoke-screen) and exchanging materials (all that glitters is not gold).
English: all that glitters is not gold, ‘appearance may be deceptive’; Though second-hand
cars may also look bright and shiny, don’t forget that all that glitters is not gold.
Hungarian: nem minden arany ami fénylik, the same as in English.
English: fool the eye, ‘to mislead someone’s senses’; Advances in computer graphics have
made it possible to create images that can fool the eye, yet they remain out of reach, mere
phantoms trapped behind the glass of a computer monitor.
Hungarian: káprázik a szeme, szemfényvesztés, literally ‘your eyes are dazzled, lose your
eyesight’
English: pull the wool over someone’s eyes, ‘to deceive someone’; Bank regulators,
terrified of “regulatory capture” –having the wool pulled over their eyes by clever bankers
– have ended up committing themselves to almost nothing.
Hungarian: port hint a szemébe, literally ‘throw dust into someone’s eyes’
English: smoke and mirrors (Am.E.), ‘something used to deceive people’; An U.S. officials
say privately that he may actually have plant the stories about summary executions as part
of a psychological smoke-and- mirrors game.
Hungarian: a titkok világa, literally ‘the world of secrets’
English: smoke-screen, ‘to mislead someone by saying or showing irrelevant things’; His
own unit had massed its mortars to provide a smoke-screen, which indeed masked his dash
from many of the enemy.
Hungarian: ködösít, literally ‘create a foggy environment’

As opposed to English, Hungarian associates ‘deception’ with weakened
sensation, earth and secrecy. Hungarian seems to prioritize nature (especially the
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earth is valuable in the public mind) and mysticism to artificial means of
blocking sensation. A few other Hungarian set phrases below are inconsistent
with the English idioms in terms of ‘spices’, and ‘experience gained earlier’ in
the sense of leaving an uncommon location.

Miscellaneous
Other instances involve age-related ((not) be born yesterday), tendency-like
(a pack of lies) and trade-rooted (sell someone a pup) cases, each potentially
implying the idea of ‘deception’.
English: (not) be born yesterday, ‘to express that you are not so naive as to believe what
the other person is saying/has said’; Don't think you can fool me; I wasn't born yesterday.
Hungarian: nem most jöttem le a falvédőről, literally ‘I came off the splash-cloth ages ago’
English: a pack of lies, ‘something that proves false’; Initially, Ailsa mistrusts MCC - she
believes all his stories are a pack of lies, but eventually he wins her trust, and then one day
he has to leave.
Hungarian: egy rakás hazugság, literally ‘a pile of lies’
English: sell someone a pup, ‘to sell something that is of poor quality’; Many MPs feel that
they have been sold a pup with this Bill and decide not to vote for it.
Hungarian: rásóz valakire valamit, literally ‘load salt onto someone’

TRICK
Tricks played by magicians are partially based on speed and diverting
someone’s attention from realizing the essence of the trick. The two alternatives
are illustrated by the idioms below.
English: pull a fast one, ‘to play a trick on someone’ Pulling a fast one on them seemed the
only way to get out of the mess.
Hungarian: átejt, literally ‘drop someone through’
English: put a new twist on something, ‘to use a trick’; But this is Hollywood, these guys
are producers and they’re putting a new twist on reality TV: better health.
Hungarian: új fordulatot visz be, the same as in English

Finally, the concept of ‘unfairness’ with its underlying idioms correlates with
the experiential basis of human thinking. This attitude seems to be rooted in use
of physical force by one (below the belt) or both of the parties (backbiting). Warlike scenes depicted by the idioms are common (a lance through the spine and
shoot the messenger), where exposure of the party deceived is inevitable.
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UNFAIRNESS
Unfairness seems to draw on source domain vehicles such as indefensible
parts of the human body (below the belt, back and spine) to draw inferences
about abstract notions in the target domain. There are correspondences between
physical world and figurative representations based on schematic information.
The similarity between is rooted in nature of bodily interactions. This is
corroborated by Kövecses (2000:165), who points out that different cultures
cannot create concepts that “contradict universal physiology”.
English: backbiting, ‘unfair treatment of someone’ The way they reacted to her proposal
and the backbiting she had to endure was another lance through the spine so she decided
to leave her job.
Hungarian: hátbatámadás, literally ‘attack from behind’
English: below the belt, ‘unfair treatment’; It’s not so much that it’s an unfair below-the
belt attack or anything like that.
Hungarian: övön aluli, the same as in English
English: give someone/have/a hard time, ‘to cause someone to suffer for something’; That
the Democrats on the Senate Judiciary Committee are giving him a hard time about
Vanguard shows how high the stakes are.
Hungarian: feladja valakinek a leckét, literally ‘give someone an assignment’
English: a lance through the spine, ‘unfair behaviour’ Mr Brian Sedgemore, who first
became a labour MP in 1974, defected to the Liberal Democrats and urged voters to give
Tony Blair ‘a bloody nose’ on polling day; Lord Kinnock, a former leader of the Labour
party said that, for fellow MPs, Mr Sedgemore’s remarks would be a lance right through
the spine.
Hungarian: hátbaszúrás, literally ‘pierce through the spine’
English: a low blow (AmE), ‘unfair attitude’; This time, by holding prices almost as low as
pre-hurricane levels, Brazil undermined Florida’s ability “to recover from those
devastating losses,” says Andrew LaVigne, vice president of Florida Citrus Mutual, which
has joined other Florida growers groups in accusing Brazil of dumping cheap oranges in
the United States before and after the hurricanes of 2004. It was a low blow.
Hungarian: övön aluli ütés, the same as in English
English: play rough, ‘to be unfair to someone’; The firm has a record of coming late to
new technologies, but then playing so rough (and wielding its operating-system monopoly
so shamelessly) that it still manages to be the last one standing.
Hungarian: törtet, tisztességtelen játékot űz, literally ‘advance roughly, play an unfair
game’
English: shoot the messenger, ‘to treat someone who has brought you bad news unfairly’;
Shooting the messenger. The continuing saga of Argentina and its creditors.
Hungarian: a küldöncön tölti ki a bosszúját, literally ‘take a revenge on the messenger’
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Fundamentally, English idioms and their Hungarian set phrases are identical.
However, in a few cases, Hungarian rather involves more literal moral rendering
as in törtet meaning ‘advance roughly’, as well as feladja valakinek a leckét i.e.
‘giving someone an assignment’.

Conclusion
To summarize, idioms yield to conceptual classification, even though, only
part of the overall idioms classification has been examined. It is reflected by the
databank surveyed that idiom behaviour within a conceptual set and even its
antonyms largely conform to ubiquitous socio-cultural scenarios. This is clearly
elucidated by the morality issues outlined above, relying on conceptual
metaphors, such as GOOD MORALITY IS STRAIGHTNESS/CLEANNESS
and OPENNESS, as opposed to BAD MORALITY IS DIRT / SMELL / TRICK
/ A JOURNEY/ POOR QUALITY or BAD BEHAVIOUR / LOSING SENSES.
As illustrated above, idioms are motivated metaphorically (or metonymically), or
simply comply with rules of conceptual classification. The lack of metaphoricalmetonymic motivation may be due to socio-cultural interactions, environmental
conditions and aspects of prioritizing.
The second hypothesis, assuming that there are varying degrees of
metaphorical and metonymic motivation observable in idiomaticity, can be
observed in the instantiation of concepts such as DISHONESTY, TRICK and
UNFAIRNESS, which do not seem to receive enough metaphorical or
metonymic motivation. Idioms underlying these concepts only reveal a variety of
instantiations in the goal domain, which, however, do not offer enough
consistency for metaphor to be produced. On the other hand, other semanticallyrelated concepts such as DECEPTION, CHEATING and HONESTY reveal
more fine-grained, metaphorical foundations.
The third hypothesis, aimed at exploring distinctions between English and
Hungarian in facilitating the emergence of idiomatic language is also true. Based
on experientially salient source-domain vehicles, it has been proved that sociocultural factors provide lesser or greater discrepancy in describing the same
scenario in the two languages. These culture-specific traits largely depend on
historical, psychological, social and custom-related conceptualizations.
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ARGUMENTS AND COUNTER-ARGUMENTS IN THE DEBATE
TO DECRIMINALIZE SOME FORMS OF INCESTUOUS
RELATIONS IN POLAND
Abstract: This study explores argumentation and counter-argumentation patterns emerging from a
corpus of readers’ comments found below-the-line of over twenty-five online articles on the
subject of incest, the current legal sanctions against it and the possibility to decriminalize
consensual incestuous relations between adults in Poland. The comments have been coded line-byline for the types of positioning and argument premises using Atlas.ti software. Using the
framework for argument analysis according to underlying premises, the comments were analyzed
with respect to stance taken, practical reasoning conducted, and salient rhetorical strategies
applied. They are subsequently correlated with the discursive formations from which they are
sourced, notably ‘genetics/eugenics’ and ‘tradition/social order’ or ‘morality’ in the case of
opponents of decriminalization, and ‘science/evidence,’ ‘liberalism/progress,’ and ‘romantic love’
for the proponents. In the discussion, the explanations of the competing constructions and
evaluations of incest taboo and social stigma around it are referred to larger socio-political
ideologies, including conservatism, nationalism and liberalism. The study contributes to the pool of
argumentative and rhetorical studies on how topical issues are being debated in the media-saturated
public sphere devoid of traditional gate-keeping and access control.
Key words: deliberation, public debate, argumentation, rhetoric, incest
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Introduction
Incestuous relations have constituted one of the most established and
widespread cultural taboos, and in many countries, including Poland, they are still
not only socially stigmatized, but also criminally penalized (Kodeks karny 1997;
Mozgawa 2016). This cultural taboo is manifestly present in the media coverage of
sexual abuse of children by parents (mostly daughters by fathers or other close
male family members), and often invoked in the debates on social order and
traditional family values (Beisert 2004; Boguszewski 2013). However, the debate
to what extent certain forms of consensual incestuous relations should be strictly
penalized has been recently reinvigorated. Sparked by some highly publicized
cases reported by media in Germany in 2014, the Polish public debate has included
polemical voices which questioned whether consensual (half)brother-sister
relationships should also be prosecuted in the same way.
In the postmodern logic of the social organization and control, what is illegal
or prohibited needs to be justified with rational, scientific or moral arguments, no
longer just accepted by virtue of cultural tradition (Bauman 1998). If the
traditional notion of the family has been radically redefined to include nonmarried, single-parent, homosexual or, recently, even polyamorous households,
why would societies continue to uphold the stigma and sanction around some
forms of consensual incestuous relations? In Poland, the debate has been largely
hosted by various internet forums, although it was also taken up by a few social
scholars (e.g., prof. Jan Hartman), and legal practitioners (cf. Mozgawa 2016).
This study explores argumentation and counter-argumentation patterns emerging
from a corpus of readers’ comments found below-the-line of over twenty-five online
articles on the subject of incest. The comments have been coded for the types of
positioning and argument premises in Atlas.ti. and analyzed with respect to salient
rhetorical strategies (argumentative schemata, topoi, figures, fallacies). They are
subsequently correlated with the discursive formations from which they are sourced,
notably ‘genetics/eugenics’ and ‘tradition/social order’ or ‘morality’ in the case of
opponents of decriminalization, and ‘science/evidence,’ ‘liberalism/progress,’ and
‘romantic love’ for the proponents. The social explanations of the competing
constructions and evaluations of incest in the corpus are related to larger sociopolitical ideologies, including conservatism, nationalism and liberalism.

Incest as a cultural taboo and its legal sanction in Poland
As one of the most widespread taboos across cultures, incest taboo has long been
studied by anthropologists, who compared how biological human functions are
differently woven into cultural and moral systems of various societies. In congruence
with the early works of Robertson Smith or James Frazer ([1922] 1993), Sigmund
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Freud ([1919] 2001) noted that taboos relate to two fundamental oppositions in
culture that include (1) what is extraordinary and exceptional (as opposed to
everyday and mundane), and (2) what is forbidden, corruptible and dangerous (as
opposed to what is pure, holy and good). Thus, taboos are inextricably intertwined
with religious practices and rituals that dominated pre-scientific thinking (Durkheim
1995). They underlie the development of social structures and power mechanisms
that enforce the norms to entrench the oppositions between good and evil, and
punish the breaches of taboo-derived rules of conduct (Douglas 1966). Last but not
least, according to Wasilewski (2010), taboos have been related to the notions of
social order and the sense of predictability of social life because the mandatory
socialization into behaviors that uphold the norms mitigates uncertainty and fosters
social cohesion. This is obviously not without deeper implications for the legal codes
and penalizing measures of the modern states. However, in the modern age of
rationality, secularization and science, the unreflective conformity to taboo-derived
norms has been repeatedly challenged as an irrational and discriminatory cultural
practice (Bauman 1998).
As has been widely discussed by Foucault (1984), taboo-related norms have
been exceptionally influential along the history of human sexuality and regulated
various aspects of sexual behavior, which could be regarded as either natural or
abnormal. Taboos also referred to delimitations of proper or sinful relations and
discourses relating to sexuality that reproduced them. The overlay of religious
and moral tabooization of sexuality is still deeply entrenched, despite the
rivalling growth in medicalization of discourses on sexuality. Lévi-Strauss first
recognized the ubiquity of incest taboo across societies and underlined its social
role with regard to enforcing exogamy and strengthening solidarity among clans
through the exchange of women. As the precise origin of the incest taboo is not
known, it has achieved a ritualistic/religious function, even though it has been
justified anew with cultural, or even scientific rationalizations as the time passed.
In this vein, the sanction against incestuous sexual contacts has now been
underpinned by research into genetic mutations resulting from inbreeding rather
than God’s punishment (which might not be a good argument to penalize incest
of adopted siblings or step-parents).
Whenever a sexual taboo is breached the society is entitled to apply punishing
measures, mostly social stigma and ostracism. According to Czykwin (2007),
social stigma applies rather to a whole category of stereotyped people, not to
specific individuals and is likely to become incorporated into their collective
identity. Social stigma attached to prostitution, promiscuity, sexual deviation and
non-normative sexual behavior results in a deeply entrenched negative
perception and often goes together with remedial or preventive actions
undertaken to reform or, if this is not effective, to exclude some individuals. In
the case of incest taboo, many countries still use regulatory measures to sanction
and penalize incestuous relations. However, if we assume that the current social
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morality not only allows but also favors relationships based on feelings and
bonds1 rather than the formal marriage as an arranged social contract, sooner or
later the possibility of a love-based incestuous relation will appear as a challenge
to the taboo-based criminalization of incest.
The article 201 of the Polish criminal code stipulates that having a sexual
intercourse with one’s parent, child or sibling (as well as step-parent, step-child
or half-sibling) is punishable by imprisonment for minimum three months to
maximum five years.2 The practice of applying the sanction has recently been
subjected to a scholarly review (Mozgawa 2016). The volume edited by
Mozgawa sheds light on how incestuous relations are identified as offences and
how the courts have been dealing with various individual cases including how
they rationalized and justified administered penalties. Attention is devoted to
genetic, psychological, bioethical and socio-cultural aspects of incest in the
context of the abovementioned changes in the perception of the family as a social
unit. The trend shows that the practice of penalizing incest with imprisonment
should be the ultima ratio punishment that is required only in aggravated
situations of proved abuse. The argument is for fostering public awareness and
education to prevent or eliminate incestuous behaviors rather than penalization
of, for example, consensual relations. At the same time, some activists, education
policy framers and scholars within pedagogy (e.g., Beisert 2004) draw attention
to the problem of abusive incestuous relations within families that are kept secret
for years due to the fear of harsh punishments and social stigma, particularly in
cases of mothers not reporting on their husbands molesting their daughters.
Undoubtedly, more research from different perspectives is needed to justify any
recodification of the Polish criminal law. Notwithstanding that, the issue has
sparked a public debate with media reporting on some highly publicized cases of
consensual incestuous relations from Germany in 2014, with some voices
questioning whether consensual (half)brother-sister relationships should also be
persecuted.3 Previously coverage of incest in Poland had been contained to
1
According to a recent report on the understanding and perception of the concept of family in
Poland Rodzina – jej współczesne znaczenie i rozumienie (Boguszewski 2013), the social definition of
family unit is now much broader than the married couple with child(ren) and encompasses single parent
families, as well as cohabiting unmarried parents with children (33% acceptance rate), homosexual
partnerships raising a child of one of the partners (23%), or homosexual couples without children (14%).
2
Kodeks karny. Ustawa z dnia 6 czerwca 1997r. Dz.U.2017.0.2204 [Polish criminal code
passed on 6 June 1997].
3
The German Bioethical Committee was involved in the debate on the depenalization of
incestuous relations in 2014 when it was to make a statement on a petition by siblings Patrick
Stübing and Susan Karolewski. The siblings were parted in early childhood, grew separately and,
on meeting in adult life, they started a romantic relationship and had four children. They appealed
consecutive court verdicts that penalized them arguing that they were in a loving consensual
relation and the verdicts that prohibit their cohabitation infringe on their civil rights. The
Committee was sympathetic to these arguments in this particular case.
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historical facts and curiosities about incestuous marriages among pharaohs and
monarchs. It has been reinvigorated within some social media internet fora after
professor Jan Hartman, a well-known Polish philosopher and bioethicist, brought
it up as a case the Polish society should reflect upon when it comes to further
criminalization of some consensual forms of incestuous relations, for which he
was subsequently ostracized (even though he did not take a stance). This study
investigates how the internet-mediated debate proceeded argumentatively with a
special attention to the articulation of claims, practical reasoning and strategic
rhetorical maneuvering in the case of discussants who either supported or
opposed the decriminalization proposal.

Studying argumentative discourse in public debates
A public debate is a complex network or sequence of discursive encounters
where arguments of various interest groups that represent various social ideologies
are presented, validated or refuted. A public debate may involve media accounts,
political speeches, scientific expositions and vox populi, and is usually at least
partly deliberative or polemical in nature rather than just expressive (Habermas
1989, Dryzek 2002). Although there are many obstacles to full deliberation,
including access, education or engagement, one major problem in a mediasaturated public sphere is when the debate is not intended to identify and resolve
differences of opinions, but to entrench initial stances (Chambers 2009).
According to Fairclough and Fairclough, arguments are based on different but
often reasonable values and value hierarchies (normative priorities), which often
turn out to be hard or impossible to reconcile, and political deliberation has to
find ways of dealing with these differences (2012: 21). Although the outcomes of
public debates do not always lead to political consensus, ideally, in a democratic
society new regulations ought to be implemented if there are practical reasons for
them that overweigh counter-arguments articulated during the public debate
(Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969, Walton 1990). In this sense, a claim for a
regulation to be drafted requires rational and moral premises which are subjected
to evaluation procedures. A claim against a regulation also requires sufficient
premises, which may additionally include counter-arguments that take the validity
and persuasiveness away from the opposite claim.
One approach to evaluating such argumentation is Fairclough and Fairclough’s
(2010, 2012) method of mapping out practical reasoning. Their framework evaluates
the soundness of argumentation through an interrogation of the representation of the
CLAIMs made by proponents and opponents in a debate, namely their GOAL,
MEANS-GOAL, VALUE and CIRCUMSTANCE premises. This constitutes a
framework in which arguments in deliberation can be broken down and represented
to enable further detailed argument reconstruction (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Argument structure, reproduced from Fairclough and Fairclough (2010, n.p., with permission)

In the case of the debate whether to decriminalize certain forms of incestuous
relations, following Fairclough and Fairclough’s (2010) framework, the
proponents’ CLAIM is that the regulators have a duty to prevent infringement of
individuals’ human rights and thus should depenalize consensual incestuous
relations. According to the literature reviewed above, the representation of the
GOAL is constructed as recodifying and downscaling the penalty for types of
incest which do not involve minors or abuse. The VALUE premises that lead to
conceptualization of such a GOAL derive from libertarian ideology that puts
individual rights (for example for a love-based relationship) over social norms and
cultural conventions. The MEANS-GOAL premise is the specification of steps to
be taken to achieve the goal of garnering public support for the motion, for
example by publicizing cases of unfair criminalization of consensual incestuous
relations. Finally, the representation of CIRCUMSTANCE includes such issues as
the notion of social progress (westernization, modernization) that inhere
eliminating most forms of discrimination or social stigma. Another circumstance
involves using reliable science rather than hearsay as the basis for determining the
actual health outcomes in the case of offspring begotten in incestuous marriages.
For the proponents of decriminalization, the currently binding legal provisions are
largely discriminatory and based on unacceptable pseudoscience.
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The opponents’ CLAIM is that the current penalization is adequate as it
successfully prevents unethical and damaging types of family arrangements. The
GOAL is constructed as preventing libertarians from compromising the legal
system and introducing moral relativism. The MEANS-GOAL premise relates to
the measures to alert the public to the threat and may involve discrediting the
people that align themselves with decriminalization arguments, or even dare to
bring them up (e.g., Jan Hartman). The VALUE premises mostly derive from
Christian theology that informs the notions of ‘natural law,’ from the entrenched
status of cultural tradition that defines incest as a taboo, and from the historical
record of the harmful (genetic) effects of inbreeding. Interestingly, these means
are represented at various levels of specificity or generality (individual,
collective) and are usually formulated as negative imperatives (injunctions,
prohibitions). CIRCUMSTANCE premises include the often revisited sideeffects of inbreeding, the adequacy of currently binding regulations, the statistics
on the rise of sexual abuse cases that would be even harder to prosecute with
depenalization, or the socio-political and cultural consequences of moral
relativism for the society. Importantly, circumstantial premises are not always
explicitly articulated in the course of argumentation, but rather presented as
presuppositions or with the aid of other rhetorical devices (practical reasoning)
to serve as taken-for-granted collective knowledge of what constitutes decent
and moral action. This given knowledge includes the proposition that
postindustrial societies are in a crisis brought by moral permissiveness.
Against the backdrop of this theoretical deliberative framework, we seek to map
more specifically how the actual debate proceeded in the Polish context in 2016 and
2017, basing on internet-mediated materials that were sampled to offer a range of
stances and a look at dominant argumentative patterns and rhetorical devices.

A procedure for argumentation analysis
Drawing on the theoretical and descriptive work on argumentative patterns
involved in public debating (Fairclough and Fairclough 2010, 2012), as well as on
studies on strategic and rhetorical overlay of political discourse (Cockcroft and
Cockcroft 2005, Eemeren 2010), we look at how specific arguments and counterarguments, and with what premises, are articulated in the Polish debate on
decriminalization of certain kinds of incestuous relations. Attention is mainly
devoted to argument reconstruction, but the study also takes note of rhetorical
strategies that permeate the discussants’ reasoning. Rhetoric is viewed as aiming
for effectiveness in argumentative discourse (Eemeren 2010: 66), considering the
diverging commitments, values and ideologies of the audience (cf. Perelman and
Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969). The rhetorical perspective allows explaining why some
persuasive communication is successful while being logically or dialectically weak
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(Fairclough and Fairclough 2012: 57). The concept of strategic maneuvering has
been developed by Eemeren (2010) and far from representing the so-called
sophistic argument or eristic trick, it involves a concern for effectiveness on top of
reasonableness. In our rhetorical analyses, allusions, irony or level of formality are
treated as important devices and the strategic uses of topoi, proverbs, slogans,
humor, hyperbole or appeals to commonsense are attended to in the qualitative part
of the analysis. At the same time rhetorical strategies that deflect from the attention
to the argument itself, such as logical fallacies or ad hominem attacks do discredit
or stigmatize the opponent (Cockcroft and Cockcroft 2005), are monitored to
acknowledge how the quality of the argumentation is influenced by emotional
appeals, false analogies or authority discourses.
As the analysis is devoted to the dynamics of public debate on the regulations
pertaining to incestuous relations, the data that best reflect the diverse stances
and arguments can be found in various internet forums that enable free
expressions of opinion due to anonymity. The material that was sampled consists
of 26 recent websites (see the list in primary sources) selected out of a much
broader pool of search results. Each sampled website included a report or
opinion piece that instigated a below-the-line discussion in the form of postings.
These were read to downsize the material to six threads of most representative
ranges of argumentative patterning (and from over 300 open codes to less than
60 arguments). After a manual clean-up of the textual data, the material was
coded in Atlas.ti for the categories for the stance, the thematic domain of
sourcing in argumentation (e.g., science/eugenics, liberty, morality, nation and
society, family values, future), as well as for the main type of premise used in the
argument (CIRCUMSTANCE, VALUE, MEANS-GOAL, GOAL) (Fairclough
and Fairclough 2010, 2012), and the type of rhetorical maneuver (if any).
The codes for the types of arguments identified were subsequently linked in
networks to visualize how they related to each other and how they emerged as
argumentative patterns (see appendixes 1-3).

Coding results
The sample was coded for the occurrence of broad categories subject
positionings (O for opponents vs. P for proponents of (selective) decriminalization)
to see how the arguments and counter-arguments were distributed. This followed
with annotations as to the kind of premise underpinning the argument (C for
CIRCUMSTANCE, V for VALUE, MG for MEANS-GOAL and G for GOAL) –
usually the one that dominates the line – as well as additional comments as to
specific thematic reference or rhetorical maneuver used. The following is the list of
identified opponents’ arguments:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Line reading
Habsburgowie – historia uczy o konsekwencjach [the
Hubsburgs, lessons from history about consequences]
jesteśmy skłonni do mieszania genów [we have gene mixing
inclination]
dawca spermy a przypadkowa endogamia [semen donation
and incidental endogamy]
jedno z najsilniejszych kulturowych tabu [strong cultural
taboo]
Kaszubi mają choroby genetyczne [genetic defects among
Kashubians]
kiedyś religia świetnie służyła ludziom do przetrwania [for a
long time religion was useful to survive]
aluzja do innych dewiacji [alluding to other sexual
deviations]
banda zbokoli [a band of perverts]

premise
C

comment
genetic corruption

C

science

C

playing with fate

C

conserve taboo

C

genetic corruption

C

tradition

V

bardzo dobrze, że jest tabu [good to have taboos]
tym grozi zamach na tabu [breaching taboos is a threat]
co dzieje się w głowie kazirodcy? [are they confused in their
minds?]
dla dobra populacji nie przekraczać tabu [taboo sustained for
the sake of the population]
etycznie jest unikać zagrożenia [ethics of threat avoidance]
genetyka nie jest etyką [genetics is not ethics]
jeśli coś nie szkodzi to ok, ale to szkodzi [if something is not
harmful then OK, but this is harmful]
kazirodztwo jest sprzeczne z etyką [incest is unethical]
Dlaczego wprowadzać chaos w umysły młodych? [why
introduce confusion into young minds]
córka w niebezpieczeństwie [daughter in peril]
kara śmierci za kazirodztwo [death penalty for incest]
komisja etyki usuwa Hartmana [Hartman removed from an
ethics committee]
apokalipsa społeczeństwa [downfall of society]

V
V
V
V

discrediting
(allusion)
discrediting
(vulgar)
conserve taboo
conserve taboo
discrediting
(mental)
collective good

V
V
V

conserve taboo
conserve taboo
harm

V
MG

morality
prevent wrong

MG
MG
MG

będą się rodzić mutanty/zwyrodnialcy [mutants will be born]
choroby u wnuków [illnesses of grandchildren]
jak chów wsobny u zwierząt [animal-like inbreeding]
co drugie dziecko upośledzone [handicapped children will
frequently be born]
dążenie do unicestwienia ludzkości [humanity will perish]
degeneracja przyszłych pokoleń [degeneration of future
generations]

G
G
G
G

save children
strict morality
discrediting (no
ethos)
breakdown of
society
genetic corruption
genetic corruption
genetic corruption
genetic corruption

G
G

conspiracy
genetic corruption

V

G

The coding of the opponents’ argumentation reveals a relative dominance of
VALUE premised arguments, particularly those that are used to justify
conserving the taboo and relate to appeals to traditional morality or ethics, or
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avoidance of harm. Some of the evaluative premises have a discrediting
character that render the proponents (implicit in incest or other dysfunctions) as
morally disqualified from taking the stance. Finally, many arguments rely on the
apocalyptic vision of the society after the penalty/taboo is supposedly lifted and
the practice has spread (more on this below).
The following is the list of leading arguments of the proponents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Line reading
Adam i Ewa, pierwsze kazirodztwo [Adam and Eve – first
incestuous relation]
brak ofiary i sprawcy [no victim/ no perpetrator]
panika moralna konserwatystów [conservatives’ moral panic]

premise
C

comment
Bible (subvert)

C
C

byle nie mieli dzieci [but no children]
brat i siostra zrozumieć można [understandible with siblings]
kiedyś religia służyła ludziom do przetrwania [years ago people
needed religion to survive]
kazirodztwo jest marginalne [incest is rare]
kazirodztwo jest problemem tylko dla katolików [incest is
problematic only for Catholics]
genetyczna atrakcyjność seksualna [genetics of sexual attraction]
tylko między rodzeństwem [only siblings]
hipoteza Westermarcka [Westermarck effect]
historia rozdzielonego rodzeństwa [parted siblings]
chęć życia jak normalna para [like a normal couple]
indywidualne szczęście [individual’s hapiness]
każdy ma prawo robić tak jak mu wygodnie [do as you please]
jeśli się kochają [if they love each other]
relacja w której byliby szczęśliwi [a happy relationship]
kazirodztwo to pokusa zakazanego owocu [incestuous desire is a
result of forbidden fruit]
depenalizować prywatne sprawy [depenalize private matters]
Potrzebna edukacja seksualna [improve sex education]
karanie za kazirodztwo to relikt [penalty for incest is outdated]
można skorzystać z banku spermy, żeby nie było chowu
wsobnego [might use semen bank to prevent inbreeding]
badanie granic tolerancji [boundaries of tolerance]
antykoncepcja [contraceptives to prevent inbreeding]
ochronę dzieci zapewniają przepisy o pedofilii [children are
protected by anti-child abuse regulations, not incest taboo]
dostosowano prawo do wiedzy naukowej [law compatible with
science]
czy państwo rzeczywiście powinno to kontrolować? [should
state really control this?]
ich sprawa [their own business]
niepotrzebna bariera norm społecznych [social norms as
unnecessary barriers]
perfekcyjna miłość romantyczna [perfect romance]

C
C
C

no crime
discrediting
(mental)
condition
acceptance
history

C
C

a non issue
discrediting

C
C
C
C
V
V
V
V
V
V

science
condition
science
case
norm
liberty
liberty
love
happiness
happiness

MG
MG
MG
MG
MG
MG
MG

liberty
prevention
progress
avoiding
trouble
progress
condition
social order

G

progress

G

liberty

G
G

liberty
social progress

G

love
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The coding of the proponents’ argumentation in the debate reveals a reliance on
various CIRCUMSTANTIAL premises that allow the discussants (conditionally)
align themselves with the plight of people involved in forbidden incestuous
relations. They also argue strongly for freedom from undue regulation and
control of private lives and see depenalization in terms of less traditional and
more liberal or egalitarian social arrangements.

Argument analysis according to the stance of the discussant
This section maps the dominant subject positionings of discussants by looking
at types of stances and their argumentative or rhetorical underpinnings.
Considering the coding results, it is possible to infer that there are as many as four
distinct positionings of the participants in the debate. One subject positioning is
that of the absolute opposition (O) to depenalization, while three positionings (P1P2-P3) would include three varying stances for the depenalization:
O: Totally opposing incest and attempts at its depenalization
P1: Opposing incest but accepting depenalization (taboo/education will suffice)
P2: Accepting consensual incestuous relations between (half)siblings
P3: Accepting the possibility of various consensual incestuous relations

The results above show that the opponents of depenalization tend to have
strong conservative views, rely on cultural tradition and collective morality. Some
happen to subscribe to apocalyptic views of future generations deformed
physically by incest-induced genetic mutations. They also assume that the lack of
criminal penalty will displace taboo-related stigma and make incest (and abuse)
much more common, as most people no longer have strict individual morals to
guard against it by themselves. Interestingly their claim is sometimes based on the
recognition of incest taboo as a VALUE premise, not only a CIRCUMSTANCE:
Taboos are seen as organizing principles of morally healthy societies. This can be
illustrated by the following excerpt from a thread below-the-line in article 5:
(1) Po coś tematy tabu zostały "wymyślone". Właśnie po to, by bez szczególnego powodu
do tematu nie powracać, i żeby nikomu nie przychodziło do głowy (chodzi tu głównie o
dewiantów) co miesiąc przeprowadzać dyskusji w szkołach dlaczegóż to seks kazirodczy
jest niepotrzebnie zakazany. (5)4
[There are reasons why taboos have been ‘invented.’ One reason being exactly not to have
people (predominantly deviants) to come back to the topic every month at schools to
discuss with children why incestuous sex is needlessly forbidden.]

4
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Original spelling retained

Rhetorically, such voices combine ironic discrediting of the proponents’ actions
(reductio ad absurdum) or name-calling (cf. deviants) with rationalization of the
taboo as a useful instrument for bringing order in social life.
The proponents of depenalization have more liberal views and, although P1
group do not accept incest and even express disgust at it, they claim that the state
should not regulate sexuality in this way. They treat incest taboo as a
CIRCUMSTANCE (that needs no further reflection), but strongly root their
depenalization argument in premises that recognize personal liberty and freedom
from state control as a VALUE.
(2) Prawda jest taka, że nikt nie chce (tym bardziej prof. Hartman) legalizować, czyli
nadawać ramy prawne, instytucjonalizować, tylko depenalizować z kk relacje, które
powinny pozostawać poza zainteresowaniem organów ścigania (5).
[The truth is that nobody (including prof. Hartman) would like to legalize, much less to
institutionalize incest, only to depenalize the kinds of relations that should not stay in the
criminal code and within the scope of interest of law enforcement.]

P1 discussants tend to believe in the social self-regulation as a GOAL and in
education as a MEANS-to-the-GOAL. They rhetorically underline their opposition
to incest (cf. syntactic emphasis much less), but, at the same time recognize the
destructive consequences of prison as a deterrent or disciplining practice in a
libertarian society.
P2 and P3 discussants explicitly problematize the incest taboo in their
argumentation. However, P2 positions (which overwhelmingly predominate in the
debate over P3) use the CIRCUMSTANCES of consensus, symmetry/partnership
in relation and love as conditions for their motion to depenalize incest. The
discussants are often hard-pressed to offer counter-arguments to pseudo-scientific
data or data involving animals, to use statistics, offer comparisons and
contextualizations. Their arguments tend to be sound, but the lack of emotioninfused strategic rhetoric might render them as defensive. Proponents of
depenalization are also prone to (ad hominem) attacks on moral VALUE premises,
and tend to be positioned as offering stances that are fundamentally destructive to
the social order with strawman fallacy relatively rife (i.e. having their claim
represented in such an exaggerated and demonized manner that it cannot be
soundly accepted). That is why, rhetorically, they need to mitigate their stances
(no-harm premise) and personalize their take on the issue:
(3) To moja osobista opinia i nikogo nie zamierzam przekonywać ani nawracać, że jeśli
dwoje (lub więcej) pełnoletnich ludzi chce utrzymywać ze sobą relacje seksualne, to ich
sprawa (1).
[This is my personal opinion, and I do not intend to persuade or convert anybody that if
two (or more) adults want to have a sexual relationship it is up to them.]
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(4) Teoretycznie nikt nikomu nie szkodzi, tzn ani on nie szkodzi jej ani ona jemu, wiec
teoretycznie kary nie powinno byc bo jak juz ktos napisal to zeby mozna bylo ukarac musi
byc ofiara i sprawca, a ja tutaj się tego nie dopatrzyłam, bo oboje bronia tego zwiazku... (4)
[Theoretically nobody does harm to anybody, neither he to her or she to him, so
theoretically there should be no punishment, because, as someone has written above, to
punish you need a victim and a perpetrator. I can see none here, because they both defend
their partnership...]

Argument analysis according to the domain
Some types of arguments and counter-arguments used by discussants are
sourced from the same domains. Indeed, it would not be possible to conduct a
rational, even if emotion-infused, debate, if they were not. This section looks at
how the two parties resort to the same CIRCUMSTANCE, VALUE, or GOAL
representations to make their claim stronger.

Eugenic argumentation
The coding results show that eugenic arguments (also called genetic
rationalizations by Mozgawa 2016) are very commonly invoked. The opponents
claim that it is the ensuing, inevitable genetic corruption that justifies the
criminalization of incest. Future generations would have to live with mutations
arising from the doubling of recessive genes that make them prone to genetic
diseases (mucoviscidosis, hemophilia) or higher risk of cancer. This scientific
premise and the risk factor seem to be taken for granted. The discussants, however,
never go into details whether there is actual risk that was established through
clinical data. An example of pseudo-scientific argumentation is the claim that
Kashubians are prone to genetic diseases due to historical inbreeding in the region.
In a flawed reasoning some discussants even see depenalization as tantamount to
promotion of incestuous relations, which will lead to more genetic mutations,
defects and deformations:
(5) Dopiero przy akceptacji takich związków będą szerzyć się choroby. Nowotwór to
będzie na porządku dziennym (6)
[As soon as such relations get accepted, diseases will spread. Cancer will strike on every
day basis]

The proponents of depenalization expose such oversimplifications and tend to
argue that a single case of inbreeding in a family does not carry much risk, that the
historical ‘evidence’ from royalty is very limited and flag the MEANS-GOAL
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premises that allow to avoid this alleged genetic corruption through contraceptives,
semen banks, genetic testing and risk assessment:
(6) W przypadku związanego z pokrewieństwem nosicielstwa takiej samej mutacji ryzyko,
że dziecko urodzi się z rzadką chorobą genetyczną wynosi 25%. Jednak warto zdawać
sobie sprawę, że obecnie można zrobić zaawansowane testy genetyczne, które pozwalają
oszacować ryzyko rzeczywiste. Równie dobrze może się okazać, że ryzyko wystąpienia
choroby u dziecka danej pary praktycznie nie występuje (5).
[In the case of relatives having the same mutation, the risk that their child will be born with a
genetic illness is 25%. However, it is now possible to undergo advanced genetic tests that help
assess actual risk. It may well be that there is practically no risk involved for a particular couple.]

The proponents also question the eugenic nature of opponents’ argumentation
and draw analogies according to which, following their reasoning, one would
also have to ban hemophiliacs or other people with genetic defects from
marrying and having children. Nevertheless, because the genetic corruption
thesis is strongly rooted in the folk understandings of genetics and mutations, it
is one of the most common types of reasoning warranting the continued
legitimization of the incest taboo. Admittedly, even a very small risk of
intentionally causing suffering in the offspring due to one’s own indulgence is
seen as a strong enough argument against depenalization (see appendix 1 for
details of eugenic argumentation patterns).

Apocalyptic visions of society
Another pattern of argumentation that seems to suit the opponents takes
eugenic reasoning to the extreme in speculating as to the possible downfall of
society, even humanity, brought about by the change in the law. Underlying this
pattern is the (fallacious) assumption that removing the penalty will lead to
automatic spread of incestuous relations and destructive endogamy. The
apocalyptic vision tends to be strongly politicized and intertwined with
conspiracy theories, including the larger claim that the elites want to control the
masses by genetically lowering their intelligence and weakening their character
traits in order to exploit them. Needless to say, the rhetorical devices (e.g.,
rhetorical questions, three-part lists) in such posts are rooted in emotionality and
negativity, as well as in the projection of the world in terms of binary
oppositions (evil, rich, powerful vs. suffering, poor, manipulated).
(7) Mało gnojom wojen, głodu i zniszczenia środowiska, od którego coraz wiecej chorych
na raka i inne straszne choroby? Mało im? Muszą jeszcze zdegenerować nastepne
pokolenia? Im ludzie będą biedniejsi tym nie tylko bede miec wiecej dzieci ale też bardziej
chorych. Jeśli dadzą sobie wmówić, że kazirodztwo jest ok (6).
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[Aren’t these shitfaces happy with the wars, famine and environmental degradation that
cause more cancer cases and other terrible diseases? Aren’t they? Do they have to
degenerate future generations? The poorer the people the more children, ill children. If the
people fall for the notion that incest is ok.]

These discussants position themselves as knowing exactly what is being planned
and as aware of the ongoing manipulation. Their stance is informed by lack of
trust in the established political system and the understanding that the attempt at
decriminalizing incest is but one element in a larger destructive conspiracy (see
appendix 3 for a thorough mapping of this argumentation).

Scientific argumentation
Although much of this debate is highly emotional (which is signaled by
spelling, capitals or exclamation marks), there are frequent attempts to bring some
facts to the table. One domain sourced by both sides is biology and in particular
the genetic consequences of keeping dog or horse breeds pure and seeing it as
either degenerative or desirable. The scientific arguments and data are not used in
good faith, however, but to underpin one’s point or just to boost one’s ethos.
Scientific jargon and phraseology tends to be applied selectively, and often to
challenge others by pinpointing their ignorance and discrediting their stance.
(8) Chciałabym zapytać autora o ile więcej wad genetycznych ujawnia się przy
krzyżowaniu w obrębie pokrewieństwa od krzyżowania losowego? (…) Poproszę o
konkretne dane lub badania stwierdzające statystycznie te zależności. Nie interesują mnie
doniesienia z prasy codziennej (4).
[I would like to ask the author how many more genetic defects result from crossbreeding
within a family as compared to random interbreeding? (…) I would like to get some hard
data on statistical correlations. I am not interested in media hype.]

Scientific argumentation stylized as if it was informed by data, logical inferences
or common sense (detached from personal opinions) reproduces the postmodern
discourses where apparent rationalization is key to effective rhetoric. The
projection of a speaker persona who is knowledgeable and competent is a
prerequisite for persuasion based on validity and moral high ground.

Liberalism
The main pattern of argumentation resorted to by proponents of
decriminalization is based on liberal or libertarian ideology. As sexuality is
regarded as a private matter, the state should not legislate on the issue, especially
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if it has nobody to protect from harm or exploitation, as is the case with
consensual relations among adults. In some posts, penalization is even presented
as a major infringement on one’s liberty:
(9) Chociaż jest to rzecz niebywale obrzydliwa i tragiczna w skutkach chyba nie powinna
być karalna jeżeli chodzi o osoby dorosłe w pełni świadome swoich czynów. Zamiast
paragrafów potrzebna jest edukacja seksualna (6).
[Although this is incredibly disgusting and tragic, the issue should rather not be penalized
in the case of adults who are fully responsible for their choices. Instead of codices, we need
more sex education.]
(10) Czy państwo z butami powinno wchodzić w to co dzieje się pomiędzy dwojgiem
dorosłych ludzi? (5)
[Ought the state to stick its nose into what is happening between two adults?]

As few discussants could afford to position themselves as being against freedom
from excessive state control, this argument tends to go unchallenged, but it often
has a status of a personal opinion and is mitigated by the speaker’s general
discomfort at being seen as an apologist for incest. It is often accompanied by a
call for more education, which, according to most libertarians, is indispensable to
exercise one’s right to freedom (see appendix 2 for a thorough mapping of this
argumentation pattern).

Romantic love
The argumentation that if people love each other and make each other happy
they should be allowed to do what they please is an extension of the above liberal
mindset, with additional emphasis on individual pursuit of happiness and personal
fulfilment. The ideal of romantic love is a fairly recent and attractive cultural myth
that has ultimately displaced arranged marriages and contractual unions that were
practiced throughout centuries in most societies. Nevertheless, some opponents of
depenalization cast doubt on its applicability here by questioning the mental and
psychological capacities of people involved in forbidden incestuous partnerships.
(11) Ciekawa jestem, co musi się dziać w umyśle ludzi, którzy faktycznie współżyją z
członkiem własnej rodziny – czy w pewnym momencie pojawiają się wątpliwości? A może
cały czas takie osoby brną w zaparte, twierdząc że to po prostu miłość, głęboka, tak jak do
drugiego (wcześniej obcego) człowieka? Niepojęta rzecz (1).
[I wonder what is happening in the mind of a person who is involved with a relative – do
they have any doubts at any point? Or perhaps they delude themselves that this is simply
love, just like any deep romantic feeling to a stranger? This is incomprehensible.]
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The attractiveness of the romantic love argument is magnified by its alleged
disinterestedness, purity and uniqueness and is endorsed by many culturally
potent narratives, especially if the love prevails despite social stigma or sanction
(e.g., Romeo and Juliet). However, the paradoxical aspect is that if incestuous
romances were legal they might have lost some it their appeal as forbidden or
worth sacrificing for.

Unnatural
The argument that something is wrong because it clashes with the natural
order is very potent, even though contemporary societies have developed many
alternative frameworks to account for social norms. Opponents often point to the
CIRCUMSTANTIAL premises that justify the fact that people do not interbreed
within families: lack of sexual desire or sense of attractiveness, or other
psychological barriers. The incest taboo is for them an extension of a biological
order organized to protect and ensure survival and thriving of the human race.
This is also the basis for moral codes that are devised to protect the wellbeing of
communities, not just the strongest individuals. The supporters of depenalization
are quick to point out that if nature indeed were the sole source of human
motivations, incest would not have occurred at all. Nevertheless, it is very
difficult for discussants to distinguish between nature and nurture, as they see
siblings not growing together or being separated during childhood as a ‘natural’
cause for their later romantic and sexual involvement:
(12) Okazuje się więc, że jednak z naturą nie można ani żartować, ani się z nią bawić w
chowanego, ani z niej kpić albo ją lekceważyć. I wychodzi na to, że normy moralne, te
najważniejsze, mają swoje silne podstawy w prawach natury (1).
[It turns out that you cannot make jokes at nature, or play with it, or deceive it, or ignore it.
It seems that the most significant moral norms do have their roots in the natural laws.]

The discussants following this argumentation often have no other option but to
accept the incest taboo as an outgrowth of natural order that needs to be endorsed
or cultivated because of its protectionist capacity and the larger good for the
community, even if it is to be achieved at the cost of punishing a few individuals.

Family values
As pointed out above both opponents and proponents of depenalization want
to position themselves as rational and ethical. They also want to explain why
incest happens and how best to confront the issue. Some of them refer to family
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values as the most appropriate domain to source their claims as to what incest
does to people. Even though some proponents see it as a positive conjunction of
two ideal forms of human relation – family bond and erotic bond – most
opponents perceive it as a threat, discord and confusion in the family.
(13) To kwestia chaosu i kompletnej rozwałki w rodzinie. Ponieważ to zwyczajnie
wprowadza pomieszanie - czy jesteśmy jeszcze to starą rodziną czy nową? Związek
seksualny czy związek rodzinny mają przewagę? To wprowadza chaos w umysłowości
tych ludzi, wszystko jedno czy ofiar czy dobrowolnych uczestników (6).
[This is a question of chaos and disruption in the family. It introduces confusion – are we
the old family [brother and sister] or a new one [husband and wife]? Is the sexual or family
relation to be prioritized? It must breed chaos in the minds of these individuals, no matter if
it was consensual or otherwise.]

Apart from the sense of pity at the circumstances and the anxiety at the
consequences of such arrangements for the people involved, there is a larger
issue of social consequences for the perception of the family. The opponents
who follow this line of reasoning see the coverage of incest as a vailed assault on
the traditional family values. They venture to speculate that this is yet another
maneuver to get people to tolerate what they claim is abnormal:
(14) Pewnie niedługo będzie to legalne i nikogo nie będzie dziwić. Homoseksualizm czy
prostytucja tez były uważane za cos złego a dzisiaj to normalka (4).
[Pretty soon it will be legal and no-one will be concerned. Homosexuality or prostitution
used to be considered wrong, and today they are just normal.]

The implications arising from the use of this argumentative scheme is to
showcase the gradual moral degradation resulting from the deliberate attempt at
undermining traditional family values and social cohesion. The remedy to stop
this process is to object to anything that would blur the boundaries between what
is right and what is wrong (according to a very rigid conservative mindset),
including letting incest go unpunished, as this would clearly lead to its
proliferation and subsequent destruction of the family as we know it.

Conclusion
Exploring the patterns of argumentation and rhetoric in online public debates,
as theorized by Chambers (2009: 323), might help foster political dialogue and
to reconstruct divisive plebiscitary discourses in order to overcome them. This in
some cases might be used to enhance the quality of public debating and to enable
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further deliberation driven by the ideal to resolve the difference of opinions and
arrive at the most widely acceptable solution (Fairclough and Fairclough 2012).
This analysis demonstrates the rhetorical effectiveness of opponents of
depenalization, whose argumentation might not always be sound, but who resort
to a wide range of premises and use strategic maneuvering skillfully to boost
their claim and to effectively discredit (or put on the defensive) the proponents of
depenalization. For one, it is often easier to justify a status quo by harking back
on cultural or moral values and traditional identities, rather than to mobilize
support for any kind of reform in the name of the few. For another, the role of
the potent cultural taboo underpinning the subject of this debate and the
persistence of stigma cannot be underestimated. The opponents’ argumentation
was infused with ad hominem attacks that represented proponents as apologists
for criminals and child abusers, as ‘evil’ people intent on destroying the society,
or at least as ‘amoral’ individuals who have no grasp of the harm that can be
done to families. The argumentation emerging from discussants that see
themselves as opponents of incest, but who advocate for depenalization is based
on the value of individual liberty and tones down the emotions for the sake of
political argument. These proponents tend to shift their domains taking up either
libertarian or scientific arguments and demanding more facts beyond anecdotal
evidence. In this sense, they align themselves with post-modern rationality that
requires adapting the social/regulatory system to science and social development.
The more committed proponents of decriminalization apply arguments
centered around the notion of consent, pursuit of happiness and the lack of harm
(hence the lack of crime). They see social progress in challenging the taboos and
the people who insist on conserving them. Although they represent themselves as
progressive and thus well-intentioned, they tend to be denied the right to
deliberate on moral grounds, especially if their claims are represented as
condoning abuse and reversing a natural order or family values.
The procedure used to code and analyze the debate revealed the predominance of
eugenic arguments that, in their extreme version, project a vision of a society rife
with physical defects and mental disorders caused by genetic mutations resulting
from inbreeding. It can also be seen that the ‘science’ behind many arguments on
both sides is flawed and anecdotal, and that there is little attempt at adequate
sourcing and fact-checking, despite the calls for more education. Unfortunately, it is
all too common to see labelling of the opponent as deviant/pervert or as superstitious
ignoramus and escalating the discrediting rhetoric. It is also possible to see how the
argumentation patterns reproduce larger ideological divisions along the lines of
socio-political and religious ideologies, including conservatism, nationalism,
Catholicism and libertarianism or progressivism. Lastly, for the sake of exploring the
relations among the four subject positionings in the discussion, the anthropological
and cultural notion of taboo proved to be an expedient category that allows tracing
quite precisely the dynamics of this ongoing public debate.
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Appendix 1: Atlas.ti networks of coded argumentation patterns: eugenic arguments (own source)

Appendix 2: Atlas.ti networks of coded argumentation patterns: liberal arguments (own source)
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Appendix 3: Atlas.ti networks of coded argumentation patterns: apocalyptic arguments (own source)
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RONALD REAGAN AS A PUBLIC SPEAKER: IN SEARCH OF
THE ARISTOTELIAN RULES OF RHETORIC IN SELECTED
ADDRESSES DELIVERED BY THE 40TH US PRESIDENT
Abstract: The main aim of this paper is to investigate the rhetorical style of Ronald Reagan
(1911–2004), both as a President of the United States and as a public speaker. This study is
focused on two elements, namely the range of rhetorical devices selected by President Reagan in
his selected speeches, as well as a proposed explanation of the use of such devices in the context of
a speaker–audience interaction. The latter part of this analysis is centered on the concept of the
three persuasive appeals initially defined by Aristotle. In the first part of this paper the concept of
the three persuasive appeals (the Aristotelian triangle) is presented and its particular elements
explained. Directly afterwards, some theoretical frameworks for the use of linking devices are
established. After the theoretical section, three selected Ronald Reagan speeches are analyzed. The
focus is on the use of rhetorical devices in the given addresses. Finally, a research conclusion is
included with an intention to identify the strategies and the style used by President Reagan in his
interaction with the audience. This analysis may be of some help in order to understand how a
speaker can powerfully influence listeners by using rhetorical tools.
Key words: Aristotle, Ronald Reagan, rhetoric, speech

Introduction
This paper refers to the concept of rhetoric in selected speeches delivered by
Ronald Reagan (1911–2004), the former President of the United States. First of all,
an introduction to rhetoric is presented. In addition, the three persuasive appeals of
rhetoric (also known as the Aristotelian Triangle) are examined and the concept of
rhetorical devices explained. Directly afterwards, some selected examples of
Ronald Reagan’s rhetoric are studied. At the beginning of this section, a brief
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outline of the President’s style of speaking is presented. Afterwards, three selected
speeches delivered by President Reagan are analyzed together with a brief
introduction to them. Finally, some research conclusions are drawn.
The subject matter of this paper is based on an analysis of some examples of
the speeches delivered during Ronald Reagan’s presidency. The main objective
is to identify some strategies and rhetorical devices used by the President, while
also making an attempt to assess the impact of the speeches on their audience
and present the speaker–audience interaction within the theoretical concept of
the three Aristotelian persuasive appeals.
The research perspective is centered around the analysis of selected speeches
on the basis of the rules of rhetoric. The rhetorical perspective of the research
may be defined as an attempt to reveal the mutual interactions between the
author (President Ronald Reagan) the characteristic elements of his speeches,
and the recipients of these presidential addresses.
The implemented methodology is based on an in-depth analysis of the selected
speeches. The main aim is to reveal some elements of Reagan’s specific style, the
figures of speech used, along with the facts and people the President referred to in
the speeches. Moreover, the elements which may be defined as ethos, pathos and
logos of the speeches are also broadly analyzed. The selection was based on the
criterion of further references in the media to Reagan’s legacy. From this point of
view, there are three significant speeches which have become landmarks of his
presidency, while some terms coined by the President are still in use, not only in
political discourse but also in many other contexts, including pop culture.
The research material used for this analysis consists of selected speeches
delivered by President Reagan at the time of his presidency and includes:
Remarks at the Annual Convention of the National Association of Evangelicals
(1983a), delivered on 8 March 1983 in Orlando, Florida, often referred to as the
Evil Empire speech; a presidential address commonly referred to as the Star
Wars speech (1983b), presented on 23 March 1983, dedicated to promoting a
new defensive strategy known as the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI); and
Remarks at the Brandenburg Gate (1987), which was delivered on 12 June 1987
and was connected with a presidential visit to the Federal Republic of Germany
and with the intention of demonstrating the President’s determination to reunite
the two German states and dismantle the Eastern Bloc.

On the notion of rhetoric
Rhetoric is inseparably connected with human communities. People gather
together and enter into mutual relationships that exert an influence on each other.
Such an impact is possible thanks to the appropriate use of words which may be
seen in terms of their quality, as well as a means of expression of cultural or
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political values. This is basically the main role of rhetoric which “[…] is not a
substance in the logical sense, though it does seem […] that there is something
found in nature that either resembles rhetoric or possibly constitutes the starting
point from which it has culturally evolved” (Kennedy 1992:1).
One of the explications of the term rhetoric, supported by Isidore of Seville,
combines its origins with ancient Greece, more precisely with the phrase
“fluency of speech” ([560–636] 2006: 69). Moreover, as ancient Greece is seen
as the cradle of many philosophical ideas, rhetoric is a tool used to effectively
present particular opinions or justify individual views. Such a role for rhetoric
may be proved by the following example:
[at one of the meetings] Plato had defined Man as an animal, biped and featherless, and
was applauded. Diogenes plucked a fowl and brought it into the lecture-room with the
words, “Here is Plato’s man.” (Diogenes Laërtius VI: 41)

These words indicate that rhetoric is an extremely useful tool in public
activity, frequently at the service of outstanding politicians or mighty individuals
in their attempts to persuade an audience. Furthermore, the link between rhetoric
and its role in a political theatre is highly regarded and appreciated. Therefore, a
good orator has to present himself as a good man and simultaneously be skilled
in speaking (Isidore of Seville [560–636] 2006: 69).

On the three persuasive appeals of rhetoric
The idea of the three persuasive appeals of rhetoric is believed to have been
originally created by Aristotle, who distinguishes three elements which shall be
taken into account in the process of delivering speeches. Namely, these elements
are identified as: logos (a part of speech based on logical arguments); ethos (the
element of the credibility of the speaker); and pathos (reference to emotions)
(Keith 2008: 7). In other words, these three dimensions coexist in every speech
and taken together are fundamental for the further effects of the delivered
speech, basically the impact on the listeners. It may be stated that “[t]his division
is critical, as it shows beyond any doubts that Aristotle does not confine the art
of rhetoric to logical argumentation alone” (Domaradzki 2010: 42). On the
contrary, all three elements play their role, creating a kind of a triangle or a
framework for every public speech. Therefore, it shall be said that “[…]
persuasive speech must present the right impression of the speaker’s character,
work on the audience’s emotions and prove the truth of the statement made”
(Triadafilopoulos 1999: 745). These three elements are “[…] like old, precious
gems. The way gems can be incorporated in any jewelry to add more beauty so
as to these three appeals of persuasion can be used in any field of language to
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introduce more credence to the expressions” (Murthy 2014: 250). In other words,
Aristotle’s concept of the three persuasive appeals is unique due to the fact that
the ancient thinker formulates rules which are both highly universal and fully
applicable in present times.

Selected figures of speech
Figures of speech may be defined in accordance with various criteria. The
term refers to a selection of words which create a specific impact on the
audience. There is, of course, a much more profound explanation for the use of
such linguistic devices:
It is fair enough to regard figures of speech as the ‘graces of language,’ as the ‘dressing of
thoughts,’ as ‘embellishments,’ for indeed they do ‘decorate’ our prose and give it ‘style,’
[...]. But it would be a mistake to regard embellishment as the chief or sole function of
figures. The classical rhetoricians certainly did not look upon them as decorative devices
primarily (Corbett [1998] 2004: 142).

This opinion presented above proves that there are at least two levels of
discussing and analyzing figures of speech. On the one hand, it is possible to
perceive these elements as a kind of “decoration”. In this view, figures of speech
are used to satisfy the artistic pleasure of the listener and to fulfill one’s aesthetic
desire. On the other hand, the functions of the analyzed tools are more numerous.
As it has been observed:
We will use the term ‘figures of speech’ as a generic term for any artful deviations from
the ordinary mode of speaking or writing. But we will divide the figures of speech into two
main groups – the schemes and the tropes. A scheme [...] involves a deviation from the
ordinary pattern or arrangement of words. A trope [...] involves a deviation from the
ordinary and principal signification of a word (Lanham [1998] 2004: 191).

According to the above-presented view, there are two main types of rhetorical
devices in connection with their linguistic analysis. Figures of speech can be
either schemes or tropes. The main difference between these two groups is
significant and at the same time extremely subtle. A scheme is based on an
interference between words so that the typical order of the words is changed.
This means that instead of one predictable utterance, the outcome is more
segmented and surprising for the audience. A trope is based on some changes in
the meaning of words. The typical structure or word order is maintained,
although the interpretation of a particular word is altered. The audience have to
reinterpret the significance of the words. Selected figures of speech are indicated
in the following sections of the analysis.
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On the rhetoric of Ronald Reagan
The aim of this section is to examine selected extracts from Ronald Reagan’s
speeches delivered during his presidency. In an attempt to deal with this
challenge, the background of this presidency is initially presented. In addition, a
brief justification for the implemented methodology, as well as the historical and
sociological context of Reagan’s speeches are also included.
Subsequently, selected sections of Reagan’s speeches are examined in
chronological order. An effort is made to find references between the subject
matter of the speech and the circumstances under which the speech was
delivered. Also, an in-depth analysis of the language used in the speeches is
conducted with reference to the research questions, namely: why particular
figures of speech were used; what was the impact of the speech; what kinds of
texts were borrowed in selected speeches; and how the overall performance may
be evaluated. In addition, one of the most important elements of this analysis
refers to the identification of the three rhetorical appeals as well as their
significance within the interaction between the speaker and the audience under
particular circumstances. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in which a brief outline
of Ronald Reagan’s rhetoric is presented.

Ronald Reagan against the background of selected historical events
When Ronald Reagan became the President of the United States in 1981,
America and the whole world had experienced several years of so–called
détente, a policy which was expected to bring more stability and security in
international affairs. However, these hopes had faded gradually and the election
of a new President was a chance to redefine the USA’s place in the world, as
well as the concept of American supremacy. In this context: “Reagan was as
skilful a politician as the nation had seen for many years, and one of its sharpest
grand strategists ever. His strength lay in his ability to see beyond complexity to
simplicity. And what he saw was simply this: that because détente perpetuated –
and had been meant to perpetuate – the Cold War, only killing détente could end
the Cold War” (Gaddis 2005: 131). According to the above–presented view,
Reagan was multitalented; thanks to his experience and the various stages of his
career as an actor and a politician, he was exceptionally prepared to carry the
burden of responsibility. What is more, he could monitor political issues from a
different perspective – not only as a professional politician, but also by sharing
some points of view created by the media and in line with his own experience.
This new approach is seen also in Reagan’s rhetoric. This is because of his
exceptional mix of skills, abilities, personality and life experience (Kramer 1999:
42). It may be concluded that such a combination was fundamental for the public
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perception of the new administration. Ronald Reagan, prior to his political
career, had gained substantial media experience in particular, as a radio
commentator and a Hollywood star. One objective assessment may be that his
professional skills proved to be a great asset in Reagan’s political career. In
addition, as a member of the Republican Party, he presented himself as a man
with a conservative approach, able to combine both pragmatism and principles
and, at the same time, able to remain authentic (Rowland, 2011: 43).
Another important element of the personality of President Ronald Reagan is
that he was a gifted writer, eager to prepare his own speeches independently and,
whenever this proved impossible, tried to add some personal thoughts (Rowland
2011: 41). In addition, in his dialogue with the public, and also with policymakers,
Reagan frequently used his acting talents (Gaddis 2005: 119). An exemplification
of this was his meeting in Reykjavik in 1984 with Mikhail Gorbachev (Rowland,
2011: 26). Indeed, Gorbachev is believed to have been completely spellbound by
the President. Reagan was also optimistic and confident in the strength of
democracy and capitalism (Rowland 2011: 19). What is more, Reagan believed
that ultimately Western ideas would prevail. This is why he propelled the fight
against communism in many places around the world with an intention to speed up
what seemed to be inevitable: the collapse of the Soviet system – the main
objective of his policy. Finally, the President displayed a perfect mixture of
principles in general and pragmatism in terms of performance. This was
misleading, therefore, for some of his critics, who, while assessing Reagan’s
speeches, observed that “[m]uch political rhetoric falls into a grey area from a fact
checker’s point of view. Exaggeration, spin and artful insinuation are much more
common in political sins than outright falsehood” (Dobbs 2012: 8). This is why,
thanks to his rhetoric and acquired skills, Reagan was able to implement practical
tools to achieve defined aims (Rowland 2011: 1).
All the elements of Ronald Reagan’s personality were consolidated by his
knowledge of life as an actor and an experienced speaker. This leads to the
conclusion that presidential public speeches exerted an impact on the audience
basically by “[...] the transformational power of his rhetoric” (Rowland 2011: 1).
This power was so important that even today many people have come under
Reagan’s influence and admire his legacy wholeheartedly.
The Evil Empire speech1
This speech was delivered by President Ronald Reagan on 8 March 1983 in
Orlando, Florida, during the Annual Convention of the National Association of
Evangelicals. It was a special moment in the history of the USA. Many years
1
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Unless stated otherwise, all quotations in this section come from Reagan (1983a).

previously, American policy had been based on dealing with the menace of
communism by mutual agreement. Such a policy had staunch supporters but also
an increasing number of opponents. Reagan and his new administration were
strongly against the previous policy – this is why they created their own which
was based on two vital elements, namely: negotiations and, simultaneously, an
attempt to build up America’s own potential, especially in military technology,
in order to gain substantial predominance in terms of military and economic
competition with the Soviet Union.
It was also a time of significant change within the USA. More and more
voices were being raised in favor of multicultural differences and respect for a
new type of society. This was, not surprisingly, quite against the principles of
President Reagan and a large number of American’s conservatives, traditionally
supporting the Republican Party. Probably, one of these groups was his audience
for this particular speech – the most prominent figures of the Evangelical Church
in the United States. Moreover, it is possible to discover a link between the
international and internal areas in the Evil Empire speech.
The main aim of the Reagan’s speech is to convince his audience to support a
new policy (Nobrega, 2014: 172–173). To this aim, the President uses many
different strategies, including the specific order of the speech, the rhetorical
devices used and the quotes selected.
In the first section of the speech, Reagan endeavors to establish a bond
between himself and the audience. He begins by thanking them for their
invitation and strongly accentuates his gratitude for all the prayers offered for
him. What is more, Reagan makes an allusion to Abraham Lincoln to show how
important religion is in life. In addition, he cracks a joke about a politician
ending up in heaven which may also be seen as a link between the church and
politicians. This joke is based on anaphors and contains repetitions: “[a]nd he
took [...] and the politician was a little worried [...] and he couldn’t believe” [...]
and he couldn’t help [...]”. The joke is told in a simple and narrative style, with
an intention to show a link between the President and all the people who believe
in God and who may feel part of this community. In other words, this
introduction is used to develop the ethos of the speaker.
In the next section, President Reagan speaks about some major internal
challenges. He begins with three opinions formulated by several famous figures
from American history, beginning with William Penn who stated: “[i]f we will
not be governed by God, we must be governed by tyrants”. It is highly likely that
Reagan uses the contrast which is expressed here to show the alternative,
namely: a lack of religion leads to the collapse of the state. What is more,
Reagan also quotes Thomas Jefferson who concluded: “[t]he God who gave us
life, gave us liberty at the same time”. Two rhetorical elements may be observed
here. First is an anaphor, namely the meaning is intended to stay longer in the
memory of listeners by repeating it, as well as also these words being used to
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shed light on the similarity between Reagan’s concepts and the ideas of the
Founding Fathers. Furthermore, there is the opinion of George Washington who
observed that: “[...] of all dispositions and habits which lead to a political
prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports”. This statement also
contains an alliteration: “political prosperity” to accentuate that religion and
morality are an essential part of prosperity in the world of politics. Finally, there
is also an excerpt from the view of Alexis de Tocqueville, namely: “America is
good. And if America ever ceases to be good, America will cease to be great”.
Although in this example there is an eponym – America – which means all the
people living in the USA, there is also another anaphor: “America [...] ceases to
be good [...] America will cease to be great” which is used to build a contrast.
All of these carefully selected excerpts are spoken one after another, which
may strengthen the message and consolidate the impression that America is a
great country, which is, in turn, connected with the “American dream” – a
concept meaning “[...] to climb one’s way to middle-class comfort” (Dermo
2014: 1). There is also a limitation put into this vision: prosperity is strongly
based on religion and only together are such values truly great. It may also be
stated that Reagan attempts to support his vision by showing similarities between
his concept and that represented by the Founding Fathers. Both are based on
traditional values and both believe in American greatness. Furthermore, having
shown the similarity of the President with members of a religious society,
Reagan tries to build a contrast in depicting his opponents. In his own words:
Now I don’t have to tell you that this puts us in opposition to, or at least out of step with, a
– a prevailing attitude of many who have turned to a modern day secularism, discarding the
tried and time-tested values upon which our very civilization is based. No matter how well
intentioned, their value system is radically different from that of most Americans.

This is a clear criticism towards the President’s opponents who are against
strong bonds between religion and politics. This may be understood as a
rhetorical strategy which is implemented to reveal two parties: one, based on
traditional values which is also modest and quiet and another, smaller but
omnipresent group of opponents, who are a minority but try to dominate the
social discourse. In addition, Reagan presents a tangible example referring to the
discussion of abortion and showing how his administration supports traditional
values. This whole excerpt is concluded with a series of rhetorical questions:
Is all of Judeo-Christian tradition wrong? Are we to believe that something so sacred can
be looked upon as a purely physical thing with no potential for emotional and
psychological harm? And isn’t it the parents’ right to give counsel and advice to keep their
children from making mistakes that may affect their entire life.
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The aim of these questions may be defined as an attempt to integrate the
audience with the speaker and to show that the President shares the same values
and ethical standards as his listeners. President Reagan’s view seems to be that
there is a unity between the government and conservative movements, as
confirmed when the opponents are mentioned one more time: “[t]hey never
intended to construct a wall of hostility between government and the concept of
religious belief itself”. In other words, this metaphor is used to put the stress on
the unity of all Americans in their fight for promoting real values and against
being enslaved by hostility.
In another section, Reagan presents his image of American society. He begins
with the technique of apostrophe: “[y]ou may remember [...]” and refers to some
historical events from the past to show the growth of anti-religious ideology. To
keep his audience in uncertainty, Reagan states: “[o]nly last year a court permitted
the death by starvation of a handicapped infant”. This is a dramatic vision that
strikes deep into the audience’s conscience. Reagan, however, does not leave his
listeners in desperation. A way out is shown in his beautiful metaphor: “[t]here is a
great spiritual awakening in America, a removal of the traditional values that have
been the bedrock of American’s goodness and greatness”. What is more, Reagan
uses statistics to justify an opinion that vast majority of Americans trust in God
and traditional values. This is a reference to logos.
This part of the speech is summarized by making strong references to history:
showing how Americans, in coexistence with religion, have developed their
state. Furthermore, Reagan adds: “[t]here is no room for racism, anti-Semitism
or other forms of ethnic and racial hatred in this country”. Reagan’s vision is
based on biblical references, plenty of metaphors and analogies. In particular,
when the Bible is recalled: “[l]et justice roll on like a river, righteousness like a
never-failing stream”. Moreover, one can discover some biblical allusions in
Reagan’s view on relations between neighbors: “[t]hou shall love thy neighbor
as thyself”. This is a proof that in Reagan’s rhetoric social life and religion are
strongly connected. In the President’s own words: “America has to keep alight
the torch of freedom”. This metaphor is also an introduction to the final section
which is devoted to his new international policy.
It may be concluded that initially Reagan endeavors to break the ice with the
audience and integrate the speaker and the listeners around common values.
Another step is taken to show the plan for the future in order to finally eradicate
the evil in the world. Again, Reagan begins with showing his position using
anaphors: “[w]e will never compromise our principles and standards. We will
never give away our freedom. We will never abandon our belief in God. And we
will never stop searching for a genuine peace”. The aim of this rhetorical
strategy is to integrate the audience around unquestionably fundamental values.
Furthermore, according to Reagan, the most dangerous policy is that of détente.
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This is also a central point of Reagan’s speech which is focused on revealing the
epic struggle between good and evil.
Reagan uses two metaphors alluding to the Soviet Union which is depicted
as: “[...] that totalitarian darkness” and in the statement: “[t]hey are the focus of
evil in the modern world”. Building a contrast between the two superpowers,
Reagan quotes Clive Staples Lewis who stated: “[t]he greatest evil is not now
done in those sordid ‘dens of crime’ that Dickens loved to paint. [...]. It is not
done in concentration camps [...] and labor camps [...]. But it is conceived and
ordered [...] in clean, carpeted, warmed, and well–lighted offices, by quiet men
with white collars and cut fingernails and smooth-shaven cheeks who do not
need to raise their voices”. This excerpt is not only another example of
intertextuality in Reagan’s speeches, but also one which contains plenty of
rhetorical devices. There is a contrast between what is believed to be evil and
what actually is evil, according to the writer. At the same time, an asyndeton is
employed to show, by listing many places together, the omnipresence of evil.
Furthermore, Reagan develops Lewis’ statement by using an anaphor: “[...]
because those quiet men do not raise their voices, because they sometimes speak
in soothing tones [...] because [...] they are always making their final territorial
demands”. In addition, the President warns his audience by using a diacope:
“[b]ut if history teaches anything, it teaches that [...]” – which is used to catch
the audience’s attention on an oxymoron referring to the wishful thinking which
may lead to deprivation of freedom. At this point, Reagan comes to the most
important section of his speech and shows his solution to the aforementioned
problems by using an invocation, an anaphor and a diacope: “ I urge you to
speak out against those who would place the United States in a position of
military and moral inferiority [...] I urge you to beware the temptation of pride –
the temptation of blithely declaring yourselves above it all”. Moreover, President
Reagan calls for a fight against “[...] the evil empire” a famous metaphor which
is identified with the Soviet Union.
This is the climax of the speech and it may be supposed that the audience is
completely enchanted and devoted to their President who is aware of this enthusiasm
in saying: “I ask you to [...] support for our efforts, this administration’s efforts”. In
other words, everyone who supports freedom and righteousness has to support
Reagan and his policy. To conclude, President Reagan mentions the words of
Whittaker Chambers, a person highly respected by American conservatives as a
fighter against communism. Furthermore, an excerpt from the Bible is quoted: “[y]e
shall be as gods”, alluding to communist ideology. This selection is significant,
proving one more time that there is a link between conservatism, his own ideology,
and religion. To conclude, President Reagan describes his plans for the future. A
series of anaphors is used: “I believe we shall rise to the challenge. I believe that
communism is another sad, bizarre chapter in human history whose last pages even
now are being written. I believe this because the source of our strength in the quest
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for human freedom is not material, but spiritual. And because it knows no
limitation”. In this excerpt, Reagan also uses an asyndeton to show the misery of
communist ideology, as well as a contrast to depict the fundamental conflict between
two ideologies. This is a reference to pathos, aimed at instigating the audience’s
enthusiasm. Finally, the whole speech is closed by an apostrophe: “[y]es, change
your world” which is used to encourage his listeners to further action.
To conclude, it is worth mentioning that the whole structure of this presidential
address seems to have been carefully thought out. The speaker refers to the three
persuasive appeals. At the beginning President Reagan creates a bond between
himself and the audience. The next stage reveals perceived enemies, which may
further strengthen the position of the speaker in the eyes of the listeners. Finally,
presidential plans for the future are presented and the audience is encouraged to
act. During the whole speech Reagan refers to the government, a strategy which
may gain him more respect from the audience. What is more, the President
effectively builds up the atmosphere of the whole speech, right up to the climax.
This speech is likely to have made a strong impact on his audience.
The Star Wars speech2
The Star Wars speech was delivered by President Reagan on 23 March 1983
as a presidential address. The whole speech was dedicated to promote a new
defensive strategy, known as the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), which was
expected to prevent the threat of the Soviet Union conducting a nuclear attack on
the United States (Reiss 1992: 1). Although Reagan did not mention the term
Star Wars at all in the entire speech, his vision seems to have been connected
with the famous George Lucas film of that name. What is more, the speech was
delivered only two weeks after Reagan’s celebrated Evil Empire speech, at a
time when the media connected this term with the Star Wars film. It was
observed that: “[t]his link encouraged the press and the public to see Reagan’s
future speech through the prism of ‘Star Wars’, which helps to explain why [...]
people tried to make sense, or nonsense, of his announcement of a missile
defense program with reference to the movie” (Krammer 1999: 44). In other
words, Reagan’s vision at that time perfectly suited the state of mind of the
society, eager to see a connection between the SDI initiative and war in space
depicted by the famous Hollywood production.
The speech begins with an apostrophe, namely: “[m]y fellow Americans”. It
shows that the speaker’s intention is to build a sense of community with the listeners.
In addition, the President directly moves on to the subject matter of the speech,
namely the decision to initiate works on a new defensive strategy “[...] which offers
2

Unless stated otherwise, all quotations in this section come from Reagan (1983b).
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a new hope for our children in the 21st century”. This is a reference to the subtitle of
the film Star Wars (Kramer 1999: 44). Therefore, it may be noticed that Reagan
skillfully merges the subject of his speech with a pop cultural issue which was at the
peak of its popularity at that time. Moreover, Reagan also refers to the cultural
concept of “Manifest Destiny”, the idea that the USA is destined to expand
constantly: once to the Wild West, and now into space (Rushing 1986: 415).
Directly afterwards a diacope is used: “[...] my best judgment and best
understanding of the experts and specialists” to show that the decision has been
broadly analyzed, as well as discussed with scientists and based on scientific
proof. In the following sentences Reagan uses an asyndeton, depicting his idea
as: “[...] careful, long-term [...] after too many years of neglect and mistakes”.
All of these rhetorical devices are implemented to inspire confidence in his
vision, as well as to show that the whole strategy is well thought out. However,
presidential responsibility is shared with the audience, as expressed by words:
“[...] the choice is up to the men and women you have elected to the Congress”.
This is a pleonasm to declare that the basic responsibility belongs to all
Americans. To conclude, the first section is focused on the audience. The subject
matter is presented at the very beginning and both emotional references to the
safety of subsequent generations, as well as expert voices in the field of
technology are mentioned, thus alluding to pathos and logos.
In the following section, Reagan presents his enemies who are also a threat to
America’s security. This is contrasted with the tremendous nuclear potential of the
Soviet Union. The President begins with an antithesis: “[w]e maintain the peace
through our strength; weakness only invites aggression” to show his criticism
towards the US policy in the past. Moreover, Reagan focuses on an example: “[...]
the Soviets [...] have enough [...] weapons to destroy virtually all of our missiles on
the ground”. To extend the presented argumentation, Reagan mentions another
example based on an antithesis: “[t]here was a time when we depended on coastal
forts [...] this is a different world”. These words are used to build a contrast and to
accentuate the huge discrepancy between past and present strategies.
In another section of the speech, the American and Russian military potential
is compared to develop a feeling of uncertainty. The strategy used by the
President is based on a series of examples, contrasts and antitheses: “[...] their
missiles are much more powerful and accurate than they were several years ago
and they continue to develop more, while ours are increasingly obsolete.” The
set of arguments presented in these excerpts is significant. In the build-up of the
speech, Reagan strengthens the feeling of fear and uncertainty. Moreover, the
President skillfully develops pathos in the speech using vivid depictions of
Soviet military bases. The stress is put on the scale of their military installations.
The adjective in the superlative “the largest”; the repetition of “the acres and
acres”; and the metaphor of “antenna fields” are used accordingly. Those words
are selected by the speaker to emphasize the power of the Soviet Union. Directly
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afterwards, some elements of logos are evoked. The President aims to confirm
his own opinions by the evidence obtained from US security sources: “[t]hose
pictures only tell a small part of the story. I wish I could show you more without
compromising our most sensitive intelligence sources and methods”. This whole
section is concluded by a series of rhetorical questions: “[w]ho is it intended
for?” and “[w]ould the Soviet ever use their formidable military power? [...] can
we afford to believe that they won’t?” which are not expected to be answered –
the picture of the threat is overwhelmingly dominant.
In another section, Reagan presents himself as a supporter of peace whose sole
intention is to avoid the risk of war. In addition, every element of the American
military program is presented as if it was designed to promote peace, not war:
“[e]very item in our defense program – our ships, our tanks, our planes, our funds
for training and spare parts – is intended for one all-important purpose – to keep
the peace”. The tendency to enumerate all the military devices in the form of
polysyndeton is used to show the military power of the United States. At the end
of this section, Reagan addresses the audience directly with the apostrophes:
“[b]elieve me” and “[a]sk around today” to clearly show his solution: peace is in
danger due to a lack of modern military equipment. One more time a contrast is
used: “[w]e haven’t built a new long–range bomber for 21 years. Now, we’re
building the B–1. We hadn’t launched one new strategic submarine for 17 years.
Now, we’re building one Trident submarine a year” and an anaphor: “[w]e are
rebuilding our Navy [...]. Our nation needs a superior Navy to support our military
forces and vital interests overseas [...]. And we are building a real capability to
assist our friends [...]”. What is more, a reference to national pride, which is
connected with pathos, is made to encourage Americans to carry the burden of
responsibility, even if it is sometimes demanding.
Finally, Reagan moves to the conclusion of the address. By alluding to history,
the audience is warned against making mistakes. Reagan calls his listeners to action:
“[i]t’s up to us in our time to choose and choose wisely”. A diacope is used,
accompanied by several alliterations, including: “[f]ree people [...] must [...] through
open debate and democratic means meet the challenge”. Such an intensity of
rhetorical devices may be seen as a strategy for holding the attention of his listeners.
After a long introduction, the President develops his vision of a policy which is
based on the unprecedented development of brand new and technologically
advanced weaponry. Reagan invites his audience to imagine the impact of the new
strategy on national security using a series of rhetorical questions:
Wouldn’t it be better to save lives than to avenge them? Are we not capable of demonstrating
our peaceful intentions by applying all our abilities and our ingenuity to achieving a truly lasting
stability? I think we are – indeed, we must! [...] What if free people could live secure in the
knowledge that their security did not rest upon the threat of instant U.S. retaliation [...] that we
could intercept and destroy strategic ballistic missiles before they reached our own soil [...] But
isn’t it worth every investment necessary to free the world from the threat of nuclear war.
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The whole excerpt may encourage one to action. Its powerful impact is based
on contrast and, at the same time, positive emotions. This is a reference to pathos
but also to ethos. Directly afterwards Reagan mentions: “America does possess –
now – the technologies to attain very significant improvements in the
effectiveness of our conventional, nonconventional forces”. This statement may
be seen as a reference to logos. Consequently, all three Aristotelian rhetorical
appeals are used to justify the new strategy. Finally, Reagan again calls his
audience to action using an apostrophe: “[m]y fellow Americans”. It is worth
noticing that the whole speech begins and ends in a framing device: by direct
reference to the audience by the apostrophes.
In the “Star Wars” speech, Reagan reveals his intention to maintain a direct and
vivid rapport with the audience. An attempt is made to integrate the President with
the listeners and to show his aims in making America great. The feelings of fear
and anger are skillfully introduced into the speech by a long list of contrasts
between the United States’ weaknesses and the Soviet Union’s military might.
Furthermore, Reagan presents his solutions. Historical examples are mentioned, as
well as intelligence data. At the climax of the speech, the President refers to a
number of rhetorical devices to create a powerful impact on the audience.
The Remarks at the Brandenburg Gate speech3
The Remarks at the Brandenburg Gate speech was delivered by President
Ronald Reagan on 12 June 1987 in West Berlin. The speech was delivered in
front of the Berlin Wall – one of the most spectacular symbols of the conflict
between two ideologies: liberal democracy and communist. Not surprisingly, the
Berlin Wall and the scars of the city form a central part of the speech, which is
based on rhetorical frames which may be defined as a tool to “[...] classify,
organize and interpret life experiences to make sense of them” (Goffman 1974:
56). In other words, Reagan speaks to the residents of Berlin to support them and
to catalyze the process which seems to be, in the President’s view, inevitable,
that is to announce the collapse of the Soviet System.
The speech begins with a reference to history in which Reagan mentions a
memorable visit by President John Fitzgerald Kennedy to Berlin in 1963. In
other words, President Reagan follows in the footsteps of his predecessor in the
White House, while in the further sections of the speech the style and the
rhetoric of the speaker are coherent with the famous speech delivered by
President Kennedy in many points. Reagan appreciates the location he is in and
its residents, listing, by the use of an anaphor, the significance of the city: “[...]
we’re drawn here by other things as well; by the feeling of history [...] by the
3
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Unless stated otherwise, all quotations in this section come from Reagan (1987).

beauty of the Grunewald and the Tiergarten [...] by your courage and
determination”. What is more, the President quotes the words of a German artist
– Paul Linke (1844–1919) – who stated: “Ich habe noch einen Koffer in Berlin”
[I still have a suitcase in Berlin] to express his sentiment towards the city.
Afterwards, Reagan depicts the current situation. His words are also
addressed to the people from the other side of the Iron Curtain. To show the
range of his audience, the President identifies the listeners by an anaphor: “[t]o
those listening throughout Eastern Europe [...] [t]o those listening in East Berlin”
and leads the speech to the key message for Berliners: “Es gibt nur ein Berlin”
[“There is only one Berlin”]. The message is powerful. The speech is delivered
in Berlin, with this location, as well as several sentences in German, affirming
that Reagan’s wish is to support the Berliners themselves. It is also a clear
reference to John Fitzgerald Kennedy’s address. It may suggest, in turn, that
Reagan presents himself as a political heir to President Kennedy – a factor which
develops ethos in the speech.
Furthermore, Reagan distinguishes between the Western sectors of Berlin and
the other parts of Europe under communist domination, which are depicted by
pleonasms and anaphors: “[...] those barriers cut across Germany in a gash of
barbed wired, concrete, dog runs, and guard towers. [...] still a restriction on the
right to travel, still an instrument to impose [...] the will of a totalitarian state”.
To conclude his observations, Reagan again uses an anaphor: “[...] every man is
a German separated from his fellow men. Every man is a Berliner”. This is a
dramatic statement and also a reference to Kennedy’s speech. While Kennedy
had claimed twenty four years previously that he was a Berliner, Reagan
stretches out that vision: not only is the President of the United States a Berliner,
but also all the people of the world, who thus suffer severely because of the
dramatic tearing apart of the city. In the initial section of the speech, Reagan
refers to the words and actions of President Kennedy.
Shortly afterwards, Reagan alludes to history to show the greatness of the city
and the current state of political affairs. Reagan repeats the phrase coined by
West German president Richard von Weizsäcker: “[t]he German question is
open as long as the Brandenburg Gate is closed” and adds: “[a]s long as this gate
is closed, as long as this scar of a wall is permitted to stand, it is not the German
question alone that remains open, but the question of freedom for all mankind”.
Rhetorically speaking, this is a sharp contrast based on antithesis. The problem
of the Berlin Wall is no longer a German problem – it is, according to Reagan –
the problem of all people. American support is mentioned, with its political
intentions in 1947 being presented in the words of George Marshall, namely:
“[o]ur policy is directed not against any country or doctrine, but against hunger,
poverty, desperation and chaos”. Furthermore, Reagan develops his thoughts by
showing that the entire free world had been supported by this decision from
1947. This is a metaphor referring to democratic states which have gained
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significantly thanks to this American strategy. Politicians in West Germany
successfully used the aid provided and led the country to an economic miracle:
“[t]he German leaders reduced tariffs, expanded free trade, lowered taxes”. This
is another pleonasm to show the scope of actions undertaken to rebuild the
country. It may also be seen as Reagan’s strategy to win the support of the
audience. In such a sense, it is a reference to ethos and pathos.
The progress in the German economy is marked by contrast:
Where a city’s culture seemed to have been destroyed, today there are two great
universities, orchestras and an opera, countless theatres and museums. Where there was
want, today there’s abundance – food, clothing, automobiles [...]. From devastation, from
utter ruin [...] rebuilt a city that once again ranks as one of the greatest on earth.

In the above–presented excerpt, several rhetorical devices may be found. First of
all, contrast is used to show dynamic changes and development from the ruins of war
into the thriving development of the post–war period. What is more, pleonasms are
present in the speech to focus on the abundance of food and products delivered by
the West German economy. The whole passage is concluded humorously with
reference to: “Berliner Hertz, Berliner Humor, ja, und Berliner Schnauze [Berliner
heart, Berliner humor, yes, and Berliner Schnauze]”. Using these German phrases
has a deeper meaning as this sentence was interpreted by Berliners as a call for
resistance (Ratnesar 2010: 147). In addition, it also shows a connection with John
Fitzgerald Kennedy’s speech. Reagan again develops ethos.
What is more, the huge discrepancy between West Germany and the state of the
Communistic Bloc is vividly depicted in a similar way. While referring to the latter,
the President uses contrast and pleonasms: “[w]e see failure, technological
backwardness, declining standards of healthy, even want of the most basic kind – too
little food”. The vision is in sharp contrast to the cocky slogan coined several
decades earlier by the former Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev (1894–1971), who
had stated: “[w]e will bury you”. This reference to the past and the present situation
is the key elements of contrast between the rich West and the collapsing East.
To conclude, Reagan uses rhetorical questions: “[a]re these the beginnings of
profound changes in the Soviet state? [...]. Or are they token gestures [...]
without changing it?” His intention may be to emphasize that the changes in the
Soviet Union are unlikely. That is why the President moves on to the key section
of his speech. There is only one possible gesture to prove Soviet goodwill:
removing barriers and restoring freedom. This is why Reagan speaks directly to
the Soviet leader: “General Secretary Gorbachev, if you seek peace, if you seek
prosperity [...], if you seek liberalization: Come here to this gate! Mr.
Gorbachev, open this gate! Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!” This is the
central element of the speech. Reagan creates the contrast between the West and
the East, between prosperity and hardship. This rhetorical strategy additionally
supports the impact of Reagan’s words. Three times in the speech a declaration
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is made, namely: if the Soviets want real changes, they are expected to prove it.
Repetition adds some power and the speaker overwhelmingly dominates the
audience. Reagan benefits efficiently from this opportunity and specifies the
mission for the audience in another anaphor: “[w]e must resist Soviet expansion
[...] we must maintain defense [...] we must strive to reduce arms on both sides”.
The elements of pathos and logos are extremely powerful in the analyzed
excerpt. Reagan seems to be aware of his impact on the audience, which is why
he addresses the opponents of his policy: “[a]nd I invite those who protested then
– I invite those who protest today [...] to mark this fact: Because we remained
strong, the Soviets came back to the table. Because we remained strong [...] we
have the possibility [...] of eliminating [...] an entire class of nuclear weapons”.
In other words, Reagan justifies the policy of rapid military progress as a way
toward complete victory over the communist threat.
The whole section served as an introduction to promoting the presidential project
of the Strategic Defense Initiative. In the subsequent section, Reagan alludes to the
general political situation and the progress of modern technology to support his
policy. This section is devoted to logos. Furthermore, the President evokes a paradox
using a diacope: “East and West do not mistrust each other because we are armed;
we are armed because we mistrust each other” and the changes that had happened in
previous decades: “[...] freedom was encircled [...] and today [...] freedom itself is
transforming the globe”. The President shows the positive impact of freedom which
seems to dominate the world expressing its power with an apostrophe: “[f]ree people
of Berlin” and an anaphor: “[l]et us [...] usher in a new era [...], let us maintain and
develop the ties [...] let us expand the vital air access to the city” to show the
President’s commitment to his German allies. Reagan presents himself as a leader
who can map out new directions for further development. Finally, Reagan speaks to
the audience in the form of the following anaphor:
Certainly there’s a great deal to be said for your fortitude, for your defiant courage. [...]. But I
believe that there is something deeper [...] that has seen the difficulties [...] but chose to accept
them, that continues to build [...] that that refuses to release human energies [...] that speaks
with a powerful voice of affirmation [...] that says ‘yes’ to the city, ‘yes’ to the future, ‘yes’ to
freedom [...] that what keeps you in Berlin is love - love both profound and abiding.

The listeners are praised and presented as modern heroes. The contrast
between the utmost value – love – and totalitarianism is introduced.
The whole speech may be divided into three main sections. In the introduction
Reagan uses a broad range of rhetorical devices to create his image as a leader of
the Western world. To achieve this goal the President refers to German and
American authorities, including John Fitzgerald Kennedy, Paul Linke, Richard von
Weizsäcker and George Marshall. He also makes an effort to use words and
phrases in the German language. This is a strategy which is most likely intended to
be used to show Reagan as a continuator of long traditions based on mutual
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cooperation and understanding between the two nations concerned. In the second
section of the speech, Reagan depicts problems which have their roots in the
Soviet Union and its policy of expansion. The hiatus between the aggressive
rhetoric of Soviet leaders and the collapse of the Eastern Bloc is described. At the
same time, Reagan appeals to the audience to unite around common values.
Furthermore, the President calls on one to accept the moral, military and economic
victory of the West which is based on universal values.
In conclusion, the Berliners themselves are praised by the speaker. Further
plans are outlined, with the President being presented as the leader of the
international community. In the last part of the speech, ethos and pathos again
seem to be dominant. It is also worth mentioning that throughout the whole
speech some elements of logos may be found. In total, a broad scope of
rhetorical strategies is used and the speech is perceived as one of the greatest
delivered by Reagan during his presidency.

Conclusions
Ronald Reagan may be considered an excellent orator. Many elements seem
to contribute to support this opinion, with his life experience, skills and abilities.
Consequently, he appealed to his audiences. It seems that Reagan’s speeches
were thoroughly prepared: not only in the form of presented thoughts and words,
but also in reference to appropriately selected quotations, already cited views and
easily recognized phrases. Such elements are crucial for understanding Reagan’s
rhetorical style which is, briefly put, based on vivid and attractive language
combined with interesting examples and borrowings from various authors.
The style of the rhetoric analyzed here is appealing mainly due to the
dynamism of the speeches. All the particular elements are carefully arranged,
composing a unique and sophisticated structure. Every excerpt interacts with that
which preceded it, as well as that which follows it. The traditional forms of
speeches are intertwined with the elements of American pop culture which
seemed contemporary to the speaker, creating an enchanting mosaic for the
audience. However, Reagan seems, in general, to be still under the dominance of
the traditional style of the oratorical craft. A key proof is observed in the
President’s obedience to the ancient Aristotelian rules. In the speeches analyzed
above, the speaker uses many rhetorical devices, the presence of which suggests
his intention to influence the audience. To conclude, it may be stated that
Reagan’s rhetoric is an interesting and unique example of a classical style
combined with a modern form. This may be the key reason why it still works and
appeals to later generations of listeners.
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ADVERTISING SLOGANS IN TRANSLATION:
A FUNCTIONALIST APPROACH CORPUS-BASED STUDY
Abstract: The aim of the paper is an attempt to present and to analyse advertising slogans from the
point of view of functionalist approach as developed by its leading propagator Christiane Nord,
though the ideas of Katharina Reiss and Hans Vermeer are also important points of reference. It
discusses 75 advertising slogans, sets them against the background of product localisation, focuses
on cultural, ethical, linguistic and formal issues of the slogans to finally sort them according to the
methods of translation developed by Peter Newmark, namely transference, literal translation, and
non-literal translation (adaptation). The English language version of the slogan is contrasted here
with the Polish one and, in a few cases, with French and German. A qualitative analysis of the
material shows the slogan translators’ consistency with the assumptions of functional approach and
cultural specificity of the target receivers.
Key words: advertisement, advertising slogan, functional approach, translation methods

Introduction
Advertising seems omnipresent in modern society. We see, hear and read it
every day and everywhere around us. It is a unique type of communication that
conveys a message from the producer to the consumer and fulfills its special
tasks. To achieve its goals, an advertisement, first and foremost, is to be
attractive and easily remembered. Thus, its producers use particular linguistic
devices to catch attention and to establish a relationship with the consumer.
Further, though no less important, its aim is to gain attention, create interest and
motivate a reader to take an action (Bovée and Arens 1989: 26).
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It goes without saying that advertising language, as its special register, is quite
different from standard language, though common (and informal) language has
recently entered the mass media, where advertisements occupy a special place.
Nevertheless, it has its own morphological and syntactic peculiarities as well as
rhetorical devices that are rarely found outside the advertisement. Leech (1972: 23)
calls the language of advertising “loaded language,” since its major objective is to
influence and change the mind and the attitude of its receivers. An advertisement is
effective if it convinces the audience of the validity of certain opinions.

The discourse of advertising
Advertising is believed to be of enormous importance for the success of
companies. It is also one of the oldest forms of marketing in the world. Bovèe
and Arens (1986: 5) define it as “non-personal communication of information
usually paid for and usually persuasive in nature about products, services or
ideas by identified sponsors through the various media.” The word “advertising”
comes from the Latin word “advertere” which means to “turn the mind towards”
and companies advertise “to stimulate demand” (Brierley 1995: 4). “Although
advertisements are ephemeral in that each one is short-lived, their effects are
longstanding and cumulative: they leave traces of themselves behind, which
combine to form a body of messages about the culture that produced them”
(Goddard 1998: 3).
“Advertising can be used for a number of reasons: to motivate consumers to
buy goods, or certain consumers not to buy goods, to change attitudes or to
encourage retailers to stock produce” (Brierley 1995: 2). Additionally,
advertising can also be used to reassure loyal consumers. The main purpose of
companies is then to increase brand awareness or consumption and their
advertising is the art of persuading more people to buy. Still, how does
persuasion operate in an advertising message? Lewiński (1999: 26) explains this
issue with the four following formulas:





SLB (stand, look, buy), referring to drawing attention to a product, raising interest in
it and prompting to action;
AIDA (attention, interest, desire, action), i.e. drawing attention, raising interest, need
to possess, prompting to action;
AIDCAS (attention, interest, desire, conviction, action, satisfaction)—drawing
attention, raising interest, need to possess (necessitas), prompting to action,
satisfaction from the purchase);
DIPADA (definition, identification, proof, acceptance, desire, action), which means
recognising the need and then the possible ways of satisfying it, trying various solutions,
making the choice, evoking the need to act, prompting to action).
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The formulas pinpoint the tasks of an advertisement and influence the choice of
modes of persuasion. Zimny (2008: 22) claims that they may be effectively used as
standard patterns of composing an effective advertisement.
Marketers use many different media to get their messages across: television,
radio, newspapers, magazines, billboards, buses, phone booths, sales letters, and
the Internet. Advertising is therefore a crucial means of marketing when a
company wants to expand its brand and increase the number of its consumers. The
prosperity of companies greatly depends on advertising because a bad
advertisement might tarnish the image of that company. Through advertising,
companies and institutions expose their products, services or views. Cook (1992:
12) argues that the issue of defining advertising is closely linked to that of defining
categories of advertisements. He identifies four categories of advertisements:
medium, product, technique, and consumer (Cook 1992: 9−10), and his
observations offer an interesting research perspective for analyzing advertising as a
type of discourse, as a mode of communication, and as a way to scrutinise the
receiver’s assumptions about the product.
Conceived in such a way, advertisements pose translation problems, as
different languages and cultures have various ways of expressing the same content,
and addressees in the respective cultures involve different address relationships.
Translating an advertising slogan or more generally, an advertisement, is thus
discourse-dependent and/or culture-dependent.

The advertising slogan
Research into the relevant subject literature reveals that defining the
advertising slogan is challenging and since the problem as such is complex and
multifold, various scholars highlight diverse aspects of the issue and focus on its
specific characteristics. Hamlin (2014), for example, tends to concentrate mainly
on the linguistic material of which a slogan is composed, and claims that
advertising slogans are “catchy, declarative phrases that use devices such as
metaphors, alliteration or rhymes with simple, vibrant language.”
Psychologically-oriented studies point out that slogans should be attractive and
that they serve as tools which help a customer identify and memorize the brand
or company (Dowling and Kabanoff 1996: 64). To continue, Rein defines the
advertising slogan as a “unique phrase identified with a company or brand”
(Rein 1982: 49) and asserts that the slogan, which is kind of a presentation of the
main idea of the advertising campaign, has to “command attention, be
memorable and be brief” (Rein 1982: 54). In a similar way, Clow and Baack
(2012), affirm that the advertising slogan is an easily-remembered appealing
phrase that makes a key point about the company’s image to the customer even
when the company’s name is not mentioned. Interestingly, Leech as early as in
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1972 observes that the slogan is a short phrase used by the company in its
advertisements to reinforce the identity of the brand. From his point of view,
slogans are more powerful than companies’ logos and can be easily remembered
and recited by people1, thus strengthening the company’s brand image. Further,
Kochan (2002: 19-20) points to the following three elements of a slogan:




formal aspect—to understand, notice and remember a slogan it must be concise,
impressive and appealing;
communicative aspect: since a slogan conveys a message, its conciseness (mentioned
above) refers not only to the message, but also to the advertised product;
“operative aspect” (calling for action), the feature which prompts an addressee to
action in that it “hits” the addressee (this aspect is visible in the German counterpart
of the word—schlagwort—literally meaning “the word which hits.”

Ultimately, Bralczyk (1987: 17) in his understanding of a slogan focuses on the
likeness between a brand name and what is emotionally attractive, and refers to
some undeniable values. Provided those values are indisputable, the slogan
becomes effective.
The diversity of approaches presented above not only provides an insight into
the various possibilities of defining the problem, but also shows its complexity.
The selection of the views may be seen as representative of the multifacetedness
of the issue, though more detailed studies are likely to lead to a number of
further observations.

Translation of advertisements
With their minimal content, advertising slogans convey the essence of the
advertising transfer. They may include convincing and popular word plays (okna
bez kitu) and metaphors (kawa z lekką nutką arogancji) due to which they are
easily remembered and recollected. Slogans may be perceived as brand mottos
used to identify a company, a product or both. Some of the brands are widely
known, and do not even need translation (Coca-Cola, for example, stands both
for the company’s name and the product, and is not given any Polish equivalent).
From the point of view of translation, the advertisement may be seen as the
sum of a language, an image, a target (or targets) to be achieved and a sound. In
that respect it is a cultural text and so reveals a cultural meaning or, as Reiss
(1989) sees it, an audiomedial type of text in which written words are
1
Two examples of Polish TV commercials may well illustrate Leech’s (1972) view. The
slogan used in the first is “To, co Goździkowej” (a popular pain reliever Etopiryna; for a more
detailed study see Górski 2004) and the second – Jacobs Krönung coffee in which the slogan is a
lengthy fragment of a 1988 song featured by Whitney Houston: “Give me one moment in time /
When I’m racing with destiny / Then in that one moment of time / I will feel, I will feel eternity.”
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supplemented with images or music. The function of an advertising text is to
inform, to manipulate and/or to convince people to purchase products and
services; this function is similar to that of political propaganda, which also often
takes advantage of slogans. The translation of advertisements involves the
rendering of text , often including visual or sound elements that accompany it,
not to mention the place in which it is broadcast (radio, newspapers,
television).Correspondigly, a different system of values of the target culture has
to be considered in translation – this issue is referred to as product localisation.
Peter and Olson (1994: 349−352) suggest two levels, namely local and
global, on which product localisation should be based. The first is the sociocultural level, referring to religion and ethics as well as habitual social and
commercial practices, while the second includes political and legal aspects of a
given country, its openness to the world and regulations that advertisements are
subject to there. As far as the global level is concerned, the differences are
culture-related and may refer to consumption and its level (e.g. consumer- vs
non-consumer society), self-concept (social relations, attitudes to buying a
product), materialism (also as a cultural value), and cross-cultural changes
(mostly recent ones) which offer opportunities for marketing activities.
In view of the above, the text of advertisements and slogans can cause
translation problems and requires not only an insightful cross-cultural analysis,
but also substantial changes and creativity. In the translation of some of them,
there should not be a literal translation but an adapted text (see also below),
which nomen omen favours one of the two general orientations in translation—
either adjustment to the receiver (which roughly corresponds to adaptation) or
adjustment to the original and preserving its local values and color. Further, to
achieve adaptation in the target text, translators should have a profound
understanding of the text to be translated to determine the function of this text
and have a similar effect on the receiving market. That is to say, in some cases,
adaptation is the only way to make sure that the translation fits into the target
culture situation (Nord 1993: 60). The main aim of the translator in such
situations is to transfer the true meaning included in the original with the view
that it may be linguistically realised in a different way and that the attitudes of
two societies to the same notion may be diversified. Translating an
advertisement means not only conveying the original meaning in the target
language, but also mediating in a linguistic communication, to assimilate foreign
texts, to launch the latest foreign technical advances into the market, etc. Selling
the advertised product—an effect of manipulation, or any legally-sanctioned
approach to attract the customer—must not be forgotten here2.
2

The public service announcement (PSA) is probably an exception in here. A PSA is a free-ofcharge message disseminated among society in order to raise awareness and change society’s
attitude to a given social problem. The informative function of PSA is here similar to that of a
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Bovée and Arens (1994: 271−272; see also Bryll 2011 for a more insightful
discussion of that matter) provide four basic rules that should be followed when
translating advertisements, and their observations may also well be applied to the
translation of advertising slogans. In their view, the translator:





must be an effective copywriter. It is not sufficient for advertisers to have their
advertisements only translated into the target language, but also embedded into the
new reality;
must have an understanding of the product, its features and its market;
should translate into their native language, and moreover, the translators should be
residents of the target country to ensure language fluency and respect for the culture
and social attitudes;
should not use idiomatic expressions which make the text ambiguous.

In light of the above, one can safely assert that language of advertising is closely
connected to culture. In order to effectively influence the consumers to buy the
advertised items, advertisers resort to bringing cultural entertainment to
consumers’ lifestyle, beliefs, rituals and values. An advertisement must be
consistent with the values of the consumers, otherwise it will be rejected3. To put
it simply, the translator needs to choose emotive words that suit the target
audience. As Simon (qtd. in De Mooij 2004: 180) sees it, “Translating
advertising is like painting the tip of an iceberg … and […] advertising is not
made of words, but made of culture.”
In her book Translating promotional and advertising texts (2010: 8−9),
Torresi gives reasons why translators of advertisements are not merely
translators. She identifies non-linguistic skills which are useful for translators of
promotional and advertising texts. These non-linguistic skills include “agility,”
“persuasiveness,” “creativity,” the “knowledge of relevant laws and restrictions
about advertising and publicly distributed material in the countries where the
translated text will be circulated,” and “the ability to be flexible in the
relationships one has with agencies, editors, and the end client.” These skills
provide for an effective translation of an advertisement into texts that have
peculiar features and meet target market requirements.

“standard” advertisement, PSAs do contain slogans (an illustrious Polish example being “Bo zupa
była za słona”), yet no financial returns are expected here.
3
The position of women in Arab countries, speaking openly about the erotic or eating meat in
some countries are common examples of such cultural discrepancies which highlight consumer
values. The collection of papers edited by Wonkeryor (2015) offers insights into such problems
and contains a comprehensive discussion of related issues.
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Ethics in advertisements
Advertising is closely connected with a number of ethical issues. One of them
is the advertisement itself, involving the manipulation of the receiver’s emotions
and beliefs. Advertisements may, for example, stimulate smoking, drinking
alcohol and even alcohol abuse (Doliński 1998: 35−38). Much concern arises from
the use of subliminal stimulus in advertisements, namely by how much of the
unattended or unconscious signal or message is perceived unconsciously4. Another
ethical problem is the use of human misery, little animals and, first of all, babies in
advertisements5 as well as the advertising of tobacco and alcohol6. It can be stated
that ethical issues in advertisements refer to individual and culture bound reception
of the product as well as translator’s loyalty—the latter being the term which,
nomen omen, Nord uses in discussing her idea of ethics and loyalty.

Ethics and loyalty in advertising translation
According to Nord (2007: 2), “loyalty” is “the responsibility that translators
have toward their partners.” Nord (2002: 4) argues that:
[L]oyalty is not the old faithfulness or fidelity in new clothes, because faithfulness and
fidelity usually refer to an intertextual relationship holding between the source and the
target texts as linguistic entities. However, loyalty is an interpersonal category referring to
a social relationship between people. In a general model, loyalty would be an empty slot
that is filled, in a particular translation task, by the demands of the specific translation
concepts of the cultures in question, especially when the source text author and the targettext audience hold discrepant views of what a translator should or should not do. It is the
translator's task to mediate between the two cultures, and mediation cannot mean to impose
the concept of one culture on members of another.

The loyalty of the translator of advertising materials depends on his/her ability
to sell the products or services of the company for which he/she is translating and
on his/her ability to influence the opinions of the people that the advertisements
target at. “Promotional translation is usually assessed in functional terms; in other
words, the main concern in this field should be whether the target text works, i.e.
fulfils the purpose for which it is intended in the target language, culture,
community, and context” (Torresi 2010: 23). In other words, the aim of the
translated advertisement is to produce a desired effect in the target setting. The

4

For a comprehensive discussion on the problem of subliminal advertising see, for example,
Broyles (2006); Cronley, Kardes and Hawkins (2006); Tsai, Liang and Liu (2007).
5
See e.g. Common Sense Media Report (2014).
6
See Kosicki (n.d.).
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ethics and loyalty of advertising translators may seem different from the ethics and
loyalty of translators of other genres. As Torresi (2010: 23) says,
[i]n promotional texts, the concept of loyalty applies neither to the letter of the text, nor to
its original content or message, but only to its intended function. If this function is not
preserved, the target text is disloyal to the source text, even if its content and literal
meaning are accurately conveyed. If, on the contrary, the function is maintained, then the
translation can be deemed loyal to the original text, even if this implies creating an entirely
new text, with a new form and a new content.

This means that advertising translators often have to violate the traditional translation
rules of accuracy and loyalty to the source text in order to fulfill the functionalist
purpose of advertising. The notion of function not only pertains to the generic
purpose of persuading the target group to buy a product or service, or modify the
target group’s behaviour or attitudes in some way or other, but it also includes the
specific indications contained in the brief (Torresi 2010: 24). This means that the
choices made by the translator of advertisements are also determined by the
recommendations of his clients. She goes further to say that
[i]t is easy to demonstrate this hyper-functionalist view through examples, especially in the
case of advertising, where clients tend to give functionality of the target text priority over
the close rendition of the source text. Sometimes this involves non-verbal as well as verbal
aspects, which are totally or partially changed to accommodate the features of the target
markets, or of the sales strategies of national branches (Torresi 2010: 24).

Clients are therefore in favour of functional advertising rather than the closest
rendition of the source text. It is, however, important to notice that a close
rendition cannot always work due to the different marketing strategies that
companies use in dissimilar circumstances and given regions or countries.
Similarly, the multisemiotic nature of advertising plays a crucial role in this
functionality. For instance, disparate audiences attach non-identical values to
different colours, as well as to symbols, gestures or pictures. Advertising
translators are therefore sometimes required to change the symbols present in the
source text in order to adapt the advertising campaign to a new audience. In this
case, Torresi argues that we can still talk about translation and she mentions the
phenomenon of “glocalization” which suggests that “a holistic view of
advertising translation, which embraces all its semiotic dimensions and the
functionalist view of loyalty, is possible and viable” (Torresi 2010: 24).
Advertising translation is for that reason still a different type of translation with
a functionalist view of loyalty. The loyalty principle thus adds two important
qualities to the functionalist approach. As it obliges the translator to take account
of the difference between culture-specific concepts of translation prevailing in the
two cultures involved in the translation process, it (1) turns Skopostheorie into an
anti-universalist model, and (2) since it induces the translator to respect the
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sender’s individual communicative intentions, as far as they can be elicited, it
reduces the prescriptiveness of “radical” functionalism (Nord 2002: 4).
Upon careful examination of the issue of persuasion in advertising
translation, one observes that even though translators of advertising materials do
not always produce faithful target advertisements, they do respect the ethics of
translation not by “rendering the same message always in the same way’ as in
the original but by ‘producing the same effect’.” Moreover, as long as the
translator does not use strategies to lie to the target audience, bases his strategies
on people’s beliefs, values and expectations, and produces an honest
advertisement (one that does not make unrealistic promises), he has respected the
ethics of advertising translation.

The Functionalist Approach
The functionalist approach is an interesting research perspective for
advertisement slogan translation. The theories developed by its proponents (e.g.
Vermeer, Holz-Mänttäri, von Vright, Iser, Nord) are divergent in many aspects
and have drawn reasonable criticism, yet they offer a convincing mode of
analysis of the slogans in question. The seminal postulates of the functionalist
approach are that the target text is determined by the target receiver’s needs, that
translation must respect the communicative actions present in a given culture
and, last but not least, that the purpose of the text (skopos in Vermeer’s view) is
constrained by the target user and his/her cultural background. Translators, in
this view are assigned a mediatory role. Nord (1997a: 43) explains:
If there are two or more agents involved in an action, we may speak of an interaction. An
interaction is referred to as communicative when it is carried out through signs produced
intentionally by one agent, referred to as the ‘sender’, directed towards another agent,
referred to as the ‘addressee’ or ‘receiver’, and intended to change the state of mind of the
latter. Communicative interactions take place in situations that are limited in time and
space. This means every situation has historical and cultural dimensions that condition the
agents’ verbal and nonverbal behaviour, their knowledge and expectations of each other,
their appraisal of the situation, and the standpoint from which they look at the world.
Translators enable communication to take place between members of different culture
communities. They bridge the gap between situations where differences in verbal and nonverbal
behaviour, expectations, knowledge and perspectives are such that there is not enough common
ground for the sender and receiver to communicate effectively by themselves.

Nord (1997a: 28) defines translation as “the production of a functional TT
maintaining a relationship with a given ST that is specified according to the
intended or demanded function of the TT (translation skopos).” She (ibid.) adds
the idea that translation promotes a communicative act hindered by the existing
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linguistic and cultural barriers. Thus, to translate means not only to communicate
words, but first and foremost the ideas directed to a specific context.
According to Nord (1991: 28), “there can be no process of translation without a
source text […] There has to be a certain relationship between the ST and the TT.”
However, “the quality and quantity of this relationship are specified by the
translation skopos.” The skopos will “provide the criteria for the decision as to
which elements of the ST in a situation can be ‘preserved’ and which may, or
must, be ‘adapted’ to the target situation.” What Nord seems to be saying is that,
although the functionalist approach marks the significance of the TT, it does not
neglect the status of the ST and highlights its importance for the production of a
TT that is readily recognised by the target readership. In a similar vein, Nord (ibid.
72) emphasizes that in Western culture, two points are particularly expected from a
TT: “functionality of the TT but also loyalty towards the ST sender and his
intention.” The author points out that being “loyal” in functionalist terms means to
be in tune with the ST intention, and not simply with the structure of the ST. Each
text can have a different function, but the translator needs to be loyal to its
intention, adapting the structure of the TT to a different function (skopos), if this is
the case. In order to have a clear idea of what the ST tells and what its intention is,
the translator has to analyse the ST carefully. In addition,
[t]he professional translator reads every new ST in the light of his experience as a critical
recipient and translator. This experience forms a framework into which he integrates the
findings of each new ST reception.[…] His knowledge of the source culture (SC) must
enable him to reconstruct the possible reactions of a ST recipient (in case the TT skopos
requires an “imitation” of the ST functions by the TT), whereas his knowledge of the target
culture (TC) allows him to anticipate the possible reactions of a TT recipient and thereby
verify the functional adequacy of the translation he produces (Nord 1991: 11).

This position assumes that in order for the TT to achieve its specific purposes,
it is necessary that the translator:





have sufficient knowledge of both source and target language and culture;
know how to deal with both languages in order to analyse the ST;
produce a TT and develop research to complete his/her work;
bear in mind that he/she is “not the sender of the ST message, but a text producer in
the target culture” (Nord 1991: 11), as he/she uses the previous text produced in
another context and culture in order to communicate the ideas included in it for a
specific target audience.7

Finally, the functionalist approach expresses the importance of knowing what
the purpose of a translation is, therefore marking that the ST is not the main
7
The views of Nord presented here are somewhat similar to those by Bovée and Arens (1994)
referred to earlier.
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reference to a translation. Nord (1997b: 4) cites Reiss and Vermeer ([1978]
1983) to say that “it must be the intended purpose of the translated text that
determines translation methods and strategies, and not the function of the ST.”
Nord (1991: 16) already mentioned that:
according to the dynamic view of the text adopted, a text does not ‘have’ a function; a
function can only be assigned to the text by the recipient in the act of reception. […] It is
the reception that completes the communicative situation and defines the function of the
text: the text as a communicative act is ‘completed’ by the recipient.

Each advertising translator should therefore be aware of the specific purpose and
function of the translated advertisement in the target setting if he intends to produce
an effective translated advertisement because “all translation decisions depend on the
presupposition the translator has about the target consumer’s interpretation of the
message” (Valdés; qtd. in Munday 2004: 205). According to Nord (2002: 2),
A translation that achieves the intended purpose may be called functional. Functionality
means that a text (in this case: a translation) “works” for its receivers the way the sender
wants it to work in a particular communicative situation. If the purpose is information, the
text should offer this information in a form comprehensible to the audience; if the purpose
is to amuse, then the text should actually be amusing for its readers. Therefore, the text
producer (and the translator as a text producer, too) has to evaluate the audience’s
capacities of comprehension and cooperation and anticipate the possible effects which
certain forms of expression may have on the readership.

However, applying this theory does not “imply that in the process of
translation an advertisement can be changed at will, but that to change the
diction of the original advertisement is a possibility the translator can opt for, in
his efforts to make the translation function effectively in promoting a product
and making profit” (Cui 2009: 23). For instance, an advertisement that gives
specific features of a product should be translated faithfully.

Translation methods: material analysis
The collected material consists of 75 advertising slogans in English and in
Polish. Quantitatively, they form major groups and refer to cosmetics, cars (and
objects and matters connected with driving), beverages, alimentary products,
underwear, shoes, electronic equipment, names of shops and restaurants. Source
slogans were compared with target ones in order to categorise them according to
the methods used in their translation. Since the advertisements which include the
analysed slogans have been exposed to the wider public and are in vast majority
recognized by Polish society, it is assumed that they:
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meet the global and socio-cultural requirements of product localisation (see above);
fulfil their aim(s), namely advertise a product, a company, strengthen the image of a
company (and often all of them simultaneously);
and that fulfilling their aim(s) is possible since the target slogan is an effect of the
application of a functionalist approach.8

The following procedures of translation are distinguished: transference, literal
translation, and non-literal translation (adaptation).

Transference of a slogan
Transference is understood here in the way similar to that presented by Newmark
(1988: 81-82), who calls it a translation procedure in which the source and the target
language item are identical. Thus, transference here means retention of the English
slogan in the translation, regardless of the fact that it is alien to the Polish language.
Brand name
APPLE
ASUS
DISNEYLAND
FA
FORD
HONDA
HP
HYUNDAI
KFC
KIA
LEGO
LENOVO
LG
MCDONALD’S
MENTHOS
NIKE
NOKIA
PEPSI
PHILIPS
RENAULT
SIEMENS
SKODA
SUZUKI
TOYOTA
TOYOTA

Slogan in English and in Polish advertisement
Think different
Solid rock. Heart touching
The happiest place on earth
How fa will you go?
Go further
The power of dreams
Make it better
New thinking. New possibilities
Life tastes great
The power of surprise
Play on
For those who do
Life’s good
I’m loving it
Menthos. The freshmaker
Just do it
Connecting prople
Dare for more
Let’s make things better
Drive the change
Be inspired
Simply clever
Way of life
Always a better way
Today. Tomorrow. Toyota
Figure 1. Transference of a slogan.

8

Subject of a separate study.
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Focusing on the original slogan as an entity which is to be translated, we
observe that the examples above fall into three kinds, namely slogans which:




can successfully be translated directly (literally) into Polish, and the translations may
prove effective, e.g. New thinking. New possibilities—Nowe myślenie. Nowe
możliwości or Way of life—Sposób na życie;
can be translated into Polish, but the translations would sound awkward and prove
ineffective, e.g. Play on—Baw się dalej or Just do it—Po prostu zrób to;
are untranslatable due to wordplays (e.g. How Fa will you go?).

From the point of view of translation, point (1) above seems not to require further
consideration, whereas examples from points (2) and (3) call for changes in the
original wording or a shift from the source so that the attractive nature of the slogan
is preserved. Suggested translations may be: Menthos. The freshmaker—Menthos.
Świeżość w ustach (freshmaker translated as “odświeżacz” in Polish implies rather
an air freshener), Connecting people—Łączy ludzi (łącząc would be ungrammatical).
Fa in the last example stands for the name of shower gel and is a homophone to
“far” (both pronounced /fa:/), making the original wordplay unacceptable in Polish
and probably requiring the invention of a neologism.
Interestingly, as Radziszewska (2011: 126−127) notes in focusing on the
problem, in German-speaking countries some of the advertisements analysed here
also contain the English slogan:
Brand name
TOYOTA
HONDA
RENAULT
PHILIPS
LG
SONY

Polish market
Today. Tomorrow.
Toyota
The power of dream
Drive the change
Sense and simplicity
Life’s good
Make. Believe

German market
Today. Tomorrow.
Toyota (Switzerland)
The power of dream
Drive the change
Sense and simplicity
Life's good
Make. Believe

English market
Today. Tomorrow.
Toyota
The power of dream
Drive the change
Sense and simplicity
Life's good
Make. Believe

Figure 2. Examples of unchanged slogan in Polish, German and English advertisements.

It also transpires that the advertising slogan of Lufthansa (based in Germany)
uses in German, English and Polish the same English slogan, namely There’s no
better way to fly (Radziszewska 2011: 127), BNP Paribas’ slogan The bank for a
changing world as well as Swiss made (Swiss International Airline) are identical in
German and English, while Opel (also a German company) uses the German slogan
Wir leben Autos in the German, Polish, and English market (Radziszewska 2011:
126). Regardless of any possible translations, the slogans in Polish are transferred
from English, which is suggested to be the goal of the advertisers/translators.
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Literally translated slogans
In this group, slogans are translated literally, oftentimes word for word, they
sound natural and prove faithful to the original. Newmark’s idea (1988: 68-69),
in spite of the widespread criticism and prevailing attitude, is that literal
translation “must not be avoided, if it secures referential and pragmatic
equivalence to the original.” Every word in the source language is translated by
its primary meaning or nearest equivalent in a target language and even the word
order (one-to-one equivalence) in most cases is preserved.
Brand name
ALWAYS
ASTON MARTIN
BAMBINO
CARLSBERG
CASTROL
ESTEE LAUDER
PARFUMES
GARNIER
GILETTE FOR
MEN
GILLETTE FOR
WOMEN
KAMIS
KITKAT
L’ORÉAL9
POÊME
MASTERCARD

NEUTROGENA
NIVEA
PEUGEOT
RED BULL
STOMIL
TRIUMPH
WINTERFRESH

Slogan in English
Always clean, always dry,
always safe
Power, beauty & soul
Bambino-nursing full of love
Probably the best beer in the
world
The power of victory. The
power of impression
Estee lauder. Extasy of senses

Slogan in Polish
Zawsze czysto, zawsze sucho, zawsze
pewnie
Moc, piekno i dusza
Bambino-pielęgnacja pełna miłości
Prawdopodobnie najlepsze piwo na
świecie
Moc zwycięstwa. Moc wrażeń

Take care
The best a man can get

Dbaj o siebie
Najlepsze dla mężczyzny

Velvety smooth skin

Aksamitnie gładka skóra

Life with taste
Have a break, have a kit kat
Because you’re worth it
Say it all without saying a word
There are some things money
can’t buy. For everything else,
there’s mastercard
Neutrogena. Healthy beauty
Stimulates the body. Stimulates
the senses
The symbol of quality
Red bull gives you wings
Stomil. Tyres checked in all
conditions
For body. For senses
Icy cool fresh breath that lasts

Życie ze smakiem
Czas na przerwę, czas na kit kat.
Ponieważ jesteś tego warta
Powiedz to wszystko bez słów
Są rzeczy, których kupić nie można.
Za wszystkie inne zapłacisz kartą
mastercard
Neutrogena. Zdrowe piękno
Rozpieszcza ciało. Pobudza zmysły

Estee lauder. Upojenie zmysłów

Symbol jakości
Red bull doda ci skrzydeł
Stomil. Opony sprawdzone w kazdych
warunkach
Dla ciała. Dla zmyslów
Mroźna świeżość oddechu na długi czas

Figure 3. Literally translated slogans.
9

Here, the respective slogan in French is Parce que vous le valez bien and for Poême (the next
example)—Tout dire sans un mot. It is unclear whether the Polish slogan was translated from
English or French; whatever the case may be, the target version is literal translation.
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Non-literally translated slogans
Examples from the research material are the following:
Brand name
ADIDAS
AXE
BMW
CITYBANK
COCA COLA
DURACELL
FANTA
IKEA
MAX
FACTOR
MAYBELLINE

Slogan in English
Impossible is nothing
Even angels will fall
Sheer driving pleasure
Turning dreams into reality
Yes. Coca-cola
The power to do more
More fanta. Less serious
Make a house a home
The make-up of makeup artists

Slogan in Polish
Sprawdzony na sportowcach
Ulegną nawet anioły
Radość z jazdy
Stabilny bank godny zaufania
Coca-cola. To jest to!10
Działa do ośmiu razy dłużej
Ten smak was nakręci
Ty tu urządzisz
Polecany przez profesjonalistów

MAZDA

Maybe she’s born with it. Maybe it’s
maybelline
Zoom-zoom

MERCEDES
BENZ
RAFAELLO
RENAULT
REXONA

Competition is good. One should
have it first
A delicate taste, full of refinement
Drive the change
It won’t let you down

SHELL
SPRITE
WILKINSON

Go well. Go shell
Obey your thirst
Jesteś gotowy?

Może to jej urok. Może to
maybelline
Brum brum / zoom-zoom-uczucie
jedyne w swoim rodzaju!
Konkurencja jest dobra. Trzeba ją
tylko mieć
Wyraża więcej niż tysiąc słów
Sztuka prowadzenia samochodów
Niezawodna ochrona w każdych
warunkach
Twój cel-twój shell
Pragnienie nie ma szans
Get ready

Figure 4. Non-literally translated slogans.

Non-literal translation is a broad category here as it includes every instance of
deviating from the original message in grammar, meaning, style, reference, etc.
The deviations, however, are intended and can be fully justified on the grounds
of the necessary changes made to the text to fulfill its communicative purpose in
the target situation. The target text is hence adapted to the new reality, and
“adaptation” is seen synonymously to “non-literal translation” – a general
category which comprises some of Newmark’s procedures, such as
naturalisation, various forms of equivalence, shift/transposition, modulation,
reduction/expansion – as long as the changes are target receiver-oriented.
In non-literally translated slogans, as shown above, translators demonstrate
their creativity. The form of the original slogan is not always preserved even if
10

The Polish version of the slogan is attributed to Agnieszka Osiecka. Whether Osiecka
translated or coined the slogan remains unclear. Assuming she translated it, it is doubtful that she
was familiar with the functionalist approach perspective.
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literal translation may be effective, as It won’t let you down into *(Nigdy) Cię nie
zawiedzie or Turning dreams to reality as *Zmienia sny w rzeczywistość. Such
examples may be claimed to have been coined for the target audience to serve
the purpose of source slogans.
It can be suggested that here, more than in literal translation, the target
receiver, language, culture are emphasized, since the Polish slogans are not exact
equivalents of the source in meaning and grammar, e.g. Impossible is nothing –
Sprawdzone na sportowcach; Get ready – Jesteś gotowy?. In Go well. Go Shell –
Twój cel. Twój Shell the rhyming wordplay is maintained although naturally, in
the target slogan it is target language oriented.

Reasons for procedure diversification
As advertising slogans of various products potentially dedicated to various
receivers are here discussed, it is interesting to focus on the relationship between
the target slogan and the type of product and/or the slogan and the sex of the
receiver. The existence of such a relationship may suggest a correlation between
the type of product/slogan and the method used in the product’s slogan
advertisement. To effectuate it, the slogans were divided into those which
advertise (1) electronic equipment, (2) drinks/beverages, (3) cars, and (4)
cosmetics. Regardless of it, another division, namely into products dedicated
predominantly to males and to females, was made. Results of the groupings are
briefly discussed below.








Slogans advertising electronic equipment form the only group in which in the
researched material the original slogan is in 100% transferred into Polish. Preserving
the original slogan in the target text may be supported by the company’s idea to
“internationalise” the product (cf. product localization above) and, as a result, the
slogan in English is used in the translated advertisement outside the original country
(see the German or Swiss example above).
Slogans from advertisements of drinks are translated literally (Carlsberg, Red Bull) or
non-literally (Fanta, Coca-Cola, Sprite), the exception being only Pepsi, which uses
the slogan transferred from English.
Slogans from car advertisements, in contrast to the two above, are in most cases
transferred, Aston Martin (Power, Beauty & Soul—Moc, Piękno i Dusza) being the
only case of literal (word-for-word) translation, while BMW, Renault and Mazda use
non-literally translated slogans in Polish.
Advertisements of cosmetics in Polish use slogans translated literally or non-literally.
Slogans from the advertisements normally dedicated to males (cars and certain
cosmetics) are translated literally (the most extensive group) or non-literally, while
transference is visible only in three slogans from the advertisements of cars (it
occupies the third position).
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All the slogans from the advertisements dedicated to females refer to cosmetics, and
they are mostly translated literally or, in three instances, non-literally (Garnier,
Maybelline, Max Factor).11

Regardless of the limitations of the research method (e.g. the number of
advertisement slogans analysed, the advertisement’s prospective addressee) it
can be concluded that no procedure can be labelled as typical of the translation
of a product’s advertisement into Polish. Although the material reveals certain
consistency in using transference for electronic devices slogans translation, the
German examples may indicate that the procedure is rather consistently applied
in translation of the slogan into any language than only into Polish. In addition,
no correlation was observed between the method used in the slogan translation
and the type of product. Similarly, slogans used in advertising products
dedicated to a given gender are not assigned one method of translation. All in all,
the procedures proposed are used extensively in the researched material and their
diversification should be rather linked with market analysis, examination of
receivers’ assumptions and cultural specificity than with a deliberate choice of
the translator or his/her inclination to resort to an advertisement slogan
translation methodology.

Concluding remarks
As indicated above, the analysis of the research material does not point to any
dominant procedure in advertisement slogans translation, as the choice of
translation procedure is neither subject to the type of product not sex of the
receiver. The diversification of the procedures in each of the analysed categories
may allow it to be stated that the indicator of the choice is the function of the
product in a given society and the cultural distance between the source and the
target country. As long as cultures are not entirely remote, literal translation may
prove effective. By contrast, if culture imposes a change of the original slogan, a
non-literal procedure is likely to be used, being the situation in which, referring
to Nord (see above) again, an adapted text fits the target culture situation. The
functionalist approach, which emphasises the goal of the target text in the target
country, offers here a convincing framework which encompasses the purposes
the slogans are intended to accomplish in a given situation and culture and, as
can be concluded from the analysed material, geared to the success of the slogan
in the target environment.

11
It is assumed here that advertisements of cars are typically addressed to males. Provided no
such distinction is observed, the proportion of procedures will be different.
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ONE-WORD INTERJECTIONS AS DISCOURSE MARKERS IN
FEMALE AND MALE SPEAKERS’ ACADEMIC TALK:
A CASE STUDY BASED ON THE MICHIGAN CORPUS OF
ACADEMIC ENGLISH
Abstract: Through a corpus-based search, the present paper’s objective is to attempt to reveal the
differentiation of some interjections as discourse markers in the academic talks presented by
speakers of both genders. By doing so, I offer a deepened insight into why female and male
speakers resort to the use of these interjections. On the basis of an online corpus of the University
of Michigan, I present my findings according to several other criteria. The corpus is compiled of a
huge set of academic talks by students and staff of the university. Finally, using Jakobson’s
functions, I classify and further analyse these discourse markers. The data attained through
searching this corpus take me a step further in casting some light on the ratio of the interjections
used by the two genders, and the possible reasons for the uneven distribution of interjections in
terms of female and male use.
Key words: interjections, discourse markers, corpus, genders, Jakobson’s functions

Introduction
In my paper, I seek to uncover the “relative frequency with which men and
women use certain features of language” (O’Grady 2007: 715) in the case of the
interjections considered as discourse markers in academic speech. I assumed that
even academic speeches included interjections to some extent, and thus a ratio of
their usage between the two sexes might be formed; however, in order to prove
and support my assumptions, a corpus-based search needed to be performed to
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obtain some data. To this end, we need to examine if interjections may even be
regarded as discourse markers.
Interjections are a part of speech which has various definitions (Matamala
2009: 486). Rowe and Levine define interjections as follows: “[i]nterjections are
not vital part of the sentence grammatically. They can be removed and not alter
the grammatical structure of the sentence. They are used to express feelings”
(Rowe and Levine 2016: 105, emphasis mine). My selection of the interjections
was based partly on their latter statement, and partly on the autonomy of the
interjections, i.e. the fact that they “do not enter into constructions with other
word classes” (Quirk 1985: 74). Despite that, others, for example Cuenca,
quoted after Matamala (2009: 487), consider even the structures such as Good
morning as interjections.
In his comparison of colloquial and technical language, Petőfi (1973: 254)
provides two remarks:
[…] it is obvious that the colloquial use of language presupposes the knowledge of much
less detailed and much less precise definitions than the use of particular technical language
does. The problem arising here is, that while the requirements concerning the ‘precision’ of
the definitions in the technical languages are given within the particular ‘theories’, no such
requirements can be formulated with respect to the use of colloquial language.

Petőfi’s (1973) observations also support my observation that colloquial
speech events tend to be informal and the speech acts themselves are usually less
precisely formulated, which leads to the inclusion of interjections in my research
data. Interjections convey important messages relevant to a speaker’s current
utterance. They usually have special significance to speakers in terms of giving
some extra emotional colouring to their oral communication, and of managing
the discourse between the participants in several ways. Here I offer a list of the
functions of interjections, which is by no means complete:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

expressing emotions, feelings;
initiating, keeping up or concluding a discourse or topic;
dominating the discourse;
drawing others into discourse;
bringing the discourse around to or steering it away from something;
avoiding the discourse;
resuming the discourse;
encouraging the discourse.

Some of Jakobson’s communicative functions bear similarities to the above
taxonomy, as we can see in Table 1:
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Referential

Strongest
Factor
Context

Emotive

Addresser

Conative

Addressee

Phatic

Contact

Metalinguistic

Code

Poetic/Aesthetic

Message

Classification

Function

Examples

descriptions, contextual
information
interjections/expressions
of emotional state
concerned with
commanding; vocative or
imperative addressing of
the receiver
concerns channel of
communication; performs
social task as opposed to
conveying information; to
establish, prolong, or
discontinue conversation
requires language
analysis; using language
to discuss language
involves choosing words
carefully; the art of words,
often self-reflective

Our business hours are 9am5pm, Monday through Friday.
Oh, man… Awesome!
Whew!
Go on, open it! Shoo.
Get out of there. Check this out.
Hey! Mmmhmmm…How about
that? Really? No way.

Noun,
adjective,
codeswitching: Water is a non-count
noun, right?
But, soft! What light through
yonder window breaks?

Table 1. Jakobson’s functions (Tribus 2017: 4)

Tribus’s (2017) table of the Jakobsonian functions, complemented by
examples, suggests that it is the emotive and phatic functions that primarily
belong to the category of interjections as discourse markers. The speaker aims to
contribute to the conversation in one way or another (to control it, give some
emotional colouring to the discourse, etc.). For this reason, they may be regarded
as the speaker’s strategies at the same time. My taxonomy is obviously not
complete, as it does not include all the possible alternatives, because the kinds of
such alternatives are presumably subject to individual selection as well. This is
why, in addition to the context and background knowledge, one needs to bear in
mind this feature of interjections for a correct understanding of the speaker’s
intention. This statement is much more relevant to the lexical items with less
distinct meanings than to those with clearer, more distinct meanings, e.g. nouns.
On the other hand, words such as uh, yuck, oh do not have clear-cut meanings –
like, for example, nouns, which indicate “entities” (O’Grady 2007: 722) – and
they are rather markers of one’s current emotions.
O’Grady (2007: 712) defines discourse markers as “expressions that bracket
utterances in discourse, separating one “unit of talk” from a previous one (e.g.
well, y’know).” This definition covers a huge verbal and non-verbal domain, an
enormous set of linguistic entities that may come under the heading of discourse
markers. Fraser (1999: 931) suggests the following definition: “a class of lexical
expressions drawn primarily from the syntactic classes of conjunctions, adverbs,
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and prepositional phrases”. From the perspective of my paper, the key concept is
primarily, because it implies that other linguistic entities may also be regarded as
discourse markers. Therefore, what I wish to argue is that interjections may also
act as discourse markers.
In terms of taxonomy, Table 1, offered by Tribus (2017) is similar to the
classification proposed by Cuenca, also setting his theory’s foundation through
“adapting Jakobson’s classical functions” (Matamala 2009: 487), and who
“proposes differentiating expressive, conative, phatic, metalinguistic and
representative interjections” (Matamala 2009: 487). Out of the two, Cuenca’s
taxonomy is more detailed and specific, thus fitter for my purpose of classifying
and analysing the interjections acting as discourse markers. Using Matamala’s
(2009) observations, I have prepared Table 2 by way of a short summary:
Expressive
interjections
Conative
interjections
Phatic
interjections

Metalinguistic
interjections
Representative
interjections

Expressive interjections express the speaker’s feelings, for example, Good
God or wow.
Conative interjections are units used by the speaker in order to produce an
effect on the listener, such as please or hey!
Phatic interjections show that communication has been established. Two
subtypes can be found. The first contains prototypical units like good
morning, hello, bye or thanks. The second are the units between phatic and
metalinguistic interjections, expressing agreement, disagreement, etc., such
as allright, fine or OK.
Metalinguistic interjections are used as discourse markers (Schiffrin 1987).
They are the key elements which demarcate units of speech in
conversational exchanges, e.g. look, well or listen.
Finally, representative interjections are onomatopoeic interjections, such as
miaow, gobble, gobble or cock-a-doodle-doo.

Table 2. Cuenca’s taxonomy of interjections (Matamala 2009: 487-488).

Describing the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English from the
viewpoint of my research
In contrast to the features of colloquial speech, described in one of the
previous paragraphs of his paper, academic talks – by nature – are wellformulated and coherent verbal products in terms of both their form and content.
Usually, they are composed at home, with ample time provided for compiling the
required material; still, when it comes to delivering such talks to the students,
interjections are almost certain to appear. If we consider these interjections as
discourse markers, this statement is proven by the following: “[s]peakers are not
generally aware of discourse markers but they are important signals in discourse”
(O’Grady 2007: 546).
I performed my search in the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English
(MICASE). The corpus includes 152 speech events, totalling 1,848,364 words.
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The categories of these academic speech events are highly versatile; searches
may be performed on the basis of several criteria, including – besides the
speakers’ gender – the interactivity level of discourses, language proficiency
level of the speakers (e.g. native, near-native North American English), first
tongue, faculty and discipline subjects, age of speakers, position of speakers
(student, staff or other), etc. This versatility makes MICASE ideal for my
purposes, namely to reveal the ratios between female and male speakers in terms
of using discourse markers during their academic speech events.
My search does not cover the issues of the signals of group identity (O’Grady
2007:547). The corpus is, however, fit for that purpose as well, because there is a
wide range of first languages to select from.

Selecting discourse markers
As I assume, almost every oral utterance contains some interjections (recorded
talks for certain purposes, e.g. audiobooks, are perhaps exceptions), and indeed, I
have also found a number of them in MICASE, which is in line with what I
presupposed. Table 1 shows the set of perhaps the most frequent interjections
applied as discourse markers.1 The column Interjections as Discourse Markers
shows the one-word interjections (queries) I wrote in the browser of MICASE.
Female and male speakers’ data are also presented, with the interjections’ absolute
frequencies (i.e. numbers of tokens searches brought in MICASE) and PM
(frequency per million) values.
My search has returned three lexical items that are even less frequent than the
other 17: nuh-uh, nuh-huh, and yuh-huh. Despite the fact that, for example, nuhhuh was coined in the 1920s, as seen in OD (“Origin 1920s. Imitative. Compare
uh-huh, uh-uh”), and similarly, nuh is the product of the 1940s, as indicated in the
same online dictionary (“1940s. Representing a colloquial pronunciation of no
[interjection]”), these words are undoubtedly rare in the MICASE corpus.
Nuh-uh and nuh-huh are probably identical in terms of meaning, but they are
spelled differently in MICASE. The same seems to apply to yuh-huh, uh-uh and
uh-huh. The latter statement seems validated by another online dictionary’s entry
“yuh huh in agreeance; approval” (UD).
As my table shows, there is a considerable difference between the female and
male uses of interjections as discourse markers. Female speakers, according to
my results, used 844 interjections more than male ones did. This phenomenon
might have been caused by the possibility that female speakers wanted to add
some emotional colouring to their talks. This is validated by a well-known
1

The selection is arbitrary: primarily, I attempted to compile it by searching for the items I
assumed to be the most frequent.
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phenomenon of online communication: women tend to use emoticons more
frequently than men do: “Tossell et al. found that females send more messages
with emoticons while males use a more diverse range of emoticons” (Chen et al.
2017: 3), or words expressing their feelings. As Xiufang (2013: 2) writes,
“[u]sing more adjectives to describe things and their feelings can show that
women are more sensitive to the environment and more likely to express their
emotions with words, which makes women’s language more interesting than
men’s sometimes”.
Interjections
as Discourse
Markers
1.
ah
2.
argh
3.
err
4.
hooray
5.
nuh-uh
6.
nuh-huh
7.
oh
8.
ooh
9.
oops
10. phew
11. uh
12. uh-huh
13. uh-uh
14. um
15. wow
16. yay
17. yeah
18. yuck
19. yuh-huh
20. yummy
Total:

Female Speakers

Male Speakers

Hits

Freq.

PM

Freq.

PM

#

PM

89
1
0
3
3
1
2,268
54
36
0
5,880
1
0
11,195
100
17
5,338
2
1
2
24,991

48.15
.54
0
1.62
1.62
.54
1,227.03
29.21
19.47
0
3,181.19
.54
0
6,056.71
54.1
9.2
2,887.96
1.08
.54
1.08
13,520.60

124
0
1
0
0
0
1,662
30
20
1
10,835
0
1
6,631
65
4
4,773
0
0
0
24,147

67.08
0
.54
0
0
0
899.17
16.23
10.82
.54
5,861.94
0
.54
3,587.49
35.16
2.16
2,582.28
0
0
0
13,063.98

213
1
1
3
3
1
3,930
84
56
1
16,715
1
1
17,826
165
21
10,111
2
1
2
49,138

115.23
.54
.54
1.62
1.62
.54
2,126.20
45.44
30.29
.54
9,043.13
.54
.54
9,644.20
89.26
11.36
5,470.24
1.08
.54
1.08
26,584.59

Table 3. The one-word interjections taken from MICASE

The numbers of the total frequency of each interjection allow us to set up
three quite distinctive groups. Their distribution is, however, rather uneven: the
most frequent ones are saliently frequent, and the least frequent ones are saliently
infrequent. In Table 3, the most frequent interjections are the following: oh
(2,268; 1,662), uh (5,880; 10,835), um (11,195; 6,631), and yeah (5,338; 4,773).
Except for uh, all of these were uttered by female speakers more frequently. All
these four words are short monosyllabic words, which makes them ideal
interjections and discourse markers at the same time, because, although these
words are so short, speakers can use them to express themselves in a number of
ways in a conversation, e.g. through intonation.
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The word with the ultimate frequency in Table 3 is um, which is perhaps the
interjection most commonly uttered in all kinds of registers, including the
register of lectures. Definitely, this statement applies not only to MICASE. Um
occurs when one is looking for the correct words or expressions – maybe this is
why um has the highest frequency in my list. The second most frequent
interjection, uh, may also be associated with a similar context: thinking aloud or
trying to find out what to say. On the basis of these sentences, both um and uh
play a significant role in any discourse in terms of cognitive processes.
The second group consists of six interjections: except ah, they all were used
more frequently by women.
Interjections as Discourse
Markers
ah
ooh
oops
ooh
wow
yay

Female Speakers

Male Speakers

Numbers of Hits

89
54
36
54
100
17

124
30
20
30
65
4

213
84
56
84
165
21

Table 4. Five interjections with medium frequency

The rest of them, shown in Table 5, occurred only occasionally:
Interjection
argh
err
hooray
nuh-uh
nuh-huh
uh-huh
uh-uh
phew
yuck
yuh-huh
yummy

Female Speakers
1
0
3
3
1
1
0
0
2
1
2

Male Speakers
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

Numbers of Hits
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

Table 5. The eleven least frequent interjections

The ratio is uneven here as well, in terms of the usage by genders: no more than
3 out of 11 interjections were uttered by male speakers. The data seen in Table 6
are really surprising to me, because it is the category with the fewest members
which exhibits the largest frequency number: metalinguistic interjections occur
34,542 times in the corpus; type 2, phatic interjections, 7 times; and the most
numerous category, the expressive interjections – 14,589 times.
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The distribution ratios of use by female and male speakers are the following:
expressive interjections: 7,910:6,679;
phatic interjections, type 2: 6:1;
metalinguistic interjections: 17,075:17,467.

The above data suggest that female speakers used the expressive and phatic
interjections significantly more times than the male speakers did; the metalinguistic
interjections, however, were more frequently used by male speakers.
Expressive interjections

Type
ah
argh
hooray
oh
ooh
oops
phew
wow
yay
yeah
yuck
yummy

Conative interjections
Phatic interjections, type 1
Phatic interjections, type 2

nuh-uh,
nuh-huh
uh-huh
uh-uh
yuh-huh

Metalinguistic interjections

err
uh
um

Representative interjections

-

Female speakers
89
1
3
2,268
54
36
0
100
17
5,338
2
2
7,910

Male speakers
124
0
0
1,662
30
20
1
65
4
4,773
0
0
6,679

Total #
213
1
3
3,930
84
56
1
165
21
10,111
2
2
14,589

3
1
1
0
1
6
0
5,880
11,195
17,075

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
10,835
6,631
17,467

3
1
1
1
1
7
1
16,715
17,826
34,542

Table 6. A Classification of Interjections according to Cuenca’s taxonomy (Matamala 2009: 487-488).

Conclusions
I have searched 20 interjections in the MICASE corpus, and my search has
revealed that these words were more frequent in women’s utterances than in
male talks. This observation was in line with my assumption, but others have
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also come to similar conclusions, e.g. Xiufang (2013), Zhenpeng at al (2017),
Witmer and Katzman (1997), to name but a few. “Witmer and Katzman (1997),
however, looked at the percentage of the males and females using emoticons
within 3000 messages posted on public newsgroups and special interest groups,
and found that women were significantly more likely to use emoticons more
frequently than men” (Fullwood et al. 2013:3-4).
Nevertheless, it would be unfair to claim that their findings are exclusive,
because others give an account of remarkably different observations, e.g.
Fullwood et al. (2013: 1), claiming that: “[a]lthough women were more likely
than men to use emoticons, there was no difference between the sexes in the
range of emoticons used. The fact that men expressed a similar range of
emoticons to women implies a general convergence towards female expression
in mixed-sex communication contexts”.
Xiufang (2013: 3-4), however, writes that “[c]onventional wisdom leads us to
believe that females are more emotionally expressive than males”. When it
comes to emotions, in my view, the use of interjections as discourse markers,
and that of emoticons, are both motivated by the emotional dispositions of either
gender, and, to be more precise, those of the individual speakers. I believe that
this is the logic behind the different use of interjections as discourse markers.
Regarding Jakobson’s functions, it is the category of metalinguistic
interjections that have resulted in the highest frequency value at the end of the
analysis of the interjections. This means that the speakers quite frequently used this
kind of interjection to “demarcate units of speech in conversational exchanges”
(Matamala 2009: 488). My search, nonetheless, offers the data showing that
female speakers used distinctively more interjections than male speakers did.
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PROVERBS AS SMALL NARRATIVES
Abstract: The purpose of this article is to look at the world of “grand narratives” and “little
stories” from the perspective of paremiological studies. In an attempt to account for the conceptual,
as well as structural, cohesion of proverbs, the analysis draws on the insights of Halliday and
Hasan (1976), who advocate the importance of grammatical and lexical alignment that keeps the
narration in line, incorporating their insights into the Current Discourse Space model delineated in
Langacker (2008). The principles of cohesion, such as substitution, ellipsis, referencing,
conjunction, calibrated with conceptual cohesion will be applied in this study with a view to
demonstrating the importance of the cohesive elements which substantially contribute to the
understanding of the authentic stretches of written and spoken language. This two-pronged
approach to narrative appears to be particularly justified in the case of the modified proverb If
money cannot bring happiness, transfer it to my account. On the one hand, the analysis unravels
the proverb’s internal cohesion, while on the other, it accounts for the proverb’s changing structure
and conceptualization as a new, emergent category. Above all, this study focuses on the narrative
strengths of proverbs in the socio-cultural context, for “narration is the way people understand the
world via the community of speakers” (Trzebiński 2002: 17, 43).
Key words: proverb, narrative, current discourse space, cohesion

Introduction to narration and the narrative
A narrative is generally defined as a story of subsequent events, either
written or spoken, which is at the disposal of an individual or a community of
speakers (OD). A proverb is also a narrative: it is a mini-story which consists of
words of wisdom and morals of a given culture, which are passed from one
generation to another (cf. Mieder 1991, 1999, 2004; Honeck 1997). Proverbs,
just like narratives, are universal forms of comprehending and experiencing
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reality. Based on the distinction made in narrative literature between macro- and
micro-narration, we assume that proverbs, including so-called modified
proverbs, belong to the latter category. The aim of this paper is to propose a
unitary account of narrative cohesiveness, both from a formal (morphosyntactic),
as well as a conceptual, point of view. In doing so, we will attempt to combine a
Hallidayan functional approach to linguistic structure with Langacker’s (2008,
2016) theory of the Current Discourse Space – CDS.

Macro- and micro-narration
Dryll (2010: 178) distinguishes two types of narrations: micro- and macronarration. According to him, the proper study of macro-narration is “big narration,”
i.e. a type of narration that can be compared to language in extenso, colloquially
understood as the collective creation of the speaking community. In this type of
narration, the author cannot be identified (Dryll 2010: 178). Macro-narration serves
as a powerful tool for describing and interpreting reality, communicating ideas, and
experiencing and understanding the world. Micro-narration relates to elements of
“big narration”. This type of narration, called “folded narration” by Anna
Pajdzińska,1 provides an outline for the event. In this case, as Filar (2014: 27) notes,
the conceptualizers actively involved in the meaning negotiation process “unfold the
coded narration,” complementing it with the missing elements. It is at this particular
moment that the fractured elements of knowledge, coded by “small narratives,” are
supplemented with the missing content.
In contemporary linguistics, the concept of narrative has been substantially
extended: narratives have become the object of interdisciplinary studies (Filar
2014: 14). They are not only forms of artistic expression, but also part and parcel
of our perception and conceptualization of the world. According to Trzebiński
(2008: 15), narratives are universal forms of comprehending and experiencing
reality. Łebkowska (2004: 228) expands on this insight by pointing out that
narratives contain a great amount of cultural knowledge that imbues them with
cultural codes that reflect actions and events. From this standpoint, the cultural
functions of narratives and proverbs vastly overlap. Thus, proverbs can be
analysed as small narratives.
Further, the dynamic and multi-layered mental images coded by traditional
and modified proverbs are notoriously difficult to grasp, because the
conceptualisations coded by proverbs have their own internal structure. This
paper looks at the internal structures of proverbs through the prism of
“grammatical” and “lexical cohesion” (cf. Halliday and Hasan 1976), as well as
1
The term was introduced by Anna Pajdzińska at the conference in Sandomierz (2012),
organized by the Department of Polish Studies of the Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin.
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from what one might wish to call an “ideational (or conceptual) cohesion
perspective.” The latter perspective is, as we shall claim, suitably offered by
Ronald Langacker’s idea of the Current Discourse Space.

Grammatical and lexical cohesion
We have just stated that proverbs are “small narratives” through which we
experience and conceptualize reality. Because the reality experienced by us
forms a unified, coherent picture (the world’s image “does not fall apart”), the
narrative, if it is to provide a coherent picture of the world, must also form a
coherent and cohesive unit. This means that both the form of a narrative, i.e. its
morphosyntactic structure, and its meaning/conceptualization must be coherent
and cohesive. To account for the proverb morphosyntactic and conceptual
cohesion, we propose a model which combines the Hallidayan principles of
cohesion with the Langackerian concept of the Current Discourse Space.
According to Halliday and Hasan (1976: 104), cohesion refers to grammatical
and lexical ties between language units that hold the text and their semantics
together. They write in the Preface:
Cohesive relations are relations between two or more elements in a text that are
independent of the structure; for example between a personal pronoun and the antecedent
proper name, such as John … he. A semantic relation of this kind may be set up either
within a sentence or between sentences; with the consequence that, when it crosses a
sentence boundary, it has the effect of making the two sentences cohere with one another.

In Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) theory, cohesion falls under two categories:
grammatical and lexical cohesion. While the former involves the use of such
cohesive devices as reference, ellipsis, substitution, the latter is accomplished by
the selection of the vocabulary used in particular strings of language. Further,
Halliday and Hasan (ibid.) distinguish two sub-types of lexical cohesion:
reiteration and collocation. The third type of cohesion, conjunction, although
distinctly grammatical, is placed somewhere between the grammatical and the
lexical cohesion. This occurs because conjunction does play an important lexical
and semantic role in textual cohesion. Below is a classification of grammatical
and lexical means of expression ensuring the cohesion of a text:
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Figure 1. The distribution of grammatical and lexical cohesion based on Halliday and Hasan (1976)

Current Discourse Space (CDS)
In order to account for the cohesion at the conceptual level of a proverb-asnarrative, it is important to introduce the idea of the Current Discourse Space
model (CDS). Following Langacker (2008: 457), we claim that any interaction
between the speaker and hearer necessarily results in the discourse as involving a
series of usage events, which, in turn, are defined as “instances of language use
in all their complexity and specificity”. Because a given usage even is perceived
differently by the participants in a given discourse, it is no wonder that there
exists a significant discrepancy between the speaker and hearer’s interpretation
of what is said. Nonetheless, a “substantial overlap,” which ensures successful
communication between the interlocutors, can be established (cf. Taylor 2002:
108). Langacker’s (2008: 466) theory of the Current Discourse Space has been
specifically designed for this purpose – to account for the common “speakerhearer” ground. Langacker (2008: 466) says what follows:
It [CDS] comprises everything presumed to be shared by the speaker and hearer as the
basis for communication at a given moment. Part of the CDS, of course, is the current
discourse itself, including both previous usage events and any that might be anticipated.
Also part of the CDS are other mutually evident aspects of the transient context, as well as
any stable knowledge required for their apprehension or otherwise invoked. All of these
may figure in an expression’s full contextual understanding and in those portions that
constitute its linguistic meaning.

Figure 2 presents Langacker’s (2016) concept of the Current Discourse Space
Model:
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Figure 2. Current Discourse Space Model (adapted from Langacker 2016: 96)

CDS comprises three critical stages: the current usage event, the previous
usage event and the anticipated usage event.2 Within the CDS model, the
negotiation of meaning takes place between the speaker and the hearer. The
“mind integration” between the two participants of the discourse allows
linguistic meaning to emerge. In Langacker’s parlance, “[the mind integration]
involves the speaker (S) and the hearer (H) apprehending ( --->) the semantic
and phonological content that appears in a “window” of attention, and focusing
their attention on a particular facet of it” (Langacker 2016: 69). Since the human
scope of viewing is substantially limited, the “zooming” can be likened to
“looking at the world through a window”(Langacker 2016: 145). Interestingly,
the act of communication between the interlocutors (<--->) may prove futile,
unless the interaction constitutes a common ground (G). Meaning, the act of
linguistic negotiation, is situated in a specific context, which, in turn, is
constructed against the shared background knowledge.
According to Filar (2013:65), the world as understood by the conceptualizers
cannot be reduced to “static mental images.” Rather, it accommodates a
dynamic, cohesive story about the course of events around and within the
conceptualizes, which is located at the intersubjective cultural space. Narratives
thus code the meaning, which subsequently is contextualized and negotiated by
language speakers. Seen in this light, the conceptualizers become interpreters,
experiencers, and, perhaps, most importantly, negotiators of narrative meaning.
They adopt the role of “the welding link” between various components of
knowledge, worldviews, assumptions, judgements, etc. (Filar 2013: 28).
2

See Langacker (2008: 466).
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For the conceptualized message to be pertinent and coherent, the context must
provide “additional aspects” of narrative meaning (Langacker 2008: 464).
Generally, two basic types of context are distinguished: transient context, which
accounts for the nearest environment wherein the usage event develops, and
stable knowledge, in which “we apprehend the immediate circumstances”
(Langacker 2008: 464). Such a context, which directly pertains to the usage
event in succession, consists of interrelated dimensions, i.e. physical, cultural,
social, and linguistic. Finally, and most critically, there are virtually no
limitations imposed on the size of the context(s), therefore the sky is the limit.

Integrated Cohesion Analysis
We can now offer an integrated account of the cohesiveness of a proverb,
involving its grammatical, lexical and ideational levels of conceptualization. The
claim advanced here is that the grammatical and lexical components of the
analysis of proverbs should not be interpreted in isolation, but rather in parallel
with their cognitive capacities. In particular, as a basis for a unitary account of
proverb cohesion, we take Langacker’s (1988b : 49-50) claim that:
1. Lexicon and grammar form a continuum of symbolic structures (form – meaning pairings);
2. Meaning reduces to conceptualization;

The claim made in (1) touches upon the issue of the symbolic nature of linguistic
units, which consist of a semantic and a phonological pole.3 For Langacker (2016:
31), “lexicon and grammar consist in assemblies of symbolic structures”.
Thus, if the symbolic structures are held to form a grammar-lexicon continuum,
then where exactly should the Hallidayan morphosyntax-based cohesion be located
in Langacker’s CDS model? The most likely answer is: this type of cohesion should
be placed in the “window” of attention of the Current Discourse Space, both in the
phonological and the semantic pole of the linguistic unit (see Fig. 2).
Consider now the claim made in (2). How are we to understand it? Are we to
understand that meaning is conceptualization? Certainly not! According to
Langacker’s formulation, “meaning reduces to conceptualization,” and not
“meaning is conceptualization.” And this makes a difference. In order to
understand this, it is perhaps useful to evoke here another claim made by
3

The notion of symbolic structure consisting of the semantic and phonological pole can be
traced back to Ferdinand de Saussure’s linguistic sign. Notably, linguistic sign comprises two
components: the signifier and signified inasmuch as the former accounts for the phonetic pole, and
the latter, in contrast, exemplifies the mental concept. Note that it is a mental construction, not a
real life representation. The relation between the meaning and sound pattern is arbitrary, i.e. there
is no relation between the signifier and the signified, except for onomatopoeic expressions.
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Langacker (1988: 50) – the so-called “thesis C” – which says that “semantic
structures are characterized relative to “cognitive domains.” For example, this
means that the meaning of mother is defined relative to a number of domains,
such as the birth domain, the marital domain, the nurturance domain, etc. (cf.
Taylor 1995: 88). It is in this sense that the expression “meaning reduces to
conceptualization” should be understood.
With this in mind, we can now enquire about the localization of ideational (or
conceptual) cohesion in the CDS. The answer is fairly straightforward: this type
of cohesion holds at the semantic pole of linguistic expression which “is defined
relative to a number of domains giving rise to a particular conceptualization.”
That is, it holds at the expression’s semantic pole which “grows in size” in
accordance with the number of cognitive domains evoked during the meaning
negotiation process between the speaker/hearer discursive interaction. Put
somewhat differently, as the discourse unfolds, the interlocutors jointly interpret
the conceptualization of the scene which is encoded by the symbolic structure for
communication purposes.
We can now offer a cognitive unified view of the cohesive devices involved
in proverbs-as-narratives. To this end, we combine the principles of grammatical
and lexical cohesion proposed by Halliday and Hasan (1976) with the ideational
CDS-determined (cognitive) structure (cf. Langacker 2001, 2008, 2016). Figure
3 below illustrates the integrated view on cohesion, as exemplified by the
traditional proverb Money can’t bring happiness:

Figure 3. Aspects of a usage event (adapted from Langacker 2016: 30)
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The diagram above, which is a modified version of Langacker’s (2016)
representation of usage event, puts the symbolic structure of the original saying
(MONEY CAN’T BRING HAPPINESS / money can’t bring happiness) in
prominence. The symbolic structure of the profiled narrative consists of two
elements: the semantic and phonological pole. Other elements, such as the
speaker-hearer interaction in the specific ground, accompanied by the varying
context and shared knowledge, remain stable, compared with the Current
Discourse Model, as delineated in Figure 2. At this juncture, however, the
question arises as to what exactly the unified cohesion refers to? To answer this
question, it is important to realize that the three levels of cohesion—
grammatical, lexical and conceptual—should be analyzed as self-complementary
tools for linguistic analysis. Although treated as distinct notions, they are
strongly interrelated for the successful usage event to be plausible.
As already stated, grammatical and lexical cohesions are coded by the
semantic structures located within the window of attention (see Fig.3), but
ideational cohesion is different. Clearly, lexical and grammatical cohesion, as
introduced by Haliday and Hasan (1976), is not sufficient in this case. The
discursive interaction between the interlocutors engaged in the intersubjective
meaning negotiation process is missing in Halliday and Hasan’s approach. A
CDS-based account amends this situation. In this model, the focus of attention
(i.e. the profiled piece of narrative) is located on the “objective scene”, also
known as the “onstage region” (Langacker 2016; 32). With this model, the
“coordinated mental reference” (ibid) is arrived at, which guarantees an
ideational cohesion as a finite stage in the usage event. Although Figure 3
illustrates the usage event of a traditional proverb, Money cannot bring
happiness, it is only a randomly chosen example. Indeed, any original saying can
be located within the window of attention, to mention just a few: Once bitten,
twice shy, Great minds think alike, Look before you leap, Clothes make the man,
Crime doesn’t pay, If at first you don’t succeed try, try again, It takes two to
make quarrel, Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you’re
gonna get, Money doesn’t grow on trees, Many hands make light work, etc.
However, it would be too narrow a view to restrict the notion of unified
cohesion to the analysis of traditional proverbs. To this end, Figure 4 illustrates
the usage event model with the modified proverb If money can’t buy happiness,
transfer it to my account in the focus of attention.
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Figure 4. Aspects of the Usage Event on the example of the modified proverb If money can’t bring
happiness, transfer it to my account

Naturally, the novel version, as the profiled narrative, has been situated in the
“window” of attention, whereas the traditional proverb becomes a part of the
shared knowledge.
Let us take a look now at the proverb/narrative cohesion from the point of
view of its lexico-grammatic structure. Consider the pronoun it, which requires
referencing in the Hallidayan sense. As the name suggests, referencing
establishes the reference between some understated linguistic items. This
intertextual link may be realized thanks to “the presupposing” as the “refereeing
item” and “the presupposed” realized as “the item that it refers to” (see Halliday
and Hasan 1976: 3-4). Recalling the author’s instance: “Wash and core six
cooking apples. Put them into a fireproof dish”. The linguistic item them alludes
to the apples, at the same time linking together the two structurally unrelated
elements, hence setting up the cohesion. This, in turn, is realized through the
mutual dependence of one item on the other in terms of their interpretation. This
mode of thinking creates semantic interdependencies between the given
utterances. To provide a few more examples, consider such a traditional proverb
as If the shoe fits wear it. This original proverb infers that whenever some words
of blame and criticism refer to you it is usually appropriate to accept them. The
word it, also known as the presupposing, unmistakably points back to the label
the shoe, i.e. the presupposed. Other jocular variations of the proverb, which also
employ conjunction, are the following: If the dress no longer fits, peel it fully, or
If the shoe fits it probably is out of style.
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Besides, Halliday and Hasan (1976) postulate that there are two kinds of
semantic ties operating within the boundaries of a given text, as well as outside it.
The first is known as endophora, whereas the second is called exophora.
Importantly, endophora heralds yet another core distinction into anaphora and
cataphora, whereby anaphora refers back to the language items, totally unlike
cataphora, which points forward to language units. The word it, known as the
presupposing, unmistakably points back to the label money, i.e. the presupposed.
This specific kind of referencing, thanks to which the intertextual link can be
established, is known as anaphora. As for the conceptualization of the example
under discussion, it should be stressed that the notion of money in the traditional
proverb, i.e. Money cannot bring happiness, is understood as a very general one,
whereas the witty modification, i.e. If money cannot bring happiness, transfer it to
my account, draws one’s attention to the very specific finances that somebody
yearns for. The witty tag attached to the original saying renders the reverse in the
way one conceptualizes the central notion. If not for this conceptual shift, the
semantic tie of the narrative under discussion would not be properly accounted for.
Moreover, the modified proverb under discussion takes advantage of yet
another type of morphosynactic link, i.e. conjunction. The word per se means,
from Latin, ‘to join together’. By analogy, conjunctions, also known as “linking
words”, aim at joining two or more clauses together into one complex sentence.
As previously stated, conjunctions occupy a marginal sphere, somewhere
between the grammatical and lexical cohesion. Although it combines both types
of cohesion, conjunction does not fully fit into either of the two categories. As
Haliday and Hasan (1976: 6) argue “[conjuncture] is on the board line of the
two; mainly grammatical, but with a lexical component in it”. Under this view, it
becomes clear that conjunctions operate as a bridge between the two types of
cohesive devices and are predominantly realized through such connectors as:
and, but, or, either, neither, only, so, then, because, since. On this basis, the
modified proverb If money cannot bring happiness, transfer it to my account
employs the conditional conjunction if. This connector not only joins together
the two parts of narrative, but also makes a stipulation that happiness can go
hand in hand with money. The same is true of such traditional and modified
proverbs which make use of the following conjunctions and, but, or, to wit:
Spare the rod and spoil the child; Money does not grow on trees, but it grows on
many family trees; Life is what you make it, or what it makes you..
At the conceptual level, the meaning is defined relative to a number of
cognitive dimensions, which are acknowledged by the conceptualizer during the
speaker/hearer meaning negotiation process. Some of the selected construal
operations (cf. Kővecses 2015: 17) that directly pertain to the modified proverb
under discussion go as follows: image schemas, figure–ground alignment,
profile-base, viewpoint, subjectivity-objectivity, metaphors, metonymies. Figure
5 below represents three levels of cohesion from the point of view of the Current
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Discourse Space theory. Note that the graphical representation of grammatical,
lexical and ideational cohesion provided here is a greatly simplified draft of the
whole meaning construction and comprehension process. Hence, by its very
nature, it cannot account for all the specifications embedded in it. However basic
the figure may be, it still allows one to envisage how self-complementing the
lexical, grammatical and ideational cohesion should be in order to
indiscriminately account for the meaning construction processes.

Figure 5. Grammatical, lexical and conceptual cohesion

In short, there are two complementary perspectives for studying the notion of
linguistic cohesion: Halliday and Hasan’s lexicogrammar system, accounting for
the grammatical and lexical cohesion of linguistic structure and Langacker’s
speaker/hearer meaning negotiation process, centered around ideational
cohesion. Thus, the lexical and grammatical cohesion, as developed by Halliday
and Hasan (1976), is secured at the objective scene, and the ideational cohesion
is the result of the speaker/hearer negotiation of the proverb meaning. Since
language is a mental faculty of the human mind, no utterance should be analyzed
solely from the lexical and grammatical perspective. This article proposes the
concept of unified cohesion: that is to say, grammatical, lexical and conceptual
ties working in cooperation for the narratives’ meaning to be thoroughly
accounted for.
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Conclusion
In this study we have argued that proverbs, understood as small narratives,
are indispensable components of conceptualization and, thus, we have
acknowledged their significant contribution to experiencing and perceiving
reality. We have claimed that proverbs, just like narratives, are subject to the
principles of cohesion: linguistic (i.e. grammatical) cohesion, lexical and
ideational cohesion. To offer a unified account of these three types of cohesion,
we have combined Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) theory with Langacker’s (2008)
Current Discourse Space model. It has been acknowledged that the lexical and
grammatical cohesion holds at the level of the (bipolar) linguistic unit localized
in the “window of attention”, whereas the ideational cohesion resides in both the
semantic pole of a linguistic unit and, crucially, at the level of the speaker-hearer
meaning negotiation process.
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ECHO AND IRONY: WEAPONS IN POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Abstract: The theory of relevance presented by Dan Sperber and Deidre Wilson (1995) is a
general theory of communication which has been developing over the past decades and apart from
the theoretical developments it has been implemented as a tool for various analyses of discourse.
The aim of the paper is to present a relevance theoretic account of a special kind of attributive use
of campaign material which was employed by candidates in TV advertisements for the US
presidential election campaign in 2012. Candidates use this special kind, echoic use, implementing
it not only to criticise the opponent but also to justify their negative attitude towards the material
mentioned. Echoic use proves to be a powerful tool not only to criticise and maintain credibility,
but also allow irony which seems to be, along with discrediting the rival, the most powerful
weapon at a politician's disposal.
Key words: relevance theory, attributive use, echoic use, TV campaign advertisements, US
presidential election campaign

Theory of relevance: a brief outline
Sperber and Wilson’s (1995) account of verbal (and nonverbal) communication
is based on the assumption that humans are relevance oriented. A viewer watching
a campaign advertisement may happen to pay close attention to it, but most
probably he or she can be distracted by other stimuli coming from their immediate
surroundings, or may also be entertaining more personal thoughts which happen to
be more relevant at the time than the campaign advertisement. We not only notice
information that is relevant to us, but also use relevance as a criterion to decide
whether a given interpretation of an utterance is the intended interpretation
(Sperber and Wilson 1987). Assuming that the viewer pays attention, at least in the
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main part, to the advertisement he or she interprets it along lines which the authors
of the advertisement would find to be relevant for the viewer. However, in the
inferential process the linguistic meaning of the words decoded by the receiver is
just one of many inputs that can affect interpretation. There are also contextual
assumptions either provided by the speaker or supplied by the hearer (constructed
or retrieved from memory). The viewer is believed to be able to retrieve from
memory some assumptions necessary for the interpretation of the advertisement. In
other cases the authors provide the necessary assumptions, when they suspect that
it may be difficult for the audience to recall particular information leading to a
downgrading effect on relevance.
The process of inference is relevance guided which in turn is defined in terms
of contextual effects and processing effort. Contextual effect can be of three
kinds, all arising from the interaction of new information with a context of
existing assumptions. It can be either strengthening of an assumption that already
exists, or contradiction that leads to elimination of an existing assumption, or
producing contextual implication from combining the new information and an
existing assumption. This logical implication is not derivable from the new
information or the existing assumption alone. The new information is relevant in
a given context as long as it gains contextual effects in the context; the greater
the contextual effects the greater the relevance. However, the cost of the
contextual effects is the mental effort of producing them; the greater the mental
effort the lower the relevance achieved by the utterance (Wilson 1994).
In the case of campaign advertisements the viewer, as a result of the
comprehension process, may arrive at contextual effects that strengthen an
already existing assumption, e.g. that a given candidate presents good solutions
for the country and should become president. Alternatively, contextual effects
may contradict and eliminate the assumption that the rival candidate presents
good solutions for the country and should become president. The viewer may
also, using his/her assumptions about his/her preferences as to, for example, the
tax system together with new information coming from the advertisement about
the tax plans of the candidate, come to the conclusion that the candidate in
his/her opinion is (or is not) a good candidate for president.
The above part of the section presents just the essential points of the theory in
order to proceed to the part that is central to the present analysis of the campaign
advertisements; that is the echoic use of utterances. Sperber and Wilson distinguish
between interpretative and descriptive use of language, first introduced as the
use/mention distinction (Sperber and Wilson 1981) later developed as echoic
mention (Wilson and Sperber 1992) and echoic use (Wilson 2006). Every
utterance may be interpreted as a descriptive use or an attributive use of language.
In descriptive uses of language the candidate presents his/her own thoughts about
actual or possible states of affairs; whereas in attributive use of language a thought
the speaker presents “is not directly about a state of affairs, but about another
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thought that it resembles in content, which the speaker attributes to some source
other than him/herself at the current time” (Wilson and Sperber 2012: 128).
The relevance theoretic framework specifies a subtype of an attributive use,
i.e. echoic use. However, the attributive function of echoic use is its secondary
one; the primary function being the indication of the speaker's attitude to the
content echoed. “The main point of an echoic use of language is not simply to
report the content of the attributed thought or utterance, but to show that the
speaker is thinking about it and wants to inform the hearer of her own reaction to
it” (Wilson 2006: 1734). The attitudes conveyed by echoic utterances vary from
very positive, as endorsement of the attributed thought, to negative, e.g.
rejection. The speaker may give more or less overt clues as to the intended
attitude or may rely on the hearer to infer the attitude from either the
paralinguistic properties of the utterance or from the context. Echo as a technical
term is deliberately broad and covers not only direct and immediate echoes as
well as echoes of (real or imaginary) attributed thoughts and echoes of norms or
standard expectations (Sperber and Wilson 1998: 283).
The following sections present echoic use in three different functions illustrated
by three Obama campaign advertisements. The advertisements were chosen to
present the three ways (out of potentially many) in which echoic use may be used,
which are: echoic use of opponent’s material to present a reliable criticism, echoic
use of opponent’s material for ironic criticism, and echoic use of opponent’s
material incorporated with new material for strong ironic criticism.

Echo used for criticism
Candidates in political campaigns need to appear (among other qualities)
credible and at the same time discredit and criticise the rival (D'Errico and Poggi
2012). In political campaign advertisements there is a common practice of using
one advertisement (usually a rival’s one) as a part of a candidate’s advertisement.
Such taking over of a part of an advertisement can be regarded as a case of
mention, i.e. an attributive use of language, the same way reported speech is
classified. In political campaign advertisements such attributive use is a special
kind. The authors use the exact material of the opponent's advertisement, though it
can be presented in a smaller sized picture or in black and white, or just a single
mode is used, e.g. only the voice. The modifications are to indicate that this is a
case of an attributive use (and echoic use for that matter) and to additionally
indicate the negative attitude of the speaker to the material used. The case of echo
is here a very direct one, and as far as the linguistic content is concerned it is an
exact one, even though it would not have to be. The reason is quite obvious, the
candidate wants to maintain credibility and not even come close to any case of
manipulation of the text itself, as the main reason is to lower the processing effort
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in order to supply the viewers with the utterance needed for further reference and
expression of the candidate's attitude. The motivation to classify such direct cases
as echo (rather than as an attributive use of language) is the primary statutory
property of echo; that is, the expression of the attitude of the speaker to the
utterance echoed, which is the very reason for one candidate to echo the opponent.
This section concentrates on one of the common practices during election
campaigns: incorporating a fragment of an opponent's advertisement into one's own
advertisement in order to refer to it and express rejection and criticism. Candidates
often engage in a form of dialogue carried out by exchange of campaign
advertisements. In such cases it is necessary to point to the utterance one wants to
relate to, as in the vast amount of daily news, even only that connected with the
election campaign, finding the intended one would be too effort-consuming and
would finally result in very low or no relevance to the target audience. Such
incorporation of a part of an advertisement can be regarded as a case in point, i.e. an
echoic use of language, not only to lower the processing costs and enhance relevance
but also to maintain credibility by presenting the exact, unmodified, material of the
opponent and finally criticise the opponent by presenting some contrary information.
The mechanism can well be seen in the following example:
(1) Barack Obama for President 2012 Advertisement Revealed – Virginia
(CampaignAdCentral 2012d)
(a) “President Romney's first 100 days; creating thousands of new jobs for Virginians.”
(b) But would he?
(c) The Washington Post has just revealed that Romney's companies were pioneers in
shipping jobs overseas, investing in firms that “specialized in relocating jobs done
by American workers to new facilities in low-wage countries like China and India.”
(d) Does Virginia really want an outsourcer-in-chief in the White House?

In his advertisement Revealed – Virginia (CampaignAdCentral 2012d) Barack
Obama uses a carefully selected fragment of Mitt Romney's advertisement First
100 Days – Virginia (CampaignAdCentral 2012a). The echo of what Mitt
Romney said in his own TV advertisement is used in Obama's advertisement (1a)
just to supply background context in which the rest of Obama's advertisement is
to be processed; it lowers the processing effort (by saving the effort for the
hearers to select and recall the right assumption the speaker has intended). As a
result the utterance is easier to process and its relevance is higher (Rut-Kluz
2014). Moreover the speaker may be sure that the intended interpretation is
highly accessible, which is crucial in public communication. The very fact that
the use of the material is echoic is clearly indicated by the form of the picture
that starts the advertisement for Obama. It shows Mitt Romney’s head on a black
background (captioned Mitt Romney) and a TV screen presenting the exact1
1
The beginning part of the picture of Romney's advertisement is exactly reproduced, though
the part presented by voice omits a quite considerable middle part which is critical of Obama.
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advertisement also captioned Romney TV ad. The material echoed is presented
together with clues expressing the attitude conveyed; the subtler ones include a
small sized TV screen and the face of Mitt Romney looking a little surprised.
This is followed with the more obvious clue in the form of the rhetorical
question (1b) to convey the attitude of doubt.
The echoed material (1a) and the expression of doubt (1b) is followed with
some new information (1c) which the speaker also echoes, this time turning to
The Washington Post report on the methods of employment used in companies
that Mitt Romney invests in. The critical attitude expressed by The Washington
Post directed towards Mitt Romney is echoed and endorsed in the Obama
advertisement which is signalled by the tone of voice. The evident contrast
between the campaign advertisement of Mitt Romney promising new jobs and
the news about the outsourcing implemented in business he invests in produces a
number of strong implicatures such as (2a)-(2e) that intend to criticise and
discredit Mitt Romney. The form of the echo adds substantially to the strongly
implied credibility and objectivism implicating (2f)-(2i).
(2) Implicatures
(a) What Mitt Romney declares in his advertisements is in obvious contrast to what
he actually does in his business.
(b) Mitt Romney is criticized for investing in companies that moved jobs overseas.
(c) Mitt Romney is saying one thing and doing another.
(d) Mitt Romney cannot be trusted.
(e) Mitt Romney is not a good candidate for president.
(f) We repeat what Mitt Romney and a renowned newspaper The Washington Post say.
(g) It is not our opinion.
(h) Those are facts about Mitt Romney.
(i) We are credible.
(j) It is possible that Mitt Romney is not going to care about employment of
Americans if he becomes the president.
(k) It is probable that Mitt Romney is going to support outsourcing jobs when he
becomes the president.

The last line in the Obama advertisement (1d) has the form of a rhetorical
question, which is quite strong, not only to make an impression on the viewers
but also to ensure the right interpretation of the whole message. The utterance
involves a metaphor referring to Mitt Romney as an outsourcer-in-chief in the
White House which needs ad hoc concept2 construction (Carston 2002, 2010)
denoting a person who propagates outsourcing on the national level. The ad hoc
2
An ad hoc concept is constructed from lexically encoded concepts present in the logical form.
It is a process of pragmatic adjustment bridging the gap between a concept encoded by a lexical
item and a concept that is inferentially communicated. The process may consist of narrowing,
loosening or a combination of the two, or the denotation of the item may partially overlap with the
denotation of the concept communicated.
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concept leads to a number of weak implicatures (2j)-(2k) regarding Mitt Romney
neglecting employment on the national level if he became the US president.

Echo used for ironical criticism
In the second advertisement selected for analysis, similarly, a fragment of a
previous campaign advertisement for Mitt Romney is used in the advertisement
for Barack Obama (CampaignAdCentral 2012c), though here echo is used to
express irony. As mentioned above an echoic utterance may express various
attitudes, some of which may be dissociative (varying from amused tolerance
through disappointment to disgust, outrage or scorn) (Wilson and Sperber 2012:
130). Relevance theory presents an echoic account of verbal irony defining it as
“echoing a tacitly attributed thought or utterance with a tacitly dissociative
attitude.” (Wilson and Sperber 2004: 634). Within the framework irony is not
treated as a natural kind, but it undergoes the same procedures and mechanisms
as a basic use of language in its specific interpretive use, here echoic use.
The fragment of Romney's advertisement that starts Obama's advertisement
comes from 2002 in which Romney is speaking at a public meeting before the
elections for the Governor of Massachusetts.
(3) Barack Obama for President 2012 Advertisement Mosaic (CampaignAdCentral 2012c)
(a) “I’m gonna reduce taxes I’m gonna …”
(b) As governor Mitt Romney did cut taxes on millionaires like himself.
(c) But he raised taxes and fees on everyone else. 1.5 billion over 1000 fee hikes; on
healthcare, on school bus rides, on milk [...]
(d) 1.5 billion over 1000 fee hikes.
(e) Massachusetts Regulations; Massachusetts general laws, 2003-2006.

The picture is changed into black and white indicating the negative attitude of the
speaker to the echoed utterance. The part of Mitt Romney's advertisement echoed
(3a), as in the previous case, supplies background context in which the utterance is to
be processed, and also lowers the processing effort, which in turn ensures higher
relevance and provides better accessibility of the intended interpretation. Moreover
the effect is stronger than just reporting Mitt Romney's words; viewers can see and
hear him say the promises that are shown to have been broken in the next part of the
Obama advertisement.
In formulating the explicature (3a) for viewers, in order to arrive at the
intended interpretation, need to activate a general assumption (4) and extend
Reduce taxes to mean ‘Reduce taxes for the average citizen or the poor’.
(4) Every citizen should be able to benefit from reducing taxes or at least the poorest (not
the rich only).
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The next utterance (3b) calls upon the already activated contextual
assumption (who should receive tax cuts). The utterance echoes the thought
attributed to Mitt Romney about reducing taxes, but immediately dissociates
from the fact of who actually benefited from the cuts, which gives rise to the
ironic interpretation. The dissociative attitude is indicated by the emphasis
expressed by the very form and the stressing of did and the contrast between the
general assumption of who should be granted tax reductions and who actually
did benefit from them. The phrase like himself makes the assumption about the
wealth of Mitt Romney more manifest and invites an implicature that he lowered
the taxes for millionaires and for his own benefit as well, suggesting that his
decisions are based on his own needs more than on the needs of the citizens.
The next part of the advertisement (3c) brings contrast: thirteen fee hikes are
enumerated, each illustrated with a stock picture and accompanied with the subtitle
(3d) and a slightly smaller subtitle (3e) indicating not only the source but also the
credibility of the information. The fact that those who should have benefited
actually lost money creates a clear contrast producing a sharp criticism of Mitt
Romney, making the irony stronger. The advertisement is structured to first
present the promises of Mitt Romney, then the promises are given an ironic
comment and followed with some facts on the tax policy implemented by Romney
as a Governor which strongly imply that he has broken the promises. The
following implicatures (7a)-(7b) are part of the intended interpretation of the
advertisement for Barack Obama given that the target audience of Obama would
mostly see themselves as poor or average citizens and entreating the general
assumptions (5)-(6). Consequently, a further set of implicatures (7c)-(7d) becomes
available and most probably intended after accessing general assumptions (5)-(6)
which are themselves highly manifest in the context of presidential campaign.
(5) A good president cares about the needs of average or poor citizens.
(6) A good president assures equal opportunities for all citizens.
(7) Implicatures:
(a) Mitt Romney’s past promises did not help the average or the poor citizens but the
rich like himself.
(b) Mitt Romney’s decisions are based on his own needs more than on the needs of
the citizens.
(c) Mitt Romney is not a good candidate for president
(d) Mitt Romney is not going to be a good president.

The strength of a campaign advertisement structured in the above-presented
manner lies in the very mechanism of irony and criticism it often involves. It is
common that ironical utterances are directed at a particular target or victim. “The
targets are the originators of the utterances or opinions being echoed, since it is
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from them that the speaker dissociates himself.” (Sperber and Wilson 1981: 560)
When additionally the utterance is critical the irony is even stronger.

Echo used for strong ironical criticism
The last campaign advertisement selected for analysis is constructed in two
disjoined layers (with the exception of the first 4 seconds of the advertisement,
(8a)). The voice on one hand and the picture with subtitles on the other provide
evidence for opposing propositions. The first seconds of the advertisement
present Mitt Romney singing (not accompanied by any instrument) the famous
patriotic song “O beautiful for spacious skies” at a public meeting in The
Villages, Florida as the subtitle (8a) indicates, (again providing the necessary
contextual information for the intended interpretation of the advertisement). In
the remaining part of the advertisement the voice of Mitt Romney singing
continues; however, the pictures first show deserted work places, factories and
offices (8b)-(8d), then change to a Swiss landscape with a Swiss flag in the wind
in the foreground (8e), and finally to palm trees and a sandy beach (8f)-(8g). The
last lines (8h)-(8i) are presented on a black background.
(8) Barack Obama for President 2012 Advertisement Firms (CampaignAdCentral 2012b)
VOICE
SUBTITLES
a) ‘O beautiful for spacious skies, The Villages, FL 1/30/12
b) For amber waves of grain,
In business,
Mitt Romney’s firms shipped jobs to Mexico.
Los Angeles Times 6/2/00
c) For purple mountain majesties
In business,
Mitt Romney’s firms shipped jobs to Mexico.
And China.
Los Angeles Times 6/2/00
d) Above the fruited plain!
As Governor, Romney outsourced jobs to
India.
The Boston Globe 5/1/12
e) America!
He had millions in a Swiss bank account.
ABC NEWS 1/26/12
f) America!
Tax havens like Bermuda…
Vanity Fair August 2012
g) God shed His grace
And the Cayman Islands.
ABC NEWS 1/18/12
h) on thee,
MITT ROMNEY’S NOT A SOLUTION
i) And crown thy good with
HE’S THE PROBLEM.
brotherhood’

The voice of Mitt Romney singing the patriotic song interpretatively resembles
and echoes his expression of patriotic feelings, while the subtitles supported by
the pictures provide evidence for what would rather be classified as his
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unpatriotic activates. The pictures present deserted production halls, the
surroundings of factories and meeting rooms providing suggestive illustration of
the subtitles on shipping jobs and outsourcing arranged by Romney's firms. The
subtitles (8b)-(8d) give a very limited amount of information; their interpretation
is guided by the chosen pictures. The Swiss flag over a Swiss landscape and the
ocean, palm trees and sandy beach provide illustration of Romney’s overseas
accounts. The content provided by the subtitles and strengthened by the pictures
provides a unified criticism of Romney’s actions and identify the attitude of the
authors to the patriotic feelings echoed by Mitt Romney singing as dissociative.
The picture and subtitles provide the dissociative attitude as well as the clues as
to ways in which Mitt Romney is not patriotic. The overall contrast and intended
clash of the visual and the audio modes are especially evident in lines (8b)-(8d)
where the song praises America's natural resources while the pictures and
subtitles present Mitt Romney using the resources of two foreign countries. And
the lines (8e)-(8f) where the very name America, provided by the voice, clashes
with Swiss bank account, Bermuda and the Cayman Islands, provided by the
subtitles, give rise to a number of implicatures concerning ways in which Mitt
Romney would like to be seen as loving the country and being patriotic by
singing the song, but at the same time would not like to share his wealth by
paying taxes which he can avoid. The strong irony makes the criticism stronger
and evokes interpretation, i.e. strong implicatures (9a)-(9b), that Romney in his
campaign is doing what it takes to win, and further implicatures (9c)-(9d) that he
cannot be trusted and therefore is not a good candidate for US president.
(9) Strong implicatures:
(a) Mitt Romney is not genuine but cynical.
(b) Mitt Romney makes people believe he is patriotic while his important decisions
are not patriotic.
(c) Mitt Romney cannot be trusted.
(d) Mitt Romney is not a good candidate for US president.
(10) A good candidate for president, like the President himself, should be patriotic,
showing their patriotism in everyday activities and not just its tokens such as, for
example, singing a patriotic song.

The criticism and resulting irony are that strong because they relate to the
general assumption (10) about the very core qualities of a candidate who can
become the president of a country, entertained by both the viewers and the
candidates. The clashing materials of the audio and visual modes discredit Mitt
Romney as a good candidate; they criticise and reject him as even a candidate.
The last two lines of subtitles (8h)-(8i) are another case of echo used for strong
ironical criticism; however, here echo is not in the form of material taken over
from an opponent's advertisement or other sources like newspaper's reports. In this
case, what is echoed is a well-known paraphrase (12) of the quote attributed to
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Eldridge Cleaver “There is no more neutrality in the world. You either have to be
part of the solution or you are going to be part of the problem.” The words are
linked to encouraging people to take action in social change or else they would be
an obstacle in that change. The assumption (12) activated in the inferential process
of subtitle (8h) is triggered by an ad hoc concept SOLUTION* (11) constructed in
processing of the statement to achieve optimal relevance (naturally the literal
meaning would not yield a relevant interpretation). The slight pause after the
statement gives enough time to formulate implicatures (13a)-(13f) and an ironic
interpretation arising from the mismatch between the subtitle (8h) and the
assumptions (14 a)-(14b), and in this way providing clues on the dissociative
attitude of the authors towards the very assumption (entertained in Mitt Romney’s
advertisement) that Mitt Romney might be regarded a good candidate for
president. The speaker in the advertisement overtly states that Mitt Romney is not
a SOLUTION* expecting him (by modifying slightly the phrase echoed) to be
more than just “a part of the solution” but “to be the solution” which hinges upon
the assumption (10) and (14b).
(11) SOLUTION* /ad hoc concept/ – a candidate for president who would support changes
taking care of the citizens as well, a credible candidate for president, one should vote for.
(12) If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem.
(13) Strong implicatures:
(a) Mitt Romney does not support change.
(b) Mitt Romney wants to keep the status quo.
(c) Mitt Romney is not a one who leads the SOLUTION*.
(d) One should search for/ pick a different candidate.
(e) Mitt Romney is not a good candidate for president.
(f) Mitt Romney is a bad candidate for president.
(14) Assumptions:
(a) A candidate for president should be a SOLUTION* for the country.
(b) A candidate for president should not only be a part of the SOLUTION*, but
should lead the SOLUTION*.

The very last line of subtitles (8i) presents an even stronger statement as the
authors of the advertisement once more do not use a direct echo of the
paraphrase (12), which would then be “he’s part of the problem”, but go a step
further and use a more blunt statement “he’s the problem” producing a strong
ironical criticism. Naturally, the stronger statement invites implicatures (16a) –
(16b) constructed with the use of already active assumption (12) also containing
an ad hoc concept (15), which shares with the literal interpretation the properties
of being potentially harmful and one that should be avoided. In this way Mitt
Romney is seen as a source of potential threat if elected as the US president. The
strong ironic criticism arises from the clash between the general assumptions
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about a candidate for the president (14 a) – (14b) and the statement (8i) together
with the implicature (16a) which overtly indicates that the authors again
dissociate themselves from the idea that Mitt Romney (or anyone else for that
matter) regards him as a good candidate for US president.
(15) PROBLEM* /ad hoc concept/ a candidate who opposes change and does not live up to
his declarations, one should not vote for.
(16) Strong implicatures:
(a) Mitt Romney is more than part of the PROBLEM*, he is the source/core of the
PROBLEM*.
(b) One should not only abandon Mitt Romney as a candidate and pick a different
candidate for president, one should rather avoid him, as potentially harmful; one
should oppose him and find a solution.

The general conclusion which in relevance framework is termed overall or
global relevance (Kitis 1999), and defined as the relevance of a longer piece of text
(here a Barack Obama advertisement) to the hearer / viewer, is expressed in (16b).
The advertisement is regarded as one of the strongest ones, its undeniable
power lies in the final lines which question and finally seek to deprive Mitt
Romney of the very right to be a candidate for president of the US. The ad hoc
concepts of SOLUTION*and PROBLEM* strongly emphasize the division into
two camps, those who want to act the way they say and those who just want to
keep the status quo and if they do make any declarations these are not supported
by their actions. It is that fundamental criticism, strengthened by irony, that
makes the advertisement so powerful and almost lethal.

Conclusions
In political campaign advertisements echoed material taken from a rival's
advertisement is used to exert a mild or a strong criticism on the rival. Its
purpose is to present particular contextual assumptions about the opponent in the
most evident way (i.e. the directly echoed linguistic material of the opponent’s
advertisements). Next the material echoed is contrasted with some new
information; for example either the opponent’s decisions are directly reported
(e.g. tax rises) or reports of quality newspapers are echoed. The purpose of an
advertisement constructed in such a way is to contrast the echoed opponent’s
promises with some opposite material (be it his own words, his deeds, or news
reports). As a result of a regular comprehension process of such discrepancies
the viewers arrive at the intended interpretation; that is, criticism of the rival
candidate. The criticism is often pinpointed with a final phrase that functions as a
coda and ensures the intended interpretation. At the same time the credibility of
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the speaker is indicated and the responsibility for the criticism is on the opponent
himself, as those are his own words confronted with some other objective data
(their source is always presented in the advertisement). It is a strong mechanism
used to discredit the rival.
In some cases the echo material is accompanied with a dissociative attitude of
the speaker, which results in irony and ironical criticism. When it emerges its
strength lies in the very mechanism of irony. The target of the irony is the
originator of the echoed material; here in the material analysed it is the political
opponent, Mitt Romney. Therefore, when accepted, irony makes the viewer
stand on one side with the speaker and dissociate themselves from what is
attributed to the target, excluding him from the group. In short, irony introduces
a division line producing two groups: “us” and “them” (or “us” and “him”, the
opponent). The opponent is no longer part of our group. This exclusion can be
seen to be the core of the irony's strength. Some viewers may readily accept the
irony and following the speaker dissociate themselves from the assumptions
about the political opponent and exclude him from the group, and some would
not accept the irony, but this issue, of whether the viewers accept what they
interpret, is a subject for another study.
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SEMANTIC MEANDERINGS OF QUEEN
IN LEXICOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE
Abstract: A lexeme typically conveys a variety of senses. This depends on its actual semantic
structure, involves presupposed meanings as well as embraces conversational and situational
implicatures. The meaning of a lexeme is also determinated by the context, the situation of its use
and the knowledge of the user of a particular language. Hence, the information provided by a
particular work of reference is twofold in its nature - semantic and pragmatic. Accordingly, the
main objective of the paper is to investigate the semantics and usage value of the lexical item
QUEEN throughout the development of the English language.
Key words: lexicography, dictionary, label, usage, diasystematic information

Introduction
In order to reach the goal of the paper, we shall employ a system of notational
conventions. To be more specific, in the account proposed in the following – in
order to show the thematic area where a given noun is located – we shall
habitually employ <FIELD LABEL> which will be primarily aimed to formalise
such ideographic details as <ANIMALS>, <MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>,
<WEAPONS>, etc. At the same time, we shall distinguish such labelling
categories as <CURRENCY LABEL> that is meant to encode such peculiarities
of lexical items and their meanings as, for example, being <OBSOLETE>,
<OLD-FASHIONED> and <RARE>. Apart from this, we shall distinguish the
type of label termed <USAGE LABEL> intended to represent such features of
usage of individual lexical items as <OFFENSIVE>, <HUMOROUS> or
<DISAPPROVING>. Dialect peculiarities acquire the form of <REGIONAL>
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labels, as for example, <BRITISH ENGLISH>, <AMERICAN ENGLISH>.
Finally, what shall be referred to as <STYLE LABEL> is aimed to accommodate
such peculiarities of style as, for example, <INFORMAL>, <FORMAL> or
<COLLOQUIAL>.
One of the topical issues investigated in current linguistic research is the
problem of axiological value of lexical meaning. Apart from the labels listed
above, we shall also employ yet another convention that serves to render and
formalize the axiological characteristics of female-specific words analysed here.
As shown in, among others, Kleparski (1990), Kochman-Haładyj and Kleparski
(2011), in the history of English female specific words have been particularly
prone to undergo the process of meaning degeneration which is realized in
different ways, and – therefore – different types of negative axiological content
may be distinguished, such as, for example, socially laden elements, behaviorally
and morally pregnant values. To the best of our knowledge, no attempt to
account for this side of lexical meaning has been ventured in lexicography.
Hence, to mark and formalize this aspect of content information we propose to
put to use <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL>, which – in the case of language material
analysed here – is most frequently realized as <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL:
SOCIALLY (NEG.)> or <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL: MORALLY (NEG.)> with
yet another possibility that – during the history of one and the same word – both
socially negative and morally negative elements appear, if not at the same period
than at two different points of time in the history of the word.
What follows should be treated as a contribution to the ongoing lexicographic
discussion. Although the labelling system proposed here should in no way be
looked upon as a finished product, but rather a proposal open to further scholarly
amendment and refinement, it is our strong belief that that the system proposed
here may successfully be employed both in lexicographic theory and practice. In
proposing our account we have chiefly relied on the information provided by the
following sources: Online Etymological Dictionary (OED), Word Origins (WO),
Dictionary of the English Language (DEL), An American Dictionary of the
English Language (ADEL), Word Histories and Mysteries (WHM), The
American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms (AHDI), A Dictionary of Rhyming
Slang (DRS), Slang Down the Ages (SDA), An Encyclopedia of the Social
History of Oaths, Profanity, Foul Language, and Ethnic Slurs in the EnglishSpeaking World (ESHOPFES), Womanwords: A Dictionary of Words about
Women (WDWW), A Dictionary of Euphemisms and other Doubletalk (DED),
Slang and Euphemism (SE), Dictionary of Contemporary Slang (DCS), Sex
Slang (SS1). We strongly believe that in order to provide an in-depth description
one needs to resort to as many lexicographic works as it is only possible, both
ancient and modern, synchronic and diachronic, covering a variety stylistic
angles and regional language variants.
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Etymology and semantics of queen
Some early lexicographic works, such as, for example, ADEL (1828), take no
stand as to the roots of the noun in question. Interestingly enough, when we turn to
Johnson’s DEL (1785) we realize that the exact sense of the noun is defined there
as ‘the wife of a king; a woman who is sovereign of a kingdom’ and, therefore, we
gain very early evidence to mark the noun with <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL:
SOCIALLY POSITIVE>. At the same time, queen is also documented as a verb,
meaning ‘to play the queen’, and in this particular case the verb should be marked
as <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL: SOCIALLY NEGATIVE>. According to the OED,
the word discussed here has its ultimate roots in Proto-Germanic. More
specifically, when we consider other lexicographic sources, such as WHM (2004)
we find that queen is the descendant of Old English noun cwene, while the
Germanic shape of the noun is reconstructed to have been *kwen-o, ‘woman,
wife’. The lexical item is a cognate with, among others, Old Saxon quān ‘wife’,
Old Icelandic kván ‘wife’ (in poetry) ‘queen’. Along similar lines, although earlier
traces of the word are found already in Anglo-Saxon texts, WO (2005) informs us
that present-day English queen goes back to prehistoric Indo-European *gwen‘woman’ (cf. Greek guné ‘woman’), Persian zan ‘woman’ (from which English
gets zenana ‘harem’), Swedish kvinna ‘woman’ and the now obsolete English
quean ‘woman’. Similarly, Mill’s WDWW (1989) speaks in favour of the IndoEuropean origin root reconstructed to have been *gwen ‘woman’. From this root
the Greek word used in the sense ‘woman’ is gune, gunaikos, and this yielded
English words gynaecology, androgyene, misogyny, etc.
On the whole, one may say that over 1000 years of its presence in English the
various senses of quean shifted from ‘woman’, woman of high position’ to ‘wanton
woman’1, before being transferred to a the male-specific context. In its very earliest
use in Old English queen (or cwēn, as it then was) denoted the wife of a man of
particular distinction, and usually the wife of a king. It was not long before it became
institutionalized in the socially positively loaded ‘king’s wife’, and hence ‘woman
ruling in her own right’. According to the OED, the noun was used originally in the
sense ‘a woman, especially a noblewoman; a wife, esp. of an important man’. Even
at the Anglo-Saxon stage, the noun was not the usual term to express the sense
‘woman’ or ‘wife’; but rather it was used in this sense only in poetry. Our discussion
prompts us that one is justified to postulate here <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL:
SOCIALLY POSITIVE>, but also, stylistic marking formalized as <STYLISTIC
LABEL: POETICAL/LITERARY> is clearly justified.
So, when we view the problem from a purely diachronic perspective, we
come to realize that in the history of English one may speak about the existence
1
Especially, as shown by the 19th century dictionaries (see DRS 1975), at that time queen
denoted chiefly ‘a slurt, or worthless woman, a strumpet’.
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of several lexical manifestations of QUEEN. First, there is the nominal form
QUEEN 1 the various applications of which have been sketched in the foregoing
and all these senses bear the <FIELD LABEL: HUMAN>, the central sense of
which refers to adult female human species, and this realization of QUEEN
forms the main target of our enquiry. Secondly, there is the QUEEN 2 of an
extended usage ‘of things’ that is used in the sense of ‘something regarded as
supreme, especially as ‘the finest, most outstanding, or most beautiful, of its
kind’. In terms of the evaluative markings adopted here the noun comes to be
marked with the <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL: SOCIALLY POSITIVE>.
At the same time, there is evidence that allows us to speak of the existence of
QUEEN 3, which is used with reference to one of the major figures in the game
of chess, in fact the most powerful chess piece belonging to each player, placed
next to the king at the start of the game, and able to move in any direction along
a rank, file, or diagonal on which it stands,2 as well as cards.3
Further, the noun targeted here started to be employed as QUEEN 4, at the
beginning of the 17th century in the insect-specific sense ‘the reproductive female
caste in social bees, wasps, ants, and termites, larger than the ordinary workers;
an individual of this caste, one (or more) of which are normally present in each
colony’, which may be qualified as an extension of the Old English socially
high-ranking human-specific sense ‘wife of the monarch’. In later use there
developed the generalized animal-specific sense that may be defined as ‘the sole
fertile female in certain other social animal colonies’, the use that must be
obligatorily marked with the label <FIELD LABEL: ANIMALS>.
Let us now go back to the nominal QUEEN 1, with various femalespecific senses that shall be the subject to our scrutiny. As shown by the OED,
its earliest records go back to Anglo-Saxon times,4 with the well-pronounced
sense ‘a woman, especially a noblewoman; a wife, especially of an important
man’, and the extension that may be defined as ‘the wife or consort of a king’. 5
Also, since the early OE times, the noun was frequently employed in the sense ‘a
female ruler of an independent state, people, etc., especially one who inherits the
position by right of birth; a female sovereign’.6
2
c1450 The quene or the fers. > 1992 Materially speaking Black is doing quite well with rook,
bishop and knight for queen and pawn (the OED).
3
1408 The card in each suit bearing the representation of a queen, normally ranking next
below the king and above the jack > 1575 There is 5 trumps beside the Queene. > 2006 He put all
of his high cards on the left, so if he threw the third card from the left and it has a queen then you
knew what the rest of them were.
4
OE Cwen mec hwilum hwitloccedu hond on legeð, eorles dohtor, þeah hio æþelu sy.
5
OE Adstitit regina a dextris tuis, in uestitu deaurato circumamicta uarietate: ætstod cwoen to
swiðran ðire in gegerelan bigyldum ymbswapen misenlicnisse. > 2000 A garage to accommodate
the two cars that had recently been provided for the King and Queen.
6
OE Hi mon hæt on Crecisc Amazasanas [read Amazanas], þæt is on Englisc fortende. Heora
twa wæron heora cwena, Marsepia & Lampida wæron hatene. > 2005 Rabuka staged the first of
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As evidenced in the historical lexicographic works, through the 16th century,
the noun in question developed a novel meaning extension, especially visible in
such contexts as queen and country, the semantics of which is to be interpreted
as ‘a female sovereign and her people, considered together as objects of patriotic
allegiance’.7 At the same time, the noun is documented as being used ‘with
specification of the people, country, etc, ruled over by a queen or by the king to
whom she is consort’, as, for example, Queen of Scots, Queen of France, etc.’.8
Apart from this, in historical lexicographic works, we come across a
somewhat less positively loaded generalized sense that is defined as ‘a female
whose authority or pre-eminence is comparable to that of a queen’ which most
frequently forms a constitutive element of various of-phrases, such as Queen of
glory, Queen of grace, Queen of heaven, etc.’.9
Much earlier, because in the late 14th century, the noun in question is attested
in the extended sense ‘any of the goddesses of ancient religions or mythologies,
frequent in such collocations as queen of heaven, queen of love, queen of
marriage, etc.’.10 At the same time, in the late 14th century, the word appeared in
the sense ‘a fine and honourable woman; a woman surpassing all others in rank
or excellence, most frequently employed as a term of endearment and respect’.11
The two Old English words, that is cwen (c825), meaning both ‘a female ruler’
and’ the wife of king consort’, and cwene (c1000), meaning ‘woman’, provide one
of the earliest examples of what in linguistic semantics has come to be known as
radiation, defined as the development of more than one distinct sense from a
common historical source. WHM (2004) stresses that the original sense of the word
was by all means evaluatively neutal. Let us make a direct quote from the
dictionary, which reads: “Once established, the pejorative sense of quean drove out
its neutral senses, and especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was
used almost solely to refer to prostitutes. Around the same time, in many English
dialects the pronunciation of queen and quean became identical, leading to the
his two coups, resulting in the Queen's removal as head of state and Fiji being expelled from the
Commonwealth.
7
1572 These now being the profites and frutes that your Queene and Countrey haue reaped and
gathered of this Tree of mutation. > 2001 Any man or woman who has had to face the real
possibility of dying for Queen and Country..should be entitled to due recognition from those he is
employed to defend.
8
OE Regina austri surget in iudicio cum generatione ista : cuen suðdæles arises uel aras in
dom mið cneorisso ðas uel ðys. > 1994 The Queen of Sheba went to pay homage to King Solomon
accompanied by a dazzling entourage and piles of pressies.
9
OE Eala þu mæra [perh. read mære] middangeardes seo clæneste cwen ofer eorþan þara þe
gewurde to widan feore. > 1990 The empress Theodora, who stands in state on the wall of San
Vitale wearing a jeweled crown that was to be the model for the crown of Mary, Queen of Heaven.
10
a1382 Þei make swete cakis to þe qween of heuene & sacrifien to alien godis. >
1990 Ancient queen of wisdom, Hecate, Hecate, Old one come to us.
11
1385 Allas, myn hertes queene, alas my wyf! > 1991 And now if I dissolve my tears in
dissipation, know, my queen, only you are to blame. My fragile heart will never be the same.
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obsolescence of the latter term except in some regions” (WHM 2004). Hence, we
are apparently justified to postulate the negatively coloured marking
<AXIOLOGICAL LABEL: MORALLY NEGATIVE> for what may be classed
as morally pregnant use of the noun.
It is stressed in other lexicographic works, such as the WDWW (1989), that
originally queen denoted high status, preeminence and a sphere of power, with
connotations of regal and majestic status and behaviour. Hence, postulating the label
<AXIOLOGICAL LABEL: SOCIALLY POSITIVE> appears to be justified. A
substantial modification occurred at the beginning of the 17th century when –
particularly in such morphological derivatives as queen like or queenly – the noun
acquired evidently negative connotations of haughtiness, and hence the label that is
to be postulated for this secondary historical sense is <AXIOLOGICAL LABEL:
SOCIALLY NEGATIVE>, What is in semantic literature referred to as sexual
pejoration (see Kleparski 1900), affected the semantics of queen during the course of
the 19th century, when the noun started to be used with evident sexist and/or sexual
connotations in the sense ‘girlfriend’ of a female partner. Interestingly enough, in the
third decade of the 20th century (1924) queen was first used in the male-specific
derogatory sense ‘an effeminate person’, which in all likelihood was designed as a
euphemism for a male homosexual, or more precisely ‘the effeminate partner in a
homosexual relationship’. Likewise, the editors of SE (1991) confirm that queen –
from the beginning of the 20th century in American English slang – has been used in
the sense ‘an effeminate male’, or alternatively disparagingly in the sense ‘an
effeminate male homosexual, especially one who prefers virile men’, as well as ‘a
type of male homosexual with specific preferences as to the types of lovers’. All of
those recently developed male-specific senses must be marked with <USAGE
LABEL: OFFENSIVE/DEROGATORY>.
Among others, Rawson’s DED (1981) stresses that there is yet another use of
the lexical item queen that has little in common with the noun QUEEN 1, the
central sense of which is ‘a male homosexual who plays the female part’, but
before that, quean developed the sense ‘a bold or ill-behaved woman,
specifically, a whore’.12 At that point of its history in English – although the
noun is clearly associated with the field label <FIELD LABEL: HUMAN
BEING>, it must be marked for its currency rate as <CURRENCY LABEL:
OBSOLETE>. At the same time, the diminutive formation based on queen, that
is queenie is used in the evaluatively loaded sense ‘a prostitute’.13
Dictionaries of current English air different views on the historical
meanderings of queen. And so, for example, according to the editors of
ESHOPFES (2006) both quean and queen have a complex and interwoven
12

1777 Here's to the flaunting extravagant quean. And here's to the housewife that's thrifty.
Rest a us queenies from them eight places up and down the street, we was left high and dry,
cause they wasn’t gonna open them places up no more.
13
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history encapsulating the binary image of woman as contemptible whore and
admired regent. The dictionary stresses that quean always denoted a woman of
low class and has become a now obsolete synonym of prostitute, while queen
has an ambivalent status, having maintained its royal meaning from AngloSaxon up to modern times, but also acquiring certain associations of prostitution
and homosexuality. It is maintained by the editors of the dictionary that the
confusion between the two words no doubt started with the evident similarity of
origin, and was aggravated by the basic instability of spelling in Middle English.
From this period quean, which originally meant simply ’a woman’, became in
the words of the OED, ‘a term of disparagement and abuse’.14
QUEEN 1

MED
1)’a woman who
rules a country
because she
belongs to a royal
family’
2) ’a woman who
is married to a
king’
3) ‘a woman who
does something
very well’

CCAD
1) ‘a woman who
rules a country as
its monarch’.
2) <STYLISTIC
LABEL: VERY
INFORMAL> ‘a
woman who is for
being very good
at it.

LDCE
1) ‘the female
ruler of a
country’, ‘the
wife of a king’

2) <USAGE
LABEL:
INSULTING>
<STYLISTIC
LABEL:
INFORMAL>
‘male
homosexual’

4) <USAGE
LABEL:
INSULTING>
STYLISTIC
LABEL:
INFORMAL>
‘an offensive
word for a gay
man who the
speaker thinks is
like a woman in a
way he looks,
talks or behaves’

CALD
1) ‘a woman who
rules a country
because she has
been born into a
royal family, or a
woman who is
married to a king’
2) <STYLISTIC
LABEL: VERY
INFORMAL>
<USAGE LABEL:
DISAPPROVING>
’any woman who is
considered to be
the best at what she
does’
3) <USAGE
LABEL:
DISAPPROVING>
<STYLISTIC
LABEL:
INFORMAL>
‘a homosexual
man, especially an
older man, whose
way of behaving is
noticeable and
artificial’

Table 1. The present-day sense range of queen.

14

ca.1290: An olde quene ther was biside, strong hore and baudestrote [bawd].
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Morphological and idiomatic potential of queen
In terms of its word formation potential, we observe that the human-specific
noun analysed here has been relatively productive in the formation of a number of
historically evidenced compounds, such as, for example, drag queen meaning ‘a
male transvestite; also a female impersonator’, queen it, the verbal expression the
sense of which may be defined as ‘to act like a queen, domineer’.15 This female
counterpart of the male-specific lord it over was used by Shakespeare in The
Winter's Tale (AHDI, 1997), (SDA, 2005). The former also documented in Modern
English (see DCS, 2007), where we find that someone for whom the label drag
queen is employed is a male homosexual who wears women’s clothing.16
Other formations with the noun queen as the compounding formant that are
documented in DCS (2007) are closet queen the sense of which is defined as ‘a
homosexual who conceals his or her homosexuality’.17 Let us stress that
originally the term was first widely used in American English although its
precise time and place of its etymology lie in obscurity. In terms of our system of
label markings the noun requires to be marked as <USAGE LABEL:
CONTEMPTOUS/DISSAPPROVING>. Apart from the compounds discussed
earlier, there is the curry-queen compound, that is used somewhat disparagingly
in the sense ‘a gaymale who is attracted to South Asian partners’, and hence
postulating the label <USAGE LABEL: DEROGATORY> is certainly justified.
One the basis of the language material given in DCS (2007) one must
acknowledge other compound formations in English, namely drama queen, used
in the sense ‘a self-dramatising or hysterical person’, which originally in the
1960s was applied by male homosexuals to their fellows while in the following
decade the compound was adopted by heterosexuals and applied to women and,
sometimes, to straight, as well as gay men. The spelling variant quean is the
earlier spelling of queen meaning ‘an effeminate homosexual’, and the spelling
coexisted with the variant spelling queen until the early 1960s when it virtually
disappeared from the lexicon of English. As we have seen, the semantics of most
of the existing queen/quean formations concentrates of queer sexuality in all its
forms and manifestations. Apart from the various gay-specific senses, in presentday English, as evidenced by Dalzell and Victor’s SS1, the word forms the
constitutive part of the metaphorical compound queen bee used in the ‘the
manager of a homosexual brothel’.18
15

She queened it over the family, treating her siblings like servants.
1967 Kenneth Williams then gave a long portrait of a dismal drag queen writing a witty
letter requesting employment.
17
Originally closet queen was part of underground gay terminology, and it became well known
in the early 1970s when many previously secretive homosexuals decided to come out.
18
Customers call the queen bee and specify the male they want by physical characteristics and
the length of time he is wanted.
16
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Understandably, as recently emphasized by Ptaszyński (2010: 413), “the
purpose of lexicography is to help people satisfy their information needs rather
than describe language, the latter being the domain of linguistics.” As far as the
usage labels are concerned, the very idea of incorporating thus understood labels
in the structure of lexicographic description is by no means a novelty, and it has
been signalled in the literature of the subject, but – equally for a long period of
time – lexicographers have faced the multitude of difficulties connected with the
intricacies of the very shape and extent of the labelling system (see Ptaszyński,
2010: 411-412). One of the main reasons, as indicated in Atkins & Rundell
(2008: 496), is that “many labels are umbrella terms that conceal a good deal of
variation.” What is more, the discussion concerning diasystematic information in
dictionaries cannot be detached from the parameter formed by users’ needs. It
goes without saying that lexicographers, while making their decisions on usage
restrictions should focus both on the profile of the intended dictionary user, as
well as the type/purpose of the reference work they are compiling.
As mentioned by Jackson (1988:176), “[…] language learners, like all users
of language, employ language in two functions: decoding […] and encoding.”
Compilers of EFL dictionaries declare that special emphasis is placed on aiding
the user in encoding correct and natural sentences in the target language (see
Jackson, 1988:176). Although the field of lexicography has been developing at
an unprecedented pace, there still remains the problem of the indispensable
requirements that any lexicographical description will have to address if it is to
be somehow satisfactory. The present study aims to shed some light on the way
the lexical item QUEEN is used and, in particular, to determine its
sociolinguistic value throughout the development of the English language.
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CHICANOS IN AMERICA AFTER THE MEXICAN WAR
Abstract: In this paper a brief summary is provided of the situation of Mexican-Americans in the
period from the mid-19th century to the end of the 20th century. Examples are taken mostly from
works of literature and some from movies, in order to illustrate how Chicano intellectuals wish to
uphold their cultural heritage in an Anglo society that was unfriendly towards them for a long time.
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Introduction
Today, forty million people in the United States speak Spanish as their native
tongue, and their contribution to the culture of the United States is now
powerfully present and accepted. This was not always the case. For a long time,
from the Mexican War to the end of the 20th century, Mexicans were looked
upon with suspicion and a sense of Anglo superiority that resulted in negative,
and often grotesquely exaggareted stereotypes about lazy, unreliable and
cowardly Mexicans in literature, country and western songs, and even in TV
commercials.
In our days, departments of English at colleges and universities pay an
increasing attention to the Hispanic heritage and dimension of the United States,
or Mexican lecturers are invited, and Mexican studies are now integral parts of
North American Studies. Still, a lot of students who come to the institutions to
learn American studies, are surprised that the adventure of the Europeans in what
is today the United States did not start at Jamestown, Virginia in 1607.
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Greasers and Gringos
Once I was in this behavior modification programme. (…)
But you were not allowed to speak Spanish.
(…) All Hispanics up against the wall! I didn’t move. (…)
I said all Hispanics up against the wall!
”I’m not Hispanic.” He said, ”But you speak Spanish!”
”I also speak English, but I’m not British!
I’m American! I’m Black! I’m (…) Indian…”
(Estevez 2005)

In the nineteenth century, the expanding American empire soon came into
contact with Mexico, a country that only recently won its independence of Spain.
The U. S. government was ready to buy new territories from Mexico. The
scheme that worked with Napoleon, and later with the Russian Tzar, however,
did not work with young Mexico.
In the rivalry, the two nations needed some ideology to justify their aspiration
for the lands. For the Mexicans, the ideology included the myth of Aztlán, the
mysterious cradle of the Aztec civilization somewhere in the north, and their rich
cultural heritage rooted in two continents.
The etymology of Aztlán is sometimes explained as the ‘land of egrets’, but
linguists now argue that is not fully correct, and the words means something like the
‘land of whiteness’ or perhaps ‘white sands’. The name Aztec means ‘people of
Aztlán’ (AztecaNet 2015). Jacqueline M. Hildago in her Revelation in Aztlán (2016)
discusses at length the importance of the mysterious homeland of trhe Aztecs.
What is a source of pride for the Mexicans, that is, their dual cultural
heritage, Aztec and European, is a source of contempt for the Anglos, who
regarded them as “mongrels.”
Mexican Americans are essentially Indians and therefore Orientals [...]. Throughout history […]
the Orientals have shown less regard for human life than have the Europeans. Further, Mexican
Americans had inherited their 'naturally violent' tendencies from the 'bloodthirsty Aztecs' of
Mexico who were said to have practiced human sacrifice centuries ago (Fellner 2002).

This passage is quoted from an official named Ayres, who worked at the
sheriff’s department in California during the Zoot Suit riots. At one point in his
report, he even compared the Anglo to a domesticated house cat and the Mexican
to a ‘wild cat’, suggesting that the Mexican would forever retain his wild and
violent tendencies no matter how much education or training he might receive.
The prominent Chicano author, Rudolfo Anaya writes, “whenever cultural
groups as different as the Anglo-American, [and] Chicano [...] exist side by side,
cultural sharing takes place; but also each group will develop a set of biases or
stereotypes about the other groups” (Anaya 1995: 295).
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Anaya (1995) assumes that stereotypes are always and necessarily negative;
that is what he experienced living as a member of an ethnic minority. In the
second half of the 19th century, stereotypes and biases were powerful, and
cultural sharing, although also powerful, was going on in the background, as an
undercurrent, as an almost unconscious process.
This is not a one-way street. In a lot of things, from cooking through fashion
to music, the Mexicans also influenced the Anglos, and they still do. Fast food
chains offering Mexican food are now franchise all over the U. S., and also
abroad. One of the stereotypical WASP heroes, Clint Eastwood, wears a poncho
in a lot of his western movies. The land itself, owned by the Mexicans in
California was like a paradise:
Between the veranda and the river meadows [...] all was garden, orange grove, and almond
orchard; the orange grove always green, never without snowy bloom or golden fruit; the
garden never without flowers, summer or winter; and the almond orchard, in early spring, a
fluttering canopy of pink and white petals, which [...] looked as rosy sunrise clouds had
fallen, and become tangled in the tree-tops. On either hand stretched away other orchards,
peach, apricot, pear, apple, pomegranate; and beyond these, vineyards. Nothing was to be
seen but verdure or bloom or fruit, at whatever time of the year (Jackson 1970: 19).

George Emery in 1869 also describes California as an earthly paradise, but
the inhabitants are unworthy of that land:
one of our prospective neighbors, [...] whose general appearance was that of a parsnip gone to
seed; a wiry, straggly, shiftless old fellow, who might have been the Darwinian link between
a mummy and an oyster. The “water witch,” the person blessed with magic skills in finding
water in the semi-desert soil, looks even more miserable: A ragged, dirty Mexican, whose
matted hair was a model of cactus-fence, whose tattered blanket served to make more evident
his nakedness, an unmistakable, unredeemed “greaser” (Emery 1971: 35).

The message is clear: a modern, enlightened republic, such as the U. S., may not
leave such a beautiful land in the hands of miserable greasers. For the AngloAmericans, the ideology for the conquest was the ”Manifest Destiny”, that is, God’s
obvious desire that the Anglo-Saxons spread culture and civilization in the world.
Literature well reflected the general disdain of the Anglo society towards the
inhabitants of the newly conquered land. In Stephen Crane’s The Bride Comes to
Yellow Sky the Mexicans are only feeble ghosts in the world of the busy yankees.
They are no longer involved in the affairs of this land. They immediately
disappear when something disturbing happens: “The two Mexicans at once sat
down their glasses and faded out of the rear entrance of the saloon” (Crane 1971:
749). There is nothing dignified in their departure; they just vanish. This is a
change of lifestyle; a rural, agricultural way of life is being replaced with a more
modern, business-oriented urban lifestyle.
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It is not surprising that the new Anglo-American masters and governors of the
newly conquered areas did not regard very highly the traditional values,
occupations and culture. In fact, the Mexican-Americans were treated as
foreigners. In California, they levied the same taxes on them as foreign citizens
were supposed to pay, although they did not cross the border-the border crossed
them, as we can hear in one of Rodriguez’s movies. The Anglo-Americans did
not for a very long time honor the Treaty of Guadelupe Hidalgo, which stipulates
the following:
In the said territories, property of every kind, now belonging to Mexicans not established
there, shall be inviolably respected. The present owners, the heirs of these, and all Mexicans
who may hereafter acquire said property by contract, shall enjoy with respect to it guarantees
equally ample as if the same belonged to citizens of the United States (Article VII of the
Treaty of Guadelupe-Hildago 1848).

In fairness, it must be pointed out that the Government of the United States
did not openly or intentionally breach the contract, as there is no evidence
suggesting that the Government supported or encouraged the unfair treatment in
any way. Law and order in the new territories in the second half of the 19th
century did not offer much guarantee of property or rights to anyone, regardless
of their nationality.
In the newly acquired territories of the United States, most people suffered,
almost equally. Southerners suffered from the aftermath of the Civil War and the
reconstruction, and gold fields in California suffered from an extremely high
crime rate. Indians suffered from the land hunger of the homesteaders, and new
white settlers suffered from the harsh conditions. There were times, when the
Hispanic population was even pleased by the arrival of the U. S. cavalry, as they
saw in them the guarantors of peace and tranquility:
[the Hispanics] no longer fully shared their proud forefathers’ […] complete pastoral isolation
with all its primitive lack of comforts. They were also tired of wild Indian depredations, and
welcomed the new well-armed dragoons of the United States as a much-needed shield
(Chávez 2012: 251).

It was, however, the U. S. that promulgated the arrival of so high numbers of
immigrants to the new areas that maintaining law and order became extremely
difficult. The reason of the troubles of the Hispanics was that often not even the
“well-armed dragoons” were able to protect the rights and property of local
people from “the ever-increasing number of eastern Americans of every
description and profession, all wise in the tricks of finance especially, which kept
on coming every year,” as Fra Angelico continues. It was those people “wise in
the tricks of finance” that deprived local people of property and rights, rather
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than the U.S. Government that had little means of directly influencing the
situation in California, Utah or New Mexico.
When new mines were opened all over California, and railroad construction,
based on steel production and coal mining, was the most important industry, the
traditional rural-agricultural way of life at feudal-type family mansions with
Indian peons and house servants, and the old structure of Mexican society with
missions and churches as centres of social life, fitted ill with the turbulent new
world of the American industrial revolution. As Albert Camarillo puts it, “The
traditional Mexican pastoral economy was being replaced by Anglo-American
capitalism” (Camarillo 1979: 14). The “old-fashioned”, agricultural lifestyle, the
missions and churches, the enture structure of Mexican society triggered the
contempt of the industrializing, enterprising Anglos. It did not only last until the
end of the 19th century, as some sources suggest. Its aftermath was still felt until
the end of the 20th century, reflected in movies, in which Mexicans are depicted
as cowardly and lazy people, and even in advertisements. A Mexican bandido,
with ammunition belts across his chest, huge patches of sweat under his armpits,
sprays himself with deo, and the narrator says: “If it works for him, it will work
for you!” (Rendon 1971: 8).
Still, though assimilation is only one of the reasons why press, sociology and
historiography paid less attention to the Chicanos in the period between the
Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo and the 1960s, the emergence of the Chicano
Movement, it affected the Chicanos where they were the most sensitive.
The wealthy Hispanics first tried to assimilate into mainstream American
society, and attempted to imitate Anglo middle-class lifestyle. As a consequence,
the Hispanics lost a lot of their potential leaders when they needed them most.
What media attention the Hispanics received was largely negative, e. g. at the
time of the “Zoot Suit Riots” in wartime California.
In 1943, American servicemen in California were suspicious of JapaneseAmericans, and every other ethnic minority. The ”Zoot suit”, the colourful, loose
fitting suit, worn by the pachucos – Hispanic youngsters – was in itself a
provocation for American soldiers and sailors. The mutual distrust culminated in
riots and violence. Luis Valdez, the first prominent playwright of the Chicano
Movement wrote a series of plays about the pachucos. Zoot Suit has been made
into a major musical.
The “Pachuco Cross”, a cross with the rays of the rising sun behind it, is a
popular graffity and tattoo subject in the barrios. The barrio replaced the
pastoral, rural lifestyle for Hispanics as a new habitat. The barrio – the Spanish
for district – is the place where predominantly Spanish-speaking people live.
But poverty is, as Luis Rodriguez (1993: 40-41) decribes, just as important a
determining factor in the barrio as nationality:
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large numbers of Asians from Japan, Korea and Taiwan also moved into the area. Sections
of Monterey Park and even San Gabriel became known as Little Japans or Chinatowns. [...]
The barrios which were not incorporated [...] became self-contained and forbidden,
incubators of rebellion.

“Incorporated” means that a town has its own public services and utilities and
normal housing conditions; middle-class, as opposed to the slums of the
immigrants. In terms of economic competitiveness, Hispanic people were at a
distinct disadvantage. Another area where they were at a disadvantage was
education. The (Anglo-) American educational system did not recognize the
needs of Hispanic pupils and students, and English was, naturally, the language
of instruction, regardless how well they spoke that language, or they spoke that
at all. This can be illustrated with another quote from Rodriguez’s largely
autobiographical novel:
Those of us still in school were expelled. This was fine with me. I hated school. And I
loved fighting.
I worked as a bus boy in a Mexican restaurant in San Gabriel when I was 15 years old.
[...] It was kicking, hard work. [...] We carried thick plastic trays heaped with dirty dishes,
cleaned up tables, poured water into glasses, provided extra coffee–and took abuse from the
well-to-do people who came there (Rodriguez 1993: 102).

At that time Rodriguez did not realize the interrelation between the lack of
education and low-paid, humiliating work:
Segregation has been, and continues to be, a reality for a substantial number of Chicano
children and youths in elementary and secondary public schools. In that segregation practices
and conditions are not conducive for optimal learning, it is not surprising that school
segregation is inextricably linked to Chicano school failure. (…)
The forced separation of Chicano children and youths from their White peers in public
schools has its roots in the post-1848 decades following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
Subsequently, racial/ethnic isolation of schoolchildren became a normative practice in the
Southwest – despite states having no legal statutes to segregate Chicano students from White
students (Valencia 2005: 81).

Linda Chávez1, prominent politician of the new right, also condems Spanishlanguage education:
Hispanic leaders have been among the most demanding, insisting that Hispanic children be
taught in Spanish; that Hispanic adults be allowed to cast ballots in their native language and
that they have the right to vote in districts in which Hispanics make up the majority of voters;
that their ethnicity entitles them to a certain percentage of jobs and college admissions
(Chávez 1991: 162).

1
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Not to be confused with César Chávez’s daughter, whose name is the same.

Educating kids in the language of the majority is the key to success in society;
as simple as that; an argument often heard from those who find it uncomfortable
to meet the needs of ethnic minorities and would very much like to assimilate
them.
Valencia discusses the segregation of Chicano students at length, pointing out
that Hispanic students are more segregated than Blacks, although it is not the
least surprising, since Blacks do not have a language of their own. Segregation
may also mean that Hispanic students are educated in their own cultural heritage
and in their own language. Valencia, however, assumes that Hispanic schools
automatically provide ”inferior” education.
Piri Thomas (1997: 66-69), a Hispanic but not Mexican-Puerto Rican author,
in his Down these Mean Streets, describes a series of apparently absurd events,
as part of which all participants–the schoolmaster, the teacher, the colored Mrs.
Washington–act on distorted, false, erroneous assumptions about the other
parties involved. They all give the wrong reaction to the events, and not one
single one of them does anything that would contribute to a reasonable solution
to the problem. When the schoolmaster is finally forced to retreat, and the
woman and Piri believe that they were triumphant over the white man, they
failed to recognize that actually they were the ones who were beaten. They were
defeated by a near-hopelessly distorted system, the elements and participants of
which all work in a way that is entirely detached and alienated from the very
people whose needs and objectives they were supposed to serve.
The time is the mid-20th century, and the scene, from page 66 to 69 of the
novel, is an excellent illustration of the harmful effects of the mutual prejudice
and negative stereotypes and the inadequate school system the only idea of
which regarding minorities is unconditional and automatic assimilation.

The Greaser Stands Up
It was only in the 1960s that the Chicano awakening began, largely to the
efforts of César Chávez, who launched his farmworkers’ movement that later
became known as the Chicano Movement. The movement started as an
agricultural one, as the organizers worried that it might be considered by the
authorities as a rebellious social movement, and they wanted to emphasize their
peaceful intentions. Their emblem is an eagle spreading its wings, a symbol not
alien to Anglo-Americans.
The movement paid attention to emphasizing their cultural roots and their
unwillingness to assimilate the way Linda Chávez and others believe. The
theatre of the movement is called El Teatro Campesino, that is, the peasant
theatre. The word ”peasant” is not often used in American English; farmworker
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or farmhand is more common, but for the Chicanos it is accepted term. The
mission of the movement is best summed up by leaders on their own website:
From the migrant labor fields to Broadway, Luis Valdez remains true to his original vision…
performance that addresses the Chicano experience in America in a context meaningful to all
Americans. Valdez’s credits include, founder & artistic director of the internationally
renowned El Teatro Campesino, council member of the National Endowment of the Arts, and
founding member of the California Arts Council (El Teatro Campesino 2015).

Novelists like Anaya, Rodriguez and playwrights like Valdez did a lot to
draw the attention of mainstream society, including educational decision makers,
to the situation of the Hispanics. An equally important factor in that process has
been the sheer size of Mexican (Puerto Rican, Cuban, Dominican etc.) workforce
in the United States economy.

Conclusions: In the 21st Century
It was a difficult and long process to overcome the mutual prejudice, distrust
and stereotypes that lingered on for a long time. In Mailer’s The Naked and the
Dead ([1951] 2013), Ysidro, a real pachuco, of the back streets of San Antonio,
has great ambitions: making love with “plat’num blonde” girls. His machismo is
no longer satisfied by Chicanas – he wants girls with Anglo-Saxon names,
“Protestant girls.” Ironically, all the names Ysidro enumerates are not really
Anglo-Saxon, but rather Irish: Alice Stewart, Peggy Reilly, and Mary Hennessey
– these girls may easily be just as Catholic as Ysidro himself (Mailer [1951]
2013: 139).
Even in 1983, Chuck Norris as ”Lone Wolf” McQuade, the gringo Texas
ranger, single-handedly defeats a whole gang of Mexican smugglers. In the
meanwhile the Hispanic ranger, defeated earlier by the bandidos, is looking on
admiringly – an example of Mexican cowardice and ineptness (Carver 1983).
After a long time, while Anglo-Americans dreamed about the exotic,
sensuous, raven-black-haired señoritas, the stereotypes made a full circle. In
Robert Rodriguez’s movie Machéte, the protagonist (Danny Trejo), the rugged
Mexican, makes love to two “plat’num blonde” women at a time, mother and
daughter, wife and daughter of the evil gringo senator.
Hispanic-American literature today appears to be entirely different from what
it used to be in the 1960s. The sequels to the great novels of the period were not
received as favourably as the original, first work. Anaya’s novels following the
classic Bless me, Última did not prove to be successful and, out of the wellknown early works of Hispanic-American prose. Luis Rodriguez was one of the
few whose sequel to his first work is regarded as good or close to as good as the
first novel was.Movie makers also tend to reach back to works that are now
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regarded as classic: Valdez’s Zoot Suit was made into a major musical film in
1981. Anaya’s Bless me Última was converted into a movie in 2013.
The systematic and powerful organization of the Mexican work force, the
efforts that bore fruit by the end of the 20th century, had also commenced as
early as the 1960s, when the Chicano Movement emerged. Gómez-Quiñones
quotes an event, when in 1966, Senator Joseph Montoya (D-NM) told a group of
Mexican Americans that if they would organize, work together, and, above all,
register and vote, they could become one of the most politically potent groups in
the United States” (Gómez-Quiñones 1992: 102). Powell quotes the Daily
Pacific News, which wrote “The Mexican is, so far as the development of the
resources of the country is concerned, the most useful inhabitant of California”
(Powell 2000: 64).
The Hispanic people did not want to assimilate the way Linda Chávez would
like them to do. They are, however, ready to integrate into American society,
accepting what a highly developed industrial society is able to offer, and
preserving their own cultural heritage and ethnic background.
Luis Rodriguez’s efforts to catch up with the mainstream of American society
seem to refute what Octavio Paz says about the pachuco not wanting to become
a part of American life. Rodriguez makes it clear when he says, “It's about time
we become part of America” (Rodriguez 1993: 212). He does not say that we
need to become Americans. Geographically speaking, Hispanics have been
Americans longer than the Anglos, anyway. Integration does not necessarily
mean assimilation.
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